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Publisher's Note

Sri Bhagavan Ramana, the human form of Arunachala,
which Sri Bhagavan and other saints praise as the "Ocean of
Grace" graciously gave out of compassion to the request of
Sri Muruganar, "Ulladu Narpadu" (The Reality in forty
verses) though His teaching is only Silence.

The Anubandham (supplement) are verses mostly
adapted and translated from ancient advaitic texts.

Appalappattu was written when His mother wanted
Him to assist in making appalam (a crisp thing used in South
Indian food). Sri Bhagavan told His mother that He will
prepare another appalam and wrote this verse.

Atma Vidhya Keerthanam was commenced by Sri
Muruganar and Sri Bhagavan completed it.

We are bringing this out with word by word meaning
by Sri Sadhu Om and translation in English by Michael
James.

In line with our earlier Publication "Sri Arunachala Stuti
Panchakam" and Upadesa Undiyar", this book is also with
transliteration of original Tamil to English so that the verses
can be recited (like Veda) in the presence of Sri Bhagavan.

We thank Mr. N.Sankaran for his assistance and Mr.
Pandurangan, Aridra Printers for bringing out this book with
total dedication.

Last but not least our humble thanks to the late Sri
Hamsanandanji (Mr J.J.DeReede) our Founder President

OM
Namo Bhagavathe Sri Arunachala Ramanaya



25-12-2007
128th Ramana Jayanthi day

Tiruvannamalai

     Skanda Bhakta C. Rossi
       Kanvashrama Trust

who passed away on 28-01-2000, has given us the means,
the love and the inspiration to continue this service for the
seekers on the "Path of Sri Ramana," through this Sri
Ramanopadesa Noonmalai"..... Thank you, Thank you.



Introduction

“So that we may be saved, [graciously] reveal to us
the nature of reality and the means to attain [or experi-
ence] it.” This is the prayer that Sri Muruganar made to
Bhagavan Sri Ramana when requesting him to compose
Ulladu Narpadu, and these are the words with which he be-
gins the first verse of his payiram or preface to this great
work.

In answer to this prayer Sri Bhagavan composed Ulla-
du Narpadu, and in accordance with it he thereby revealed
to us not only the nature of reality but also the means by
which we can attain direct experience of it. As he revealed,
the only reality —ulladu or ‘that which is’— is our own es-
sential self, and the only means by which we can experi-
ence it directly is just to ‘be as it is’ by turning our atten-
tion away from all otherness or duality towards our own
essential thought-free self-conscious being, ‘I am’.

The essence of Ulladu Narpadu, and indeed the essence
of Sri Bhagavan’s entire teachings, is encapsulated by him
in the first of the two verses of its mangalam or ‘auspicious
introduction’, which he initially composed as a two-line
verse in kural venba metre, in which he said:

How to [or who can] meditate upon ulla-porul [the
‘reality which is’ or ‘being-essence’]? Being in [our]
heart as [we truly] are alone is meditating [upon
this reality]. Know [this].

In this brief verse he clearly expressed the truth that
‘being as we are’ is the only means by which we can expe-
rience the one absolute reality, which is our own real self
or essential being, ‘I am’. However, to clarify exactly what
he meant by the words ullapadi ullade, which literally mean
‘only being as we are’ or ‘only being as it is’, he later added
two opening lines to this kural venba verse, thereby trans-
forming it into its present form, which is a four-line verse



in venba metre, in which he says:

Other than ulladu [‘that which is’ or being], is there
consciousness of being? Since [this] ulla-porul [this
‘reality which is’, ‘existing substance’ or ‘being-es-
sence’] is in [our] heart devoid of [all] thought,
how to [or who can] think of [or meditate upon
this] ulla-porul, which is called ‘heart’? Being in
[our] heart as [we truly] are [that is, as our
thought-free non-dual consciousness of being, ‘I
am’] alone is meditating [upon our being]. Know
[this reality by experiencing it thus].

In these additional first two lines, he clearly revealed
the nature of the one absolute reality, and thereby he ex-
plained to us exactly what he meant by saying ullapadi
ullade or ‘only being as it is’. In the first sentence of this
verse, “ulladu aladu ulla-unarvu ullado?”, which conveys se-
veral deep and subtle shades of meaning such as ‘If being
were not, could there be consciousness of being?’, ‘Other
than that which is, is there [any] consciousness of being?’
or ‘Can [our] consciousness of being [‘I am’] be other than
[our] being?’, he reveals that ulladu or ‘that which is’ is not
only being but also ulla-unarvu, ‘consciousness which is’ or
‘consciousness of being’.

The same truth is expressed by him in more detail in
verse 23 of Upadesa Undiyar:

Because of the non-existence of [any] unarvu [con-
sciousness] other [than ulladu] to know ulladu [‘that
which is’ or being], ulladu is unarvu. [That] unarvu
itself exists as ‘we’ [our essential being or true
self].

That is, we ourself are the one absolute reality called
ulladu or ‘that which is’, and our essential nature is not
only being but also consciousness of being. We not only
exist, but are conscious of our existence or being. Our be-
ing and our consciousness of our being are not two sepa-
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rate things, but a single non-dual whole. In other words,
our real self or essential being is self-conscious — it is con-
scious of itself, and its consciousness of itself is its very be-
ing.

However, when we say ‘it is conscious of itself’ and
‘its self-consciousness is its very being’, we are expressing
the truth in an inadequate manner, because ‘that which is’
is not a third person object, ‘it’, but is only the first person
reality, ‘we’ or ‘I’. Though Sri Bhagavan sometimes re-
ferred to the absolute reality —the one non-dual being-
consciousness, ‘I am’— as ‘we’, as he does in verse 23 of
Upadesa Undiyar, he did not mean to imply thereby that it
is a plural first person consciousness. Whenever he used
the term ‘we’, he did not use it as the plural form of the
first person pronoun ‘I’, but only as the inclusive form of
it. Whereas the word ‘I’ appears to exclude the person or
people spoken to, the word ‘we’ includes them, so since
our one non-dual real self is not exclusive to any one per-
son but is all-inclusive, he often referred to it appropriately
as ‘we’ rather than as ‘I’.

Thus the essential meaning of this first sentence of the
first mangalam verse of Ulladu Narpadu is that ulladu or
‘that which is’ is self-conscious. The fact that this self-con-
scious being is not a third person object but only the first
person reality, ‘I am’, is made clear by Sri Bhagavan in the
second sentence, in which he says that this ulla-porul or ‘re-
ality which is’ is called ullam or ‘heart’. This word ullam
does not only mean ‘heart’ or the innermost ‘core’ of our
being, but also means ‘am’, so in this context it clearly indi-
cates that the absolute non-dual selfconscious reality that
Sri Bhagavan refers to as ulladu or ullaporul is only our own
essential being, which we always experience as ‘I am’.

The fact that the Tamil word ullam, which is derived
from the root ul meaning ‘within’, ‘inside’ or interior’, and
which is therefore normally understood to mean ‘heart’,
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‘mind’, ‘soul’ or ‘consciousness’, also means ‘am’ is a sub-
tle truth that was pointed out by Sri Muruganar and Sri
Sadhu Om, and probably by Sri Bhagavan himself. That is,
the word ul has two distinct but closely related meanings.
It does not only mean ‘within’, ‘inside’ or interior’, but is
also the base of a tenseless verb meaning ‘to be’ or ‘to
have’. As the base of the verb meaning ‘to be’, it is the root
of the word ulladu, which Sri Bhagavan uses in this verse
in three different senses, firstly as a noun meaning ‘that
(adu) which is (ulla)’ or ‘being’ in the sense of ‘existence’,
secondly in two places as a third person singular verb
meaning ‘it is’ (in the first sentence as the interrogative
form ullado, which means ‘is it?’, and in the second sen-
tence in the form ulladal, which means ‘since it is’), and
thirdly as a gerund meaning ‘being’ in the sense of ‘exist-
ing’ or ‘remaining’ (in the third sentence in the form ullade,
which means ‘only being’). Just as the third person singu-
lar form of the verb ul is ulladu, its usual first person plural
form is ullom, but in literary Tamil a rarely used alternative
first person plural form of it is ullam, which therefore means
‘are’ as in ‘we are’. Therefore Sri Muruganar and Sri Sadhu
Om explained that just as Sri Bhagavan used nam or ‘we’
as an inclusive form of the first person singular pronoun
nan or ‘I’, so he used ullam or ‘are’ as an inclusive form of
the first person singular verb ullen or ‘am’.

In the second sentence of this verse, Sri Bhagavan not
only says that the ulla-porul or ‘reality which is’ is called
ullam, ‘heart’, ‘core’ or ‘am’, but also says that it exists “in
[our] heart devoid of thought”. Therefore in the first two
lines of this verse he has revealed three essential truths
about the nature of the one absolute reality. Firstly he re-
veals that it is not only being but is also self-conscious. Sec-
ondly he reveals that it exists within us devoid of thoughts.
Thirdly and most importantly he reveals that it exists not
only within our ‘heart’ but as our ‘heart’ — that is, as our
true and essential being or ‘am’-ness.
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In other words, the true nature of reality is that ‘that
which [really] is’ is only our own essential thought-free
self-conscious being, which we always experience as ‘I am’.
However, though we always experience the one non-dual
absolute reality as ‘I am’, due to the imaginary rising of
thoughts our essential self-consciousness appears to be dis-
torted and limited as our mind, the finite object-knowing
consciousness that imagines itself to be a physical body.
As Sri Bhagavan reveals repeatedly in the later verses of
Ulladu Narpadu, and in many of his other writings in po-
etry and prose, the rising of our mind, our body and this
entire world, which are all only thoughts or images that
we form in our mind by our power of imagination, is
caused by our primal imagination ‘I am this body’.

Whenever our mind rises, whether in waking or dream,
it always does so by imagining itself to be a physical body.
When it does not imagine itself to be a body, as in sleep, it
subsides and ceases to exist. Therefore Sri Bhagavan says
that this primal imagination ‘I am this body’ is our first
thought, and the root of all our other thoughts. Since the
essential form of our mind is only this first thought ‘I am
this body’, in verse 18 of Upadesa Undiyar and in the fifth
paragraph of Nan Yar? he says:

[Our] mind is only [a multitude of] thoughts. Of
all [the countless thoughts that are formed in our
mind], the thought ‘I’ alone is the root [base, foun-
dation or origin]. [Therefore] what is called ‘mind’
is [in essence just this root thought] ‘I’.

What rises in this body as ‘I’, that alone is [our]
mind. … Of all the thoughts that appear [or arise]
in [our] mind, the thought ‘I’ alone is the first
thought. Only after this rises do other thoughts
rise. Only after the first person appears do the sec-
ond and third persons appear; without the first
person the second and third persons do not exist.
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The fact that this root thought ‘I’ is our basic imagina-
tion that we are a physical body is made clear by Sri Bha-
gavan in verse 14 of Ulladu Narpadu (kalivenba version) and
in verse 2 of Anma-Viddai:

If that first person [our mind], [which experiences
itself] as ‘I am [this] body’, exists, the second and
third persons will [also seem to] exist. If, by our
investigating the truth of the first person, the first
person ceases to exist, the second and third per-
sons will [also] come to an end, [and the reality of]
the first person, which [always] shines as one [the
one non-dual absolute reality, which alone remains
after the dissolution of these three false persons],
will be [then discovered to be] our [true] state,
[our real] self.

Since the thought ‘this body composed of flesh is
I’ is the one string on which [all our] various thoughts
are attached, if [we] go within [ourself scrutinis-
ing] ‘who am I? what is the place [the source from
which this fundamental thought ‘I am this body’
rises]?’, [all] thoughts will disappear, and within
the cave [the core of our being] self-knowledge
will shine spontaneously as ‘I [am] I’. This alone is
silence [the silent or motionless state of mere be-
ing], the one [non-dual] space [of infinite conscious-
ness], the sole abode of [true unlimited] happi-
ness.

In order to regain our natural state of thought-free
self-conscious being, we must free ourself from all thoughts,
including their root, our mind, which is in essence nothing
but our first thought ‘I am this body, a person called so-
and-so’. Even if we cut a tree down to its stump, so long as
its roots survive it will continue to sprout fresh stems,
branches, leaves, flowers and fruits. Similarly, so long as
our mind —this root thought ‘I am this body’— survives,
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it will continue forming fresh thoughts and diversifying it-
self as the countless objects of this world, which it forms as
mental images within itself by its power of imagination.

Our mind cannot survive without constantly dwelling
upon thoughts, which it is perpetually forming within it-
self. Though it imagines some of its thoughts to be objects
that exist in a world that appears to be outside itself, that
seemingly external world actually arises only within itself
as a series of mental images, just as the world that it expe-
riences in a dream does. Having formed itself as its primal
imagination ‘I am this body’, our mind then imagines that
through the five senses of that body it is experiencing a
world outside itself. However both this body and world
are mere imaginations — that is, they are both just thoughts or
mental images that our mind has formed within itself.

We experience this imaginary identification of ourself
with a body and the consequent perception of a seemingly
external world in both waking and dream. Just as we expe-
rience this world in the waking state as if it were existing
outside ourself, so we experience the world that we see in
a dream as if it were existing outside ourself, but in both
cases we actually experience such a seemingly external
world only within our own mind. Since we now know that
any world that we experience in a dream is actually just a
figment of our imagination, we have no reason to suppose
that this world that we experience in our present waking
state is anything other than a figment of our imagination.

All our perceptions of objects that appear to exist out-
side ourself are actually just thoughts that our mind has
formed within itself by its power of imagination. Anything
that we experience as other than ourself is therefore just a
thought, and like all our other thoughts it depends for its
seeming existence upon the seeming existence of our mind,
which is our first thought ‘I’ — the thinker that thinks all
thoughts, and the subject that knows all objects.
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Just as all thoughts depend upon our mind, which
thinks them, so our mind depends upon its constant action
of thinking thoughts. Without thinking of things other than
itself, it cannot stand. Therefore in the fourth paragraph of
Nan Yar? Sri Bhagavan says:

… [Our] mind stands only by always following a
gross object; solitarily it does not stand. ...

This truth is explained by him still more clearly in
verse 25 of Ulladu Narpadu:

Grasping form [a body] it [our mind or ego] co-
mes into existence. Grasping form [that body] it
persists. Grasping and feeding on form [thoughts
or objects] it flourishes abundantly. Leaving form
[one body] it grasps form [another body]. If [we]
examine [it], [this] formless phantom ego takes flight.
Know [that is, know this truth, or experience this
disappearance of the ego by examining it].

Being a mere imagination, our mind has no form of its
own, so it can appear to exist as a seemingly distinct entity
only by clinging to a gross form. The first form that our
mind clings to is a physical body, which it imagines to be
itself, and then through that body it experiences many
other forms, some of which it recognises as being thoughts
that exist only within itself, and some of which it imagines
to be objects existing outside itself. By attending to such
thoughts and objects, it nourishes and strengthens the illu-
sion of its own seeming existence, and hence Sri Bhagavan
describes its act of attending to them as ‘grasping and
feeding on forms’.

Since attention to thoughts and to seemingly external
objects (which Sri Bhagavan describes respectively as ‘sec-
ond person objects’ and ‘third person objects’) is the means
by which our mind nourishes itself, when we divert our
attention away from all such thoughts and objects towards
ourself, our mind will begin to subside. Therefore Sri Bha-
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gavan says, “If [we] examine [it], [this] formless phantom
ego [our mind] takes flight”. That is, since it has no form of
its own, and since it can appear to exist only by attending
to forms, which it creates by its own power of imagination,
when our mind attempts to attend to itself, it will begin to
subside, being deprived of the forms that it is accustomed
to grasping.

Since thoughts obscure our natural clarity of thought-
free self-conscious being, just as dark clouds obscure the
clear light of the sun, and since thoughts can exist only
when we attend to them, the only means by which we can
free ourself from the illusory clouding effect of our thoughts
and thereby experience our real self as it truly is —that is,
devoid of all thoughts— is to turn our attention away from
all thoughts towards our own essential self-conscious be-
ing, which we always experience as ‘I am’. Such self-atten-
tion or self-attentiveness is not an action, but only a state
of just being as we always really are.

Attending to anything other than ourself is an action,
because it involves a seeming movement of our attention
away from ourself towards that other thing. Attending to
our own essential self-conscious being, on the other hand,
is not an action, because it is a state in which our attention
rests in itself without moving anywhere or doing any-
thing. Therefore Sri Bhagavan often described this state of
self-attention as the state of ‘just being’ or ‘being as we
are’.

This state of just being as we really are, without the
least action of mind, speech or body, is clearly described
by Sri Bhagavan in verses 4 and 5 of Anma-Viddai:

To untie the bonds beginning with karma [that is,
the bonds of action, and of all that results from ac-
tion], [and] to rise above [or revive from] the ruin
beginning with birth [that is, to transcend and be-
come free from the miseries of embodied existence,
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which begins with birth and ends with death, only
to begin once again with birth in another mind-
created body], [rather] than any [other] path, this
path [of simple self-attentive being] is exceedingly
easy. When [we] just are, having settled [calmly
and peacefully in perfect repose as our simple self-
conscious being] without even the least karma [ac-
tion] of mind, speech or body, ah, in [our] heart
[the innermost core of our being] the light of self
[will shine forth clearly as our non-dual conscious-
ness of being, ‘I am I’]. [Having thereby drowned
and lost our individual self in this perfectly peace-
ful and infinitely clear state of true self-knowl-
edge, we will discover it to be our] eternal experi-
ence. Fear will not exist. The ocean of [infinite] bliss
alone [will remain].

In the ullam [heart, mind or consciousness] which 
investigates [itself] within [itself], [by just being] 
as it is [as clear self-conscious being] without think-
ing of [anything] other [than itself], atma [our real 
self], which is called Annamalai [and which is] the 
one porul [absolute reality or essential being] that 
shines as the eye to [our] mind-eye, which is the 
eye to [our five physical] senses beginning with 
[our] eyes, which illumine [or enable us to know 
the material world, which is composed of the five 
elements] beginning with space, [and] as the space 
to [our] mind-space, will indeed be seen. [For us 
to be able to remain thus as we really are] grace is 
also necessary. [In order to be a suitable receptacle 
to imbibe grace, we should] be possessed of love 
[for just being as we are]. [Infinite] happiness will 
[then] appear [or be experienced].

All our actions of body and speech originate from our
actions of mind, that is, from our thoughts, and the root of
all our thoughts is our first thought ‘I am this body’, which
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is our mind, the false finite consciousness that thinks all
other thoughts. Therefore we can remain absolutely free of
all actions of mind, speech and body only if we remain free
from all thoughts, and we can remain free from all thoughts
only if we remain free from our mind.

We feel that we are doing actions by mind, speech and
body because we imagine that these instruments of action
are ourself. That is, we feel that we are thinking thoughts,
speaking words and performing other bodily actions be-
cause we wrongly experience ourself as this body-bound
mind, and we experience ourself thus because we do not
experience ourself as the simple adjunct-free self-conscious-
ness ‘I am’ that we really are. Therefore if we experience
ourself as we really are, we will become free not only from
all actions of mind, speech and body, but also from their
root, our mind. Hence in verse in verse 38 of Ulladu Nar-
padu Sri Bhagavan says:

If we are the doer of action, we will experience the
resulting fruit [the consequences of our actions].
When [we] know ourself [by] having investigated
‘who is the doer of action?’, kartritva [our sense of
doership, our feeling ‘I am doing action’] will de-
part and the three karmas will slip off [vanish or
cease to exist]. [This state devoid of all actions or
karmas is] the state of liberation, which is eternal.

The feelings ‘I am doing’ and ‘I am experiencing’ both
arise only because we mistake ourself to be this mind,
which rises only by imagining ‘I am this body’. Therefore
so long as we feel that we are doing any form of action,
that we are thinking any thought, or that we are experienc-
ing anything other than ourself, our mind will not subside,
and hence we will not be able to free ourself from our pri-
mal imagination ‘I am this body’. And so long as we con-
tinue thus to imagine ‘I am this body’, we cannot experi-
ence our essential adjunct-free self-consciousness, ‘I am’,
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as it really is.

Both our confused experience ‘I am this body’, which
is an adjunct-bound and therefore distorted form of our
real selfconsciousness ‘I am’, and everything that we feel
to be other than this limited body-bound ‘I’ are just thoughts,
and as such they are not real, but are merely illusory prod-
ucts of our power of imagination. Therefore in the first
mangalam verse of Ulladu Narpadu Sri Bhagavan says that
the absolute reality or ‘that which is’, which is our own es-
sential self-conscious being, ‘I am’, exists devoid of all
thoughts.

Since it is truly devoid of thoughts, we can never ex-
perience it as it is by thinking anything, but only by re-
maining absolutely free of all thoughts. Therefore in the
second sentence of this first mangalam verse he asks, “Since
[this] ulla-porul [‘reality which is’ or ‘being-essence’] is in
[our] heart devoid of [all] thought, how to [or who can]
think of [or meditate upon this] being-essence, which is
called ‘heart’?” and in the third sentence he concludes by
saying, “Being in [our] heart as [we truly] are [that is, as
our thought-free non-dual self-consciousness, ‘I am’] alone
is meditating [upon the reality]”.

Thus in this first mangalam verse of Ulladu Narpadu Sri
Bhagavan has clearly revealed to us both the nature of re-
ality and the means by which we can experience it. That is,
its nature is thought-free self-conscious being, which al-
ways exists in our ‘heart’ as our ‘heart’ —that is, within the
innermost core of our being as our own essential being-
consciousness ‘I am’— and the means by which we can ex-
perience it is only to be as it is, that is, free of all thoughts
as our own non-dual self-conscious being.

In other words, since our goal is the absolutely non-
dual state of thought-free self-conscious being, the path by
which we can reach this goal cannot be anything other
than the same nondual state of thought-free self-conscious
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being. Thus in this verse Sri Bhagavan emphasises the truth
that the goal and the path are in essence one, as he stated
explicitly in verse 579 of Guru Vachaka Kovai:

Because of the non-dual nature [or greatness] of
[our eternally] enduring svarupa [our own essen-
tial self], [and] because of the [consequent] fact
that excluding [this non-dual] self there is no other
gati [refuge, remedy or way to attain it], the upeya
[the goal] which is to be reached is only self and
the upaya [the means to reach it] is only self.
[Therefore] see that they [our goal and our path]
are abheda [not different].

Just as he revealed both the nature of reality and the
means by which we can experience it in the first mangalam
verse of Ulladu Narpadu, so he revealed them both in the
second mangalam verse, but in very different words:

Those mature people who have intense inner fear
of death will take refuge at the feet of God, who is
devoid of death and birth, [depending upon him]
as [their protective] fortress. By their surrender,
they experience death [the death or dissolution of
their finite self]. Will those who are deathless [hav-
ing died to their mortal self, and having thereby
become one with the immortal spirit] approach
the death-thought [or thought of death] [ever again]?

In this verse the word mahesan, which literally means
‘great Lord’ and which I have therefore translated as ‘God’,
is a figurative way of describing ulladu or ‘that which is’.
Since the absolute reality or ‘that which is’, which we
commonly refer to as ‘God’, is our eternally self-conscious
being, ‘I am’, which always shines devoid of thought in
our heart or innermost core, Sri Bhagavan says that it is
‘devoid of birth and death’. Thus he indicates that birth
and death are both mere thoughts, as is our body, which is
subject to them.
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So long as we mistake ourself to be a body, the fear of
death will always exist in us, at least in a seed form, and it
will manifest whenever our body is in danger. However,
due to our attachment to this body and to all the things—
the relatives, friends, material possessions, social status,
knowledge, religious beliefs, favourite pastimes and other
sources of pleasure— that we enjoy through it, whenever
the thought of death comes to us, we usually allow our
mind to go outwards thinking of all such things, which are
other than our essential self, and thus our attention is di-
verted away from the thought of death towards innumera-
ble thoughts about our life in this body. Therefore, even
when circumstances make our fear of death intense, that
intensity generally lasts for only a brief period of time, be-
cause it is soon swamped by the rising of countless other
thoughts

Therefore it is only in the mind of a mature person— a
person whose attachment to their body and to all the triv-
ial pleasures that can be enjoyed through it is greatly re-
duced— that the fear of death will retain its intensity. That
is, when the fear of death arises in the mind of such a per-
son, it will not be overwhelmed by other thoughts, and
therefore it will drive their mind inwards to attend to their
own essential being, ‘I am’, which they fear to lose.

We fear the death of our body because we mistake it
to be ourself, and hence in essence our fear of death is not
merely a fear of losing everything that we are attached to,
but is a fear of losing ourself — our own essential being or
‘am’-ness. Therefore in the mind of a truly mature person,
the fear of death will turn their attention only towards
their own essential being, as happened in the case of Sri
Bhagavan himself.

As a sixteen-year-old boy, when he was gripped by a
sudden intense fear of death, he did not think of anything
other than himself. So eager was he to discover whether he
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himself would die when his body died, that he turned his
attention away from his body and all other things towards
his own essential selfconscious being, ‘I am’. Because his
entire attention was thus so keenly focused on himself, he
experienced absolute clarity of true unadulterated self-con-
sciousness or self-knowledge, and thus his mind was con-
sumed entirely in that infinite non-dual clarity.

This experience of his is what he describes in this sec-
ond mangalam verse. The words “will take refuge at the
feet of God as [their protective] fortress” are a figurative
description of the complete subsidence of our mind in the
innermost depths of our being — that is, in our essential
thought-free self-conscious being, ‘I am’, which is the true
form of God. This complete subsidence of our mind in our
natural state of just being is the state of absolute self-sur-
render, as described by Sri Bhagavan in the thirteenth pa-
ragraph of Nan Yar?:

Being completely absorbed in atma-nishtha [self-
abidance, the state of just being as we really are], 
giving not even the slightest room to the rising of 
any thought other than atma-chintana [the thought 
of our own real self], is giving ourself to God. …

This natural state of just being as we really are is
therefore the state of supreme devotion and of true service
to God, as revealed by Sri Bhagavan in verses 9 and 29 of
Upadesa Undiyar:

By the strength of [such] bhava [that is, such an-
anya bhava or conviction that God is not other than
ourself], being in sat-bhava [our natural state of be-
ing], which transcends [all] bhavana [imagination,
thinking or meditation], is alone para-bhakti tattva
[the true state of supreme devotion].

Abiding in this state of para-sukha [supreme or tran-
scendent happiness], which is devoid of [both] bondage
and liberation, is abiding in the service of God.
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In the second sentence of this second mangalam verse
of Ulladu Narpadu Sri Bhagavan describes the result of such
complete surrender to the ‘feet of God, who is devoid of
death and birth’ —that is, to our eternal state of thought-
free being— saying, “By their surrender, they experience
death”. The death that such mature people feared so in-
tensely was the death of their body, which they mistook to
be themselves, but by their surrendering themself entirely
in the non-dual state of just being, they experience death of
another kind altogether — that is, the death of their own
mind.

The death of our body is not a real death, because this
body is a mere imagination, so when our mind ceases to
imagine itself to be this body, it will instead imagine itself
to be some other body, as it does in dream. Since the cause
of our repeated dreams of birth and death is only our
mind, the only real death that we can experience is the
death of our mind.

Our mind has only risen or taken birth because we
have forgotten what we really are. If we knew ourself as
we really are, we could not mistake ourself to be what we
are not. Just as a dream can arise within us only when we
are asleep —that is, when we have forgotten our present
waking self— so our illusion that we are this mind can
arise only in our underlying sleep of forgetfulness of our
real non-dual self. Therefore since this selfforgetfulness or
self-ignorance is the darkness that has given rise to our il-
lusion that we are this mind, when it is destroyed by the
clear light of true self-knowledge, our mind will be de-
stroyed along with it.

This waking from our long sleep of self-forgetfulness
is described by Sri Bhagavan in verse 1 of Ekatma Pancha-
kam:

Having forgotten ourself [our real self, our pure
unadulterated consciousness ‘I am’], having
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thought ‘[this] body indeed is myself’, [and] hav-
ing [thereby] taken innumerable births, finally know-
ing ourself [and] being ourself is just [like] waking
from a dream of wandering about the world. See
[thus].

Since this waking from the sleep of self-forgetfulness
is the death of our mind, it can equally well be described
as the rebirth of our eternal self. However, even this so-
called ‘death’ or ‘destruction’ of our mind is only relatively
real, because its birth and seeming existence is a mere
dream, which is real only in its own imagination. There-
fore to describe this ‘death’ of our mind as the ‘rebirth’ or
‘resurrection’ of our eternal self is true only relative to the
false appearance of our mind. When our mind dies, we
will discover that this dream of its birth and death has
never really happened, and that we have always been only
our eternal non-dual self, ‘I am’.

After saying, “By their surrender, they experience death”,
Sri Bhagavan concludes this second mangalam verse of Ul-
ladu Narpadu by asking, “Will those who are deathless ap-
proach the thought of death?” That is, all thoughts of birth
and death can arise only in our mind, so when our mind is
destroyed all thought of dualities such as birth and death
will be destroyed forever. Thus the state of true self-know-
ledge, in which our mind is found to be ever non-existent,
is the state of true immortality.

The only means by which we can attain this state of
true immortality is to surrender our mind, which is our
false mortal self, in the true clarity of our thought-free
self-conscious being. Thus by expressing the nature of re-
ality and the means to attain it in two different ways in
these two mangalam verses of Ulladu Narpadu, Sri Bhaga-
van revealed that the path of jnana or true knowledge,
which is the practice of just being as we really are, and the
path of bhakti or true devotion, which is the practice of sur-
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rendering ourself entirely to God, are both the same state
of complete subsidence of our mind in our essential thought-
free self-conscious being, ‘I am’.

Whatever Sri Bhagavan reveals or explains to us about
the nature of reality, his central aim is to direct our mind
towards the means by which we can actually experience it.
Though he explains the means or practice in many differ-
ent ways, sometimes as a practice of self-investigation, self-
scrutiny or self-attention, sometimes as a practice of self-
surrender, and sometimes as a practice of self-abidance or
just being as we really are, the actual practice is only one.
Whatever words may be used to describe this one practice,
which is the only direct path or means by which we can
experience the absolute reality as it is, all such words actu-
ally indicate the same one state of practice, which is the
state in which our mind subsides and merges in our natu-
ral state of thought-free self-conscious being.

This state of thought-free self-conscious being is both
the path and the goal. Because thought-free self-conscious
being is the nature of reality —that is, the nature of our
true and essential self, which is the one non-dual absolute
reality— the only means by which we can experience it as
it is is just to be as it is — that is, to remain as our own true
thought-free self-conscious being, which is what we al-
ways really are.

This truth is expressed by Sri Bhagavan clearly and
simply in verse 26 of Upadesa Undiyar:

Being self is alone knowing self, because self is that
which is devoid of two. This is tanmaya-nishtha [the state of
being firmly established in and as tat or ‘it’, the absolute
reality called brahman].

Because the nature of our real self is absolutely non-
dual, the only way to know it is just to be it. This simple
non-dual state of knowing and being our own essential
self, which is called the state of tanmaya-nishtha or firm
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abidance as tat, the absolute reality, is both our path and
our goal. That is, it is both the only means by which we can
experience the absolute reality, and the absolute reality it-
self.

In this verse the words ‘being self’ denote the sat or
being aspect of the reality, and the words ‘knowing self’
denote its chit or consciousness aspect. However, the abso-
lute reality is not only sat-chit or being-consciousness, but
is also sat-chitananda or being-consciousness-bliss. There-
fore abiding in our natural state of non-dual self-conscious
being is not only the state of true self-knowledge, but is
also the state of true happiness — infinite and absolute
happiness, which has no beginning, end or interruption.
Therefore in verse 28 of Upadesa Undiyar and verse 18 of
Upadesa Tanippakkal Sri Bhagavan says:

If we know what our [real] nature is, then [we will
discover it to be] beginningless, endless [and] un-
broken sat-chit-ananda [being-consciousness-
bliss].

If we know our real form in [our] heart [the inner-
most core or depth of our being], [we will dis-
cover it to be] being-consciousness-bliss, which is
fullness [infinite wholeness, completeness or per-
fection] without beginning [or] end.

Therefore, if we wish to experience infinite happiness,
all we need do is to know our own essential self or real na-
ture, and since our essential self is always clearly self-con-
scious —conscious of its own being or ‘am’-ness— in order
to know it as it is all we need do is just to be it as it is. So
simple and direct is the path shown to us by Sri Bhagavan.

In all his writings and in all his spoken words, Sri
Bhagavan is constantly drawing our mind to this simple
practice of knowing and being our own ever clearly self--
conscious essence, ‘I am’, which is the only means by which
we can experience infinite happiness, which is our own
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true nature.

This book contains word-for-word translations of some
of Sri Bhagavan’s most important writings, which are col-
lectively known as Upadesa Nunmalai, the ‘Garland of Trea-
tises of Spiritual Instruction’, and which form a section in
Sri Ramana Nultirattu, the Tamil ‘Collected W orks of Sri
Ramana’. Besides the poetic works contained in this book,
Upadesa Nunmalai includes another poem, Upadesa Undi-
yar, which is the Tamil original of Upadesa Saram, but this
is not included in this book because Sri Sadhu Om’s word-
for-word translation of it has been published separately
under the title Upadesa Undiyar of Bhagavan Sri Ramana.

In Tamil Sri Sadhu Om has written a detailed explana-
tion of each of the verses of Upadesa Nunmalai, which have
been published under the title Sri Ramanopadesa Nunmalai -
Vilakkavurai. Besides the six poems of Upadesa Nunmalai
contained in Sri Ramana Nultirattu, namely Upadesa Un-
diyar, Ulladu Narpadu, Ulladu Narpadu - Anubandham, Ekat-
ma Panchakam, Appalap Pattu and Anma-Viddhai, in Sri Ra-
manopadesa Nunmalai - Vilakkavurai Sri Sadhu Om included
all the other individual verses of upadesa or spiritual in-
struction composed by Sri Bhagavan that were not includ-
ed in Sri Ramana Nultirattu, which he gathered and ar-
ranged in a suitable order under the title Upadesa Tanip-
pakkal, the ‘Solitary Verses of Instruction’.

Sri Sadhu Om’s translations of the twenty-seven verses
of Upadesa Tanippakkal are not included in this book, but
most of them are contained in our translation of Guru Va-
chaka Kovai. The location of these twenty-seven verses in
Guru Vachaka Kovai is as follows: 1: 114a (appendix verse
1); 2 and 3: B4 and B5 (after verses 182 and 183 respec-
tively); 4 and 5: 603a and 603b (appendix verses 4 and 5);
6: 492a (appendix verse 3); 7: B16 (after 815); 8: 224a (ap-
pendix verse 2); 9: B10 (after 682); 10: B15 (after 802); 11:
1127a; 12: 420a; 13: 603c; 14: B12 (after 705); 15: B13 (after
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731); 16: B19 (after 958); 17: 227a; 18: 1027a; 19: B6 (after
216); 20: 1147a; 21: B24 (after 1148); 22: 1141a; 23: B26 (after
1166); 24: B28 (after 1227); 25: B27 (after 1181); 26: 1172a;
27: 1173a. Of these twentyseven verses, the only three that
are not included in our translation of Guru Vachaka Kovai
are verses 12, 13 and 17, but translations of verses 12 and
13 are given in Happiness and the Art of Being on pages
321 and 408-9 respectively, and verse 17 is an alternative
Tamil rendering by Sri Bhagavan of the final verse of Atma
Bodham.

The principal translator of the verses translated in this
book was Sri Sadhu Om, because his role in their transla-
tion was to explain to me the meaning of each verse as a
whole and of each individual word within each of them.
My role was to question him in detail about the meanings
that he gave me, to express them in clearer English, and to
transcribe them in notebooks. I did all this primarily for
my own benefit, but I also hoped that one day these trans-
lations would be published, because I knew that they would
benefit many of Sri Bhagavan’s devotees who do not know
Tamil.

No translation can be perfect, because it is impossible
to convey in one language all the subtleties and shades of
meaning that are expressed by the words of another lan-
guage. This inevitable inadequacy of any translation is even
greater in the case of a translation from one language into
another language whose grammatical structure and man-
ner of expressing ideas is completely different, as is the
case with translations from Tamil into English. Therefore
for those who do not know Tamil, a word-for-word trans-
lation of each of Sri Bhagavan’s verses is a very valuable
aid to a better understanding of the depth and subtlety of
meaning which he conveyed through each and every word
that he wrote.

However, a mere literal translation of each of his
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words cannot adequately convey the meaning that he in-
tended, because in Tamil as in any other language the
same words can be understood and interpreted in differ-
ent ways. This is particularly true of words that express
extremely subtle truths, as the words of Sri Bhagavan do.
Therefore, to understand his words correctly and adequate-
ly, we should understand not merely the vachyartha or lit-
eral meaning of each of them, but more importantly their
lakshyartha or intended meaning.

Because Sri Sadhu Om had surrendered himself en-
tirely to Sri Bhagavan, who shines within each one of us as
the absolute clarity of thought-free self-conscious being,
by the grace of Sri Bhagavan his mind had merged in and
been consumed by that clarity, and hence from his own ex-
perience of true selfknowledge he was able to explain the
true lakshyartha of Sri Bhagavan’s words — the meaning
that he actually intended to convey through them.

Moreover, because Sri Sadhu Om was himself a great
Tamil poet, and because he spent many years working
closely with Sri Muruganar, preserving, editing and classi-
fying all his then unpublished verses, he had a thorough
understanding both of the rich classical style of Tamil in
which Sri Bhagavan composed his verses, and of the unique
manner in which Sri Bhagavan expressed the truth in words
which, though seemingly very simple, actually convey much
deeper and richer meaning than they superficially appear
to convey. Hence not only from the perspective of his own
true spiritual experience but also from a literary perspec-
tive, Sri Sadhu Om had an extremely deep and clear in-
sight into the wealth and depth of meaning that Sri Bha-
gavan conveyed through his verses.

In the translations contained in this book, what is most
important is not just the English words that Sri Sadhu Om
and I chose to express the meaning of Sri Bhagavan’s Tamil
words, nor is it the structure of the English sentences that
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we formed to convey as closely a possible the same mean-
ing as conveyed by the structure of the original Tamil
verses. The words we chose and the sentences we formed
both serve only as aids to the true purpose of these transla-
tions, which is to bring to light the profound depth of in-
ner meaning that Sri Bhagavan intended to convey through
his Tamil words. Therefore what is truly significant about
these translations is the fact that they do succeed in clearly
bringing to light this profound depth of inner meaning in-
tended by Sri Bhagavan.

In this introduction, as in Happiness and the Art of Being
and my other writings, I have given my own translations
of Sri Bhagavan’s verses, which are not verbatim copies of
these old translations that Sri Sadhu Om and I made of
them, but in all my translations the essential meaning that
I convey is the meaning that I learnt from Sri Sadhu Om,
and whenever I make a fresh translation of any of Sri
Bhagavan’s verses or any verse from Guru Vachaka Kovai, I
usually finalise my translation only after I have compared
it closely with Sri Sadhu Om’s Tamil prose rendering of
the concerned verse, which generally conveys the inner
meaning of the original verse more clearly than we were
able to do in our English translation. Therefore whenever I
offer any alternative translation of any of Sri Bhagavan’s
or Sri Muruganar’s verses, such translations are always
based upon what I learnt from Sri Sadhu Om.

Michael James

23rd July 2007
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EÒÍx {õØ£x

Ulladu Narpadu

£õ°μ® – Prefaratory Verses

1. ö©´° Û¯À¦©øu ÷©Ä¢ vÓÝö©©U

S´²® £i¬¸P ÷àxöPÚ¨ — ö£õ´²»Qß

PÒÍ©Ö ©õØÙØ PÚμ©nß Pmkøμzuõ

ÝÒÍx {õØ£ xÁ¢x.

    – ÿ ¬¸Pàº

£uÄøμ

ö©´°ß meyyin of Reality

C¯À¦ iyalbu the nature

E® um and

Aøu adai it

÷©Ä® mevum of attaining

vÓß thiran the means

E® um and

G©US emakku to us

E´²®£i uyyumpadi so that we may be
    saved

¬¸Pß Murugan Sri Muruganar

KxP oduga reveal

GÚ ena when (he) entreated

ö£õ´ poy un real

E»S Cß ulagu in world of

K®

{÷©õ £PÁ÷u ÿ A¸t\»μ©t¯



PÒÍ® kallam delusion

AÖ® arum free from

BØÙÀ attral being

PÚ gana noble

μ©nß Ramanan Sri Ramana

Pmk Eøμzuõß kattu uraithan authoritatively revealed

EÒÍx u¿¿adu Ulladu

{õØ£x narpadu Narpadu

EÁ¢x uvandu joyously

When Muruganar entreated, “(Graciously) reveal to us
the nature of Reality and the means of attaining it so that
we may be saved“, the noble Sri Ramana, being free from
the delusion of the unreal world, joyously and
authoritatively revealed Ulladu Narpadu (The Forty verses
on Reality).

2. EÒÍöuõß ÓßÖ£» öÁß£õºP ÐmöPõÐ©õ

ÖÒÍöuõß öÓß÷Óuõ ÷àv¯ÁÆ — ÄÒÍx

{õØ£xöÁs £õUPùÍ÷¯õº {ØP¼öÁs £õÁõUQ

÷¯Ø£ÁÎz uõßμ©nß Gs.

£uÄøμ

EÒÍx ulladu Reality

JßÖ AßÖ ondru andru is not one

£» pala many

Gß£õºPÒ enbargal those who say that

EÒ öPõÐ® ul kolum may understand

BÖ aru so that

EÒÍx ulladu Reality

JßÖ ondru one

Gß÷Ó endre to proclaim that

uõß than He

Kv¯ odiya which He had sung

AÆ av these
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EÒÍx ulladu Reality

{õØ£x narpadu Forty

öÁs£õUPùÍ venbakkalai Venbas
Kº or one

{À nal excellent

P¼ öÁs£õ kalivenba kali venba
BUQ akki converted into

HØ£ erpa aptly

AÎzuõß alittan gave

μ©nß Ramanan Sri Ramana

Gs enn know thus

Know that Sri Ramana, aptly converted those Forty
Verses on Reality, which He had sung to proclaim that the
Reality is one, into one excellent Kalivenba and gave (it
to the world) so that those who say that the Reality is not
one, but many, may understand (the oneness of Reality).

D
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EÒÍx {õØ£x

©[P»®

EÒÍu» xÒÍÄnº ÄÒÍ÷uõ ÄÒÍö£õ¸

ÐÒÍ»Ó ÄÒÍz÷u ²ÒÍuõ—¾ÒÍö©Ý

¬ÒÍö£õ¸ ÐÒÍö»Á ÝÒÍz÷u ²ÒÍ£i

²ÒÍ÷u ²ÒÍ ¾nº Áõ÷¯...

Benedictory Verses
Mangalam

U¿¿a-dala du¿¿a-vuœar u¿¿adá vu¿¿a-poru¿

U¿¿a-laŸa vu¿¿attÉ u¿¿a-dÅl –– u¿¿a-menum

U¿¿a-poru¿ u¿¿alevan u¿¿attÉ u¿¿a-paØi

U¿¿adÉ u¿¿al uœar-vÅyÉ....

£uÄøμ

EÒÍx u¿¿adu the Reality

A»x aladu if not

EÒÍ u¿¿a 'am'

EnºÄ uœarvu the consciousness

EÒÍ÷uõ u¿¿adá could there exist

EÒÍö£õ¸Ò u¿¿a poru¿ the Reality (the thing
which exists)

EÒÍÀ u¿¿al thought

AÓ aŸa devoid of

EÒÍz÷u u¿¿attÉ in the heart

EÒÍx u¿¿adu exists

BÀ Ål since

EÒÍ® u¿¿am the Heart

GÝ® enum which is called

EÒÍö£õ¸Ò u¿¿a poru¿ (that) Reality

EÒÍÀ u¿¿al to meditate upon

GÁß evan how (or who)
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EÒÍz÷u u¿¿attÉ in the Heart

EÒÍ£i u¿¿apaØi as it is

EÒÍ÷u u¿¿adÉ abiding alone

EÒÍÀ u¿¿al meditating

EnºÁõ÷¯ uœarvÅyÉ know that

If the Reality ‘I’ did not exist, could there exist the
consciousness ‘am’ (the consciousness of one’s own
existence)?* Since (that) Reality exists in the heart devoid of
thought, how to (or who can) meditate upon (that) Reality,
which is called the Heart? Know that abiding in the Heart
as it is (that is, without thought, as ‘I am’), alone is
meditating (upon the Reality).

*Rephrase thus : If the reality (one’s own existence, ‘I’)
did not exist, could there exist the consciousness of Being
(the consciousness of one’s existence ‘am’)?.

Note: The last two lines of this verse, “How to (or who
can) meditate upon the Reality? Know that abiding in the
Heart as it is, alone is meditating (upon the Reality)”, were
composed by Sri Bhagavan on 7th August 1928, and the first
two lines were composed and added by Him four days later.
Therefore the first two lines should be understood to be an
explanation of the question and statement made in the last
two lines. Since the Reality is that which exists within one
devoid of thought, it is beyond the range of mental
conception. Therefore, how can anyone meditate or form a
correct mental conception of that thought-transcending
Reality?  But since everyone experiences the consciousness
‘am’, it is clear that there does exist a Reality of oneself and
that, that Reality is within the range of one’s knowledge,
though beyond the range of conceptual knowledge or
thought. Since it is we alone who know our own existence
or Reality as ‘I am’, we are not only the Reality (sat) but also
the consciousness (chit) which knows our Reality (verse 23
of Upadesa Undiyar). Therefore if, instead of rising in the form
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of a thought ‘I am this’ or ‘I am that’,  we remain as we
really are – that is, as the thought-free existence-
consciousness ‘I am’ –, that alone is truly the state of knowing
or meditating upon the Reality (Verse 26 of Upadesa Undiyar).

The opening words of this verse, “Ulladu aladu ulla-
unarvu ullado” (If the reality did not exist, could there exist
the consciousness ‘am’?), may also be taken to mean either
(1) “Can the consciousness (chit) of (one’s own) existence
(sat) be other than (that) existence?” or (2) “Other than the
Reality (sat), can there exist a consciousness (chit) to meditate
(upon the reality)?”

In 1929 a devotee named K. Lakshmana Sharma (‘who’)
attempted to translate some of the verses of Ulladu Narpadu
into Sanskrit in the same venba metre in which the Tamil
original was composed, but he was unable to translate even
a single verse in that metre. Seeing this, Sri Bhagavan Himself
translated this first benedictory verse into Sanskrit in venba
metre as follows : -

Without reality (sat), could there be knowledge of reality (sat-
jnana)? The Reality shines in the heart devoid of thought. Therefore,
how is one to meditate upon it (that Reality), the heart? Abidance in
the Heart as it is, is meditation (dhyana) upon the Reality (sat-vastu)

   .... — EÒ÷Í

©μn£¯ ªUSÍÁ® ©UPÍμ tP

©μn£Á ªÀ»õ ©÷P\ß—\μn÷©

\õºÁºug \õºöÁõkuõg \õÄØÙº \õöÁsng

\õºÁ÷μõ \õÁõ uÁº |zuº....

         .... –– u¿¿e
Maraœa-baya mikku¿a-vam makka¿ara œaga
Maraœa-bava millÅ magÉsan –– chara-œamÉ
SÅrvar-tañ sÅrvoØu-tÅñ sÅvuÊÊŸÅr sÅveœœañ
SÅrvará sÅvÅ davar-nittar.

£uÄøμ

EÒ÷Í u¿¿e inner
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©μn maraœa death

£¯® bayam fear

ªUS mikku intense

EÍ u¿a who have

A® am those (mature)

©UPÒ makka¿ souls

Aμs BP araœ aga as refuge

©μn maraœa death

£Á® bavam birth

CÀ»õ illÅ less

©÷P\ß magÉsan great Lord

\μn÷© charaœamÉ the feet

\õºÁº sÅrvar cling to

u® tÅm their

\õºÄ sÅrvu clinging

Jk oØu by

uõ® tÅm they

\õÄ EØÙº sÅvu uÊÊŸÅr have died

\õÄ sÅvu death

Gsn® eœœam thought

\õºÁ÷μõ sÅrvará can (they) have

\õÁõ uÁº sÅvÅ davar deathless people

|zuº nittar eternal

Mature souls who have intense inner fear of death cling
to the Feet of the deathless and birthless Great Lord as (their)
refuge. By their clinging (thus to His Feet), they have died
as individuals and have thereby become one with that
deathless Lord. (Therefore) Can (such) deathless people
(again) have the thought of death? (They are) eternal.

Note : Whereas the previous verse describes the path
of Self-enquiry, this verse describes the path of self-surrender.
But since the Great Lord (Mahesan) mentioned in this verse
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is described as ‘deathless and birthless’ (marana-bhavam-illa),
it is to be understood that He is not a mere name and form
– for every name and form has a beginning (birth) and an
end (death) – but is only the nameless and formless Reality
‘I am’ mentioned in the previous verse. Therefore clinging
to His Feet is to be understood to mean clinging or attending
to the existence - consciousness ‘I am’. As Sri Bhagavan
Himself once said, “The Feet of Guru (or God) are not outside
you. They shine within you as ‘I’. Therefore only if you cling
to ‘I’ you are truly clinging to His Feet”. By this clinging to
‘I’, the ego will die, and one will remain as the deathless
and eternal Self. Such Self-abidance alone is true self-
surrender.

Thus we should understand from these two benedictory
verses that though the paths of Self-enquiry and self-
surrender are described as though they were two different
paths, they are in practice one and the same.

    .... —£õºøÁ÷\º

1. {õ¬»P[ Põsh»õ ààÁõg \zv²Í

÷Áõº¬uù» ö¯õ¨£ ö»õ¸uù»÷¯—{õ©Ä¸a

]zvμ¬® £õº¨£õÝg ÷\º£h¬ ©õöμõÎ²

©zuùÚ²¢ uõà ©Áß....

        ....— pÅrvai-sÉr

1. NÅmulagaÙ kÅœØa-lÅl nÅnÅvÅñ sakti-yu¿a
Ürmudalai oppal oru-talaiyÉ –– nÅma-vuru
Chittira-mum pÅr-pÅnum chÉrpaØa-mum Åro¿i-yum
Attanai-yun tÅnÅm avan....

£uÄøμ

£õºøÁ pÅrvai sight

÷\º sÉr who are joined with

{õ® nÅm we

E»P® ulagam the world
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PõshÀ kÅœØal see

BÀ Ål because

{õà B® nÅnÅ Ån manifold

\zv sakti a power (sakti)

EÍ u¿a which has

Kº ár one

¬uù» mudalai principle

J¨£À oppal accepting

J¸ uù»÷¯ orutalaiyÉ indispensable

{õ© nÅma names

E¸ uru forms

]zvμ® chittiram the picture

E® um and

£õº¨£õß pÅrpÅn the seer

E® um and

÷\º sÉr co-existing

£h® paØam the screen

E® um and

Bº År the pervading

JÎ²® o¿iyum light

AzuùÚ E® attanaiyum all these

uõß tÅn the (real) Self

B® Åm who is

AÁß avan He

Because we, who are joined with sight, see the world,
accepting one principle (or ‘first thing’) which has a manifold
power is indispensable. The picture of names and forms,
the seer, the co-existing screen and the pervading light – all
these are He, who is Self.
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Explanatory paraphrase : Because we, the ego or
individual, whose adjunct-nature is the faculty to see things
as other than ‘I’, see this world of multiplicity, it is
indispensable for us to accept the existence of one first
principle which has a power to appear as many. This world-
picture, which consists merely of names and forms, the seer
of this picture, the screen or supporting base upon which
this picture appears, and the pervading light which illumines
this picture – all these are only He, that one first principle,
who is none other than the real Self.

Explanatory Note : The link-words at the beginning of
this verse are parvai ser, which literally mean ‘who are joined
with sight’, and which imply that the faculty of seeing is not
natural to us but is only an adjunct which we have appended
on ourself and from which we can consequently detach
ourself.

The words or mudalai, which mean ‘one principle’ or
‘one first thing’, denote the one Reality which underlies the
appearance of both the world and the seer. The entire
appearance consisting of the world , the seer, the screen and
the light are not other than that one first principle, which is
affirmed in the last line of this verse to be the real  Self. But
so long as we experience a difference between ourself, the
seer, and the world which we see, that one first principle
will be experienced by us as God, a third separate entity
who is endowed with unlimited qualities such as
Omnipotence and Omniscience and who governs the entire
world and all the souls in that world.

The words nanavam sakti, which literally mean ‘a
manifold power’ or ‘ a power which is many’, denote the
power of Maya or delusion which is the cause of the
appearances of all manyness and which is the same as the
wonderful power (adisaya sakthi) mentioned in verse 6 of
Arunachala Ashtakam. Though in absolute truth, this power
is not other than the first principle, the real Self, it seems to
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be something different from the real Self when it gives rise
to this appearance of manyness. Since manyness could not
appear to exist if this power did not exist, and since there is
nothing other than this power which could appear as many,
it is sometimes said that this power itself has become many.
However, its becoming many is not actually a real becoming,
but only a seeming becoming, because even when manyness
is seen, all that manyness is in truth only the one first
principle, which is the non-dual real Self. The act of
becoming many or seeming to become many is postulated
only because we see the world. But even when we see this
world of duality and multiplicity, non duality alone is the
truth and hence all duality and multiplicity should be
understood to be merely an unreal appearance.

The words ‘ the pervading light (‘aroli’) here mean the
mind-light, which is a reflection of the real light of self-
consciousness and which is the limited light by which we
see the entire picture of names and forms.

.... E»S—PºzuÝ°º

2. ¬®¬uù» ö¯®©u¬ ¬ØöPõÒÐ ÷©õº¬u÷»

¬®¬u»õ´ |ØSö©ßÖ ¬®¬u¾—¬®¬u÷»

ö¯ßÚ»P[ Põμ ª¸US©m÷h ¯õßöPmkz

ußÛù»° ÛØÓ Óù»¯õS® ....

  .... ulagu –– karta-nuyir
2. Mummuda-lai emma-damu muŸko¿-¿um ármu-dalÉ

Mummuda-lÅi niŸku-menØŸu mummuda-lum-mum-mudalÉ
Yennal-ahaÙ kÅram irukku-maÊÊÉ yÅn-keÊÊu
Tannilai-yil niÊÊŸal talai agum....

£uÄøμ

E»S ulagu world

Pºzuß kartan God

E°º uyir soul
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¬® mum three

¬uù» mudalai principles

G® em every

©u® E® madam um religion

¬ß mun first

öPõÒÐ® ko¿¿um postulates

Kº ¬u÷» ár mudalÉ the one principle alone

¬® mum three

¬uÀ mudal principles

B´ Åi as

|ØS® niŸkum exists

GßÖ® enØŸum always

¬®¬u¾® mum mudalum the three principles

¬®¬u÷» mum mudalÉ three princples

GßÚÀ yennal arguing

AP[Põμ® ahaÙkÅram the ego (ahankara)

C¸US® irukkum exists

©m÷h maÊÊÉ only so long as

¯õß yÅn I

öPmk keÊÊu having been annihilated

uß tan ones own

|ù» nilai state

CÀ yil in

|ØÓÀ niÊÊŸal to abide

uù» talai highest

BS® Ågum is

Every religion first postulates three principles, the
world, God and soul. ‘ Arguing the one principle (mentioned
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in the previous verse) alone exists as, the three principles,
(No), the three principles are always three principles’ is
(possible) only so long as the ego exists. Abiding in one’s
own state (the state of self), ‘I’ (the ego) having been
annihilated, is the highest.

Note : All arguments about the three principles, the
world, soul and God, and about the reality which underlies
those three principles, arise only because of the ego, the
wrong knowledge which rises in the limited form ‘I am this
body’. Since none of these arguments can stand in the egoless
state of Self-abidance, that state is the highest of all states
and is infinitely superior to any of the doctrinal religions,
each of which postulates its own limited tenets about the
nature of the world, soul and God. Refer also to verse 34 of
this work.

                                             .... —öPõß÷Ú

3. E»Sö©´ö£õ´z ÷uõØÓ ¬»PÔÁõ ©ßöÓß

Ö»S_P ©ßöÓß Öøμzöu—Ý»SÂmkz

ußùÚ÷¯õº¢ öuõßÔμsk uõÚØÖ {õÚØÓ

Á¢|ù»ö¯À »õºUSö©õ¨ £õ®....

.... ––konnÉ

3. Ulagumei-poit táÊÊŸam ulagaŸi-vÅm anØŸen-ØŸu

Ulagu-sukam anØŸen ØŸurait-ten –– ulagu-viÊÊut

Tannai-yárn donØŸi-raœØu tÅnaÊÊŸu nÅnaÊÊŸa

Annilai-yell Årkkum oppÅm....

£uÄøμ

öPõß÷Ú konnÉ in vain
E»S ulagu the world

ö©´ mei 'real'

ö£õ´ poi 'unreal'

÷uõØÓ® táÊÊŸam appearance

E»S ulagu the world

AÔÄ aŸivu 'sentient'
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B® Åm is

AßÖ anØŸu 'it is not'

GßÖ enØŸu thus

E»S ulagu the world

_P® sukam 'happiness'

AßÖ anØŸu 'it is not'

Gß Ö enØŸu 'thus'

Eøμzx uraittu of arguing

Gß en what is the use?

E»S ulagu the world

Âmk viÊÊu having given up

ußùÚ tannai oneself

Kº¢x árndu having known

JßÖ onØŸu one

Cμsk uõß iraœØu tÅn two, both (both one
and two)

AØÖ aÊÊŸu having come to an end

{õß nÅn ‘I’

AØÓ aÊÊŸa in which ('I') has
ceased to exist

A¢ an That

|ù» nilai state

GÀ»õºUS® yellÅrkkum to all

J¨¦ oppu agreeable

B® Åm is

‘The world is real’, ‘(No, it is) an unreal appearance’;
‘the world is sentient’, ‘It is not’; ‘the world is happiness’,
‘It is not’ – what is the use of arguing thus in vain? Having
given up the world and having known oneself, both one
and two (duality) having come to an end – that state in which
‘I’ has ceased to exist is agreeable to all.

Explanatory paraphrase : ‘The world is real or sat, it is
sentient or chit, and it is happiness or ananda’. ‘No, it is unreal,
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insentient and miserable’ – to engage in such vain arguments
is futile. When one has given up attending to the world,
when one has known oneself by enquiring ‘Who am I, where
is the individual who seeks to know the truth about the
world?’ and when one has thereby put an end to all thoughts
both about non-duality and about duality, the resulting state
of egolessness will be free of all arguments and will be loved
by everyone.

Note : Sri Bhagavan and other Sages teach that the world
is an unreal appearance which is devoid both of sentience
and of happiness, only in order to enable us to give up our
attachment to it and thereby to turn within and to know
Self. When they teach this truth about the world, they do
not intend that we should engage in futile arguments about
the world. If we have really understood the truth that the
world is unreal, we should give up all arguments about it
and should instead turn within in order to know ‘Who am
I, the individual who knows this unreal world?’ Only if we
thus know the truth of ‘I’, the knowing subject, can we
correctly know the truth of the world, the known object. Since
the resulting state of Self-knowledge is devoid of the ego,
which is the root of all problems and sufferings and the cause
of all arguments, Sri Bhagavan declares that state is agreeable
to all.

                                           .... F÷Ú––xßÝ®

4. E¸Á¢uõ à° Ý»S£μ ©ØÙ

¬¸Á¢uõ Úß÷Ó ¾ÁØÔ—Ý¸ÁzøuU

PsqÖuÀ ¯õÁöÚÁß Psn»õØ Põm]²s÷hõ

Psnxuõ Ú¢uª»õU PsB÷©....

                                             .... ânÉ––tunnum
4. Uruvan-tan Åyin ulagu-param aÊÊŸÅm

Uruvan-tan anØŸel uvaÊÊŸin –– uruvat-taik
KaœœuŸu-dal yÅva-nevan kaœœalÅr kÅÊchi-yuœØá
Kaœœadu-tÅn anda-milÅk kaœœ ÅmÉ....
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£uÄøμ

F÷Ú ânÉ flesh

xßÝ® tunnum composed of

E¸Á® uruvam form

uõß tan oneself

B°ß Åyin if (one) is

E»S ulagu the world

£μ® param God

AØÖ aÊÊŸu likewise

B® Åm will be

E¸Á® uruvam form

uõß tan oneself

AßÖ anØŸu is not

HÀ el if

EÁØÖ Cß uvaÊÊŸu in their

E¸Ázøu uruvattai forms

Ps EÖuÀ kaœœuŸudal can see

¯õÁß yÅvan who

GÁß evan how

Ps kaœœ eye

A»õÀ alÅl otherwise than
(or without)

Põm] kÅÊchi the sight

Es÷hõ yuœØá can (it) be

Ps Ax kaœœ adu the eye

uõß tÅn Self

A¢u® C»õ andam ilÅ limitless

Ps kaœœ eye

B÷© ÅmÉ is

If oneself is a form composed of flesh, the world and
God will be likewise (that is, they will also be forms); if
oneself is not a form, who can see their forms, and how?
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Can the sight (that which is seen) be otherwise than the eye
(the seer)? Self, the (real) eye is the limitless eye (the eye
which is devoid of the limitation of name and form).

Note: The words “Kan alal Katchi undo” may also be
taken to mean, “without the eye (the seer), can there be the
sight (that which is seen)?” However, Sri Bhagavan Himself
used to explain these words to mean “Can the sight be
otherwise than the eye?”, which is a meaning having a far
deeper import.

Since the nature of what is seen cannot be different from
the nature of the seer, and since the ego or mind can come
into existence only by identifying the name and form of a
body as ‘I’, it can see only names and forms and can never
see Self, the nameless and formless reality. Only when one
gives up identifying the body as ‘I’, can one see or realize
Self. Since in that state of self-realization one remains only
as Self, the nameless and formless existence-consciousness-
bliss (sat-chit-ananda), one can then see only that nameless
and formless existence-consciousness-bliss and can never
see the names and forms of this world. That is why Sri
Bhagavan asks in this verse, “If oneself is not a form (but
only the formless Self), who can see their forms (the forms
of the world and God), and how?”.

It is to be noted here that the Tamil word ‘Kan’, which
literally means ‘eye’, also means ‘consciousness’ (chit) or
‘knowledge’ (jnana). Therefore the last sentence of this verse
also means, “Self, the (real) consciousness (or knowledge),
is the limitless (and therefore formless) consciousness (or
knowledge)”.

                                               — GsoÀ

5. EhÀ£g\ ÷Põ\ Ä¸Áuà ù»¢x

¬hö»ßÝg ö\õÀ¼ ö»õk[S—¬h»ßÔ

²s÷hõ Ä»P ¬hÀÂm k»PzøuU

Pshõ ¸Í÷μõ PÇÖÁõ´....
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                                                –– yeœœil

5. UØal-pañcha kása uruvada-nÅl aindum

UØalennuñ chollil oØuÙ-gum –– uØalanØŸi

UœØá ulagam uØalviÊ Êulagat-taik

KaœØÅr u¿ará kazhaŸuvai....

£uÄøμ

GsoÀ yeœœil if we scrutinise

EhÀ uØal the body

£g\ ÷Põ\ pañcha kása five sheaths

E¸ uru form

AuàÀ adanÅl therefore

I¢x® aindum all the five

EhÀ GßÝ® uØal ennum body

ö\õÀ¼À sollil in the term

Jk[S® oØuÙgum are included

EhÀ uØal the body

AßÔ anØŸi without (in the
absence of)

Es÷hõ uœØá does (it) exist

E»P® ulagam the world

EhÀ uØal the body

Âm k viÊÊu having given up

E»Pzøu ulagattai the world

Pshõº kaœØÅr any one who has seen

EÍ÷μõ u¿ará is there

PÇÖÁõ´ kazhaŸuvai say

If we scrutinize, the body is a form (composed) of five
sheaths (pancha-kosas). Therefore, all the five (sheaths) are
included in the term ‘body’ (that is, any of the five sheaths
may be denoted when we use the term ‘body’). Without the
body, does the world exist? (That is, in the absence of any of
the five sheaths, does any world, subtle or gross, exist?)
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Say, is there anyone who, having given up the body, (that
is, having given up identifying the body as ‘I’, as in sleep,
death or Self-realization), has seen the world?

Note : Refer to the note to verse 22 of Upadesa Undiyar,
where the five sheaths (pancha-kosas) are enumerated.

                                                              ....— Psh

6. E»øP® ¦»ßP Ð¸÷ÁÓß ÓÆøÁ®

¦»ùÚ® ö£õÔUS¨ ¦»à—¬»øP©Ú

ö©õßøÓ® ö£õÔÁõ¯õ ÷»õº¢vku »õß©Úzøu

¯ßÔ²» Ss÷hõ ÁøÓ....

                                                 .... –– kaœØa

6. Ulagaim pulan-ga¿ uruvÉ-Ÿan ØŸavvaim

Pula-naim poŸik-kup pula-nÅm –– ulagai-manam

OnØŸaim poŸi-vÅyÅl árndiØu-da lÅnmanattai

AnØŸi ulaguœØá aŸai....

£uÄøμ

Psh kaœØa which is seen

E»S ulagu the world

I® ¦»ßPÒ aim pulanga¿ the five sense-
knowledges

E¸ uru the form

÷ÁÖ vÉŸu other than

AßÖ anØŸu is nothing

AÆ av these

I® aim five

¦»ß pulan sense-knowledges

I® ö£õÔUS aim poŸikku to the five sense organs
¦»ß pulan sensations

B® Åm are

E»øP ulagai the world

©Ú® manam the mind

JßÖ onØŸu one, (the one mind)

I® ö£õÔ aim poŸi the five sense-organs
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Áõ¯õÀ vÅyÅl through

Kº¢vkuÀ BÀ árndiØudal Ål since (it) knows

©Úzøu manattai the mind

AßÔ anØŸi without (in the
absence of)

E»S ulagu the world

Es÷hõ uœØá does (it) exist

AøÓ aŸai say

The world which is seen is nothing other than the form
of the five sense-knowledges (sight, sound, smell, taste and
touch). Those five sense- knowledges are sensations (known)
to the five sense-organs. Since the one mind (or the mind
alone) knows the world through the five sense-organs, say,
without the mind does the world exist?

(That is, in the absence of the mind which perceives it,
does any such thing as a world exist? Hence the world
depends for its seeming existence upon the mind.)

Note : Since in verse 17 of Upadesa Undiyar  Sri Bhagavan
reveals that if one vigilantly scrutinizes the form of the mind,
it will be found that there is no such thing as mind at all,
and since in this verse He reveals that the world does not
exist in the absence of the mind, we should understand that
when through Self-enquiry the mind is found to be non-
existent, the world will also be found to be non-existent.
Thus the experience which results from Self-enquiry is ajata
– the knowledge that the mind and world have never truly
come into existence, and that the one unborn and
unchanging Self alone truly exists. This experience is the
Supreme and Absolute Truth.

                                               .... ÷{÷μ—|ßÓ

7. E»PÔÄ ö©õßÙ ²vzöuõk[S ÷©Ý

¬»PÔÄ ußà ö»õÎ¸—¬»PÔÄ

÷uõßÔ©øÓ uØQhà´z ÷uõßÔ©øÓ ¯õöuõÎ¸®

§ßÓ©õ ©L÷u ö£õ¸Ò B©õÀ....
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 .... nÉrÉ –– ninØŸa

7. UlagaŸi-vum onØŸÅi udit-toØuÙgu mÉnum

Ulaga-Ÿivu tannÅl o¿irum –– ula-gaŸivu

TánØŸi-maŸai daŸkiØa-nÅit tánØŸi-maŸaiyÅ do¿irum

PânØŸa-mÅm ahØe poru¿ÅmÅl....

£uÄøμ

÷{÷μ nÉrÉ in front (of us)

|ßÓ ninØŸa which is

E»S ulagu the world

AÔÄ aŸivu the mind

E® um and

JßÙ´ onØŸÅi simultaneously

Evzx udittu rise (appear)

Jk[S® oØuÙgum subside

HÝ® Énum although

E»S ulagu the world

AÔÄ ußàÀ aŸivu tannÅl because of (or by)
the mind

JÎ¸® o¿irum shines

E»S ulagu the world

AÔÄ aŸivu the mind

÷uõßÔ tánØŸi for the appearance

©øÓuØS maŸaidÅrku and disappearance

Chß iØan the base

B´ Åi as

÷uõßÔ tánØŸi without appearing

©øÓ¯õx maŸaiyÅdu and disappearing

JÎ¸® o¿irum which shines

§ßÓ® pânØŸam the Whole

B® Åm which is

AL÷u ahØe That alone
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ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ the Reality

B® BÀ Åm Ål is

Although the world, which is (seen) in front (of us),
and the mind (which sees it) rise (appear or come into
existence) and subside (disappear or cease to exist)
simultaneously, the world (exists and) shines (only) because
of (or by) the mind. That which is the Whole (purna) and
which shines without appearing and disappearing as the
base for the appearance and disappearance of the world and
mind, alone is the Reality.

Note : The world and mind are unreal because they
appear at one time and disappear at another time, and
because they are divided as separate entities. Only that
which shines eternally without appearing and disappearing,
and which is a single undivided Whole, is the Reality.  Just
as the rope is the base on which the unreal snake appears
and disappears, so the eternal and undivided Reality is the
base on which the unreal world and mind appear and
disappear.

                                                             ....— HßÓuõ®

8. G¨ö£¯¶m öhÆÄ¸Â ÷»zvÝ©õº ÷£¸¸Â

»¨ö£õ¸ùÍU PõsÁÈ¯ uõ°Ý©®—ö©´¨ö£õ¸Î

Ýsø©°ØÓ Ýsø©°ùÚ ÷¯õº¢öuõk[Q ö¯õßÖu÷»

²sø©°Ø Põn ¾nº¢vkP....

  .... –– yÉnØŸa-dÅm

8. Yeppa-yariÊ Êevvuru-vil yÉt-tinumÅr pÉr-uruvil

Apporu-¿aik kÅœ-vazhiya dÅyinu-mam –– meip-poru¿in

Uœmaiyil-tan uœmai-yinai árndo-ØuÙgi onØŸu-dalÉ

UœmaiyiŸ kÅœal uœarn-diØuga....

£uÄøμ

HßÓx B® ÉnØŸadu Åm it is possible

G ¨ yep whatever

ö£¯º peyar name
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Cmk iÊÊu giving

GÆ ev whatever

E¸ÂÀ uruvil in form

HzvÝ® yÉttinum worships

Bº År whoever

÷£º pÉr name

E¸Ä uruvu form

CÀ il in

A¨ ap that

ö£õ¸ùÍ poru¿ai Reality

Põs kÅœ to see

ÁÈ vazhi the way

Ax adu that

B°Ý® Åyinum however

A®ö©´¨ö£õ¸Îß am meip poru¿in of that Reality

Esø© uœmai the truth

CÀ yil in

uß tan one’s own

Esø©°ùÚ uœmaiyinai truth

Kº¢x árndu having known

Jk[Q oØuÙgi having subsided

JßÖu÷» onØŸudalÉ becoming one

Esø© CÀ uœmai yil in truth

PõnÀ kÅœal 'seeing'

Enº¢vkP uœarndiØuga know thus

Whoever worships (the nameless and formless Reality)
in whatever form giving (it) whatever name, that is the way
to see that (nameless and formless) Reality in (that) name
and form, (because) it is possible (to see it thus). However,
becoming one (with the Reality), having known one’s own
truth (that is, having known the truth that one is not the
ego, the individual who worships and sees names and forms,
but only the real Self, who never sees names and forms)
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and having (thereby) subsided in the (nameless and
formless) truth of that Reality, alone is seeing in truth (in
other words, being  the Reality is  alone truly seeing the
Reality). Know thus.

Note : Although it is possible to see the Reality in name
and form, either as God or as Guru, that is not truly seeing
the Reality, because the reality (whose nature was defined
in the previous verse) is in truth nameless and formless.
Regarding seeing God or the Reality, Sri Bhagavan once said
in English, “To see is to know, to know is to become and to
become is to be”. Therefore, being the Reality (that is, abiding
as the real Self, which is devoid of name and form), having
known the truth that the ego (which is the seer of names
and forms) is non-existent and having thereby subsided and
become one with the reality, alone is truly seeing the Reality.
(verse 26 of Upadesa Undiyar).

The Tamil words ‘per-uruvil’ can be interpreted in three
different ways, namely to mean (1) ‘in name and form’
(qualifying the nature of the seeing), (2) ‘nameless and
formless’ (qualifying the nature of the Reality), or (3)
’without name and form’ (qualifying the nature of the
seeing). However, for the reasons given in The Path of Sri
Ramana – Part Two, appendix 4(b), the third interpretation
is not fitting here, and hence only the first two interpretations
are included in this translation, the first without brackets
and the second within brackets.

                                             .... — Âsø©

9. CμmøhPs ¬¨¦iP öÍßÖö©õßÖ £ØÔ

°¸¨£Áõ ©ÆöÁõß÷Ó öußÖ—P¸zvÝm

PshõØ PÇ¾©øÁ PshÁ ÷μ²sø©

Pshõº P»[Põ÷μ Põs....

         .... –– viœmai

9. IraÊÊai-ga¿ muppuØi-ga¿ enØŸum-onØŸu paÊÊŸi

Irup-pavÅm avvon-ØŸÉ denØŸu –– karut-tinu¿

KaœØÅŸ kazhalu-mavai kaœØÅ-vare uœmai

KaœØÅr kalaÙ-gÅrÉ kÅœ....
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Âsø© viœmai the blueness of sky

CμmøhPÒ iraÊÊaiga¿ the dyads

¬¨¦iPÒ muppuØigal the triads

GßÖ® enØŸum always

JßÖ onØŸu the one

£ØÔ paÊÊŸi by clinging to

C¸¨£Áõ® iruppa Åm exist

AÆ av that

JßÖ onØŸu one

Hx GßÖ Édu enØŸu ‘What is that one?’

P¸zvß EÒ karuttin u¿ within the mind

PshõÀ kaœØÅl if one looks

PÇ¾® kazhalum will slip off

AøÁ avai they

PshÁ÷μ kaœØÅvare only those who have
seen

Esø© uœmai the truth

Pshõº kaœØÅr those who have seen

P»[Põ÷μ kalaÙgÅrÉ they will not be
perturbed

Põs kÅœ see thus

The dyads and the triads, (which are unreal appearances
like) the blueness of the sky, exist by always clinging to the
one (the ego or mind, the thought ‘I am the body’). If one
looks within the mind ‘What is that one?’ (in other words,
‘who am I, the ego upon whom these dyads and triads
depend for their existence?’), they (the dyads and triads)
will slip off.(Since their base the ego, will be found to be
non-existent) (that is, they will disappear, being found to be
non-existent, because their support and base, the ego, will
itself be found to be non-existent). Only those who have
(thus) seen the non-existence of the ego and of all its
products, namely the dyads and triads are those who have
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seen the truth; (the real Self, which is the source and absolute
base upon which the unreal ego seems to exist). (After seeing
thus) they will not be perturbed (by the unreal appearance
of the dyads and triads, because in their outlook those dyads
and triads will be non-existent). See thus.

Note : The dyads mentioned here are the dvandvas or
pairs of opposites such as good and bad, light and darkness,
pleasure and pain, bondage and liberation, knowledge and
ignorance, and so on, while the triads are the triputis or three
factors of objective knowledge such as the knower, the act
of knowing and the object known, the seer, the act of seeing
and the object seen, and so on. All these differences are an
unreal appearance and they always cling to or depend upon
the ego for their seeming existence. Therefore, when through
Self-enquiry the ego is found to be non-existent, all these
differences will also be found to be non-existent, and that
which will remain shining is only Self, the ever-existing  and
ever-undifferentiated reality, which is the absolute base upon
which the unreal ego and all its products, the dyads and
triads, seemed to exist.

Refer to appendix 4 (C) of The Path of Sri Ramana – Part
Two, where it is explained why the ‘one’ (ondru) upon which
the dyads and triads depend is to be understood to be the
ego and not Self.

                                .... C¸Ò÷£õÀ—©sk®

10. AÔ¯õø© ÂmhÔÂß Ù©ÔÄ ÂmhÆ

ÁÔ¯õø© °ßÙS ©¢u—ÁÔÄ

©Ô¯õ ø©²©õºUöPß Ó®¬u»õ¢ ußùÚ

¯Ô² ©Ô÷Á ¯ÔÄB®....

     .... iru¿-pán –– maœØum

10. AŸi-yÅmai viÊÊaŸi-vin Øram-aŸivu viÊÊav

AŸi-yÅmai inØŸÅ-gum anda –– aŸivum

AŸiyÅ-maiyum Årkken-ØŸam mudalÅn tannai

AŸi-yum aŸivÉ. aŸi-vÅm....
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£uÄøμ

C¸Ò iru¿ darkness

÷£õÀ pál like

©sk® maœØum which is dense (or
abundant)

AÔ¯õø© aŸiyÅmai ignorance

Âmk viÊÊu without

AÔÄ aŸivu knowledge

CßÙ® inØram does not exist

AÔÄ aŸivu knowledge

Âmk viÊÊu without

AÆ av that

AÔ¯õø© aŸiyÅmai ignorance

CßÖ BS® inØŸu Ågum does not exist

A¢u anda that

AÔÄ® aŸivum knowledge

AÔ¯õø©²® aŸiyÅmaiyum and ignorance

BºUS GßÖ Årkku enØŸu 'to whom'

A® ¬uÀ B® Åm  mudal Åm the first who is

ußùÚ tannai the individual self

AÔ²® aŸiyum which knows

AÔ÷Á aŸivÉ only the knowledge

AÔÄ aŸivu knowledge

B® Åm is

Without ignorance (about objects), which is dense like
darkness, knowledge (about objects) does not exist;
(similarly) without knowledge (about objects), that
ignorance does not exist. Only the knowledge which
knows the (non-existence of the individual) self (the ego),
who is the base (of knowledge and ignorance about objects),
(by enquiring ‘To whom are that knowledge and
ignorance?’) is (true) Knowledge.
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Note: Knowledge about objects, and ignorance about
objects are a dyad or dvandva, each of which depends upon
the other for its seeming existence. If there did not previously
exist an ignorance of a thing, the knowledge of that thing
could not come into existence. And only when the
knowledge of that thing dawns, do we come to know that
an ignorance of it existed previously. Thus without our
present knowledge of that thing, our prior ignorance would
not be known and hence would not exist.

Since knowledge and ignorance about objects are both
mere thoughts, they can rise only after the rising of the first
thought, the ego. But when one enquires ‘who am I’, the
individual to whom both knowledge and ignorance arise?’,
one will realize that the ego or individual who experiences
knowledge and ignorance about objects is truly non-existent,
and that Self alone truly exists. Only that Knowledge which
thus knows the non-existence of the ego and the sole
existence of Self, is true Knowledge. That knowledge is Self.

                                .... — AÔ£

11. AÔÄÖ¢ ußùÚ ¯Ô¯õ u¯ù»

¯ÔÁ uÔ¯õø© ¯ßÔ—¯Ô÷Áõ

ÁÔÁ¯Ø Põuõμz ußùÚ ¯Ô¯

ÁÔÁÔ ¯õø© ¯Ö÷©....

    .... –– aŸiba

11. AŸi-vuŸun tannai aŸiyÅ dayalai

AŸiva daŸi-yÅmai anØŸi –– aŸivá

AŸi-vayaŸ kÅdÅrat tannai aŸiya

AŸi-vaŸi yÅmai aŸumÉ....

£uÄøμ

AÔ£ aŸiba the objects known

AÔÄÖ® aŸivu uŸum who knows

ußùÚ tannai oneself

AÔ¯õx aŸiyÅdu without knowing
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A¯ù» ayalai other things

AÔÁx aŸivadu knowing (or that which
knows)

AÔ¯õø© aŸiyÅmai ignorance

AßÔ anØŸi instead

AÔ÷Áõ aŸivá can it be knowledge?

AÔÄ A¯ØS aŸivu ayaŸku for knowledge and the
other

Buõμ ÅdÅra the base

 ußùÚ tannai oneself

AÔ¯ aŸiya when one knows

AÔÄ aŸivu knowledge

AÔ¯õø© aŸiyÅmai ignorance

AÖ÷© aŸume will cease to exist

Knowing other things without knowing oneself (the
mind or ego), who knows the objects known, is (only)
ignorance; can it instead be (true) knowledge? When
(through the enquiry ‘Who am I’, the individual who knows
the objects known) one knows (the non-existence of) oneself
(the knowing ego) the base for  knowledge and the other
(that is, the base of knowledge and ignorance about objects)
will cease to exist.

Note: The word arivadu may mean either ‘(the act of)
knowing’ or ‘that which knows’. If the latter meaning is
taken, the first sentence of this verse would translate thus:
“That which knows other things without knowing itself,
which knows the objects known, is (only) ignorance; can it
instead be (true) knowledge?” In other words, the mind,
which knows other things without knowing the truth of
itself, is not knowledge but only ignorance.

However, when the mind gives up knowing other
things and tries instead to know itself by scrutinizing ‘Who
am I?’, it will be found to be truly non-existent, and hence
all its knowledge and ignorance about other things will
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automatically cease to exist. The resulting state, in which all
knowledge and ignorance about objects has ceased to exist
due to the destruction of their base, the knowing mind, alone
is the state of true knowledge.

                                     .... — AÓ÷Á

12. AÔÁÔ ¯õø©² ©ØÓuÔ Áõ÷©

¯Ô²© xsø©¯Ô ÁõPõ—uÔuØ

PÔÂzuØ PßÛ¯ªß Ù¯ÂºÁ uõØÙ

ÚÔÁõS® £õÇß ÓÔÁõ´....

        .... ––  aŸavÉ

12. AŸi-vaŸi yÅmai-yum aÊÊŸa-daŸi vÅmÉ

AŸi-yuma duœmai aŸi-vÅgÅdu –– aŸi-darku

AŸi-vittaŸ kanniya-min ØŸÅya-virva dÅl-tÅn

AŸi-vÅgum pÅzhan ØŸaŸi-vÅi....

£uÄøμ

AÓ÷Á aŸavÉ completely

AÔÄ aŸivu knowledge

AÔ¯õø© aŸiyÅmai ignorance

E® yum and

AØÓx aÊÊŸadu that which is devoid of

AÔÄ aŸivu knowledge

B÷© ÅmÉ is

AÔ²® aŸium which knows

Ax adu that

Esø© uœmai true

AÔÄ aŸivu knowledge

BPõx ÅgÅdu is not

AÔuØS aŸidarku to know

AÔÂzuØS aŸivittaŸku to make known

AßÛ¯® anniyam another

Cß Ö B´ inØŸu Åy without

AÂºÁx avirvadu it shines
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BÀ Ål since

uõß tÅn self

AÔÄ aŸivu knowledge

BS® Ågum is

£õÌ pÅzh a void

AßÖ anØŸu it is not

AÔÁõ´ aŸivÅi know thus

That (state) which is completely devoid of knowledge
and ignorance (about objects) is (true) knowledge. That
which knows (anything as other than itself) is not true
knowledge. Since Self shines without another (for it) to know
or to make (it) known, it is (true) knowledge; it is not a void
(though devoid of both knowledge and ignorance about
objects). Know thus.

Note : That which knows objects is not the real Self but
only the mind or ego, which is not a true knowledge but
only ignorance. Since Self exists and shines as the sole, non-
dual reality, there does not exist anything other than it either
for it to know or to make it known. Thus the nature of Self,
which is the true knowledge, is not to know anything but
only to be. Hence Self is that which is completely devoid of
knowledge and ignorance about objects. (Verse 27 of Upadesa
Undiyar). However, Self is not a void, because it shines and
knows itself by its own light of consciousness as the clear
and abundant knowledge ‘I am’.

The word “arivittarku”(to make known) can give four
meanings, namely :

1.  To make something known to another
2.  To make something known to Oneself
3.  To make oneself known to another
4.  To make oneself known to oneself

All four meanings are fitting in the context, but the last
is the most important, because it reveals that Self is self-
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shining (swayamprakasa), that is, that self knows itself by its
own light of consciousness.

                                                ....— ö\ÔÁõ¯

13. bõÚ©õ¢ uõ÷Úö©´ {õàÁõ bõÚ©g

bõÚ©õ® ö£õ´¯õ©g bõÚ¬÷©—bõÚ©õ¢

ußùÚ¯ßÔ °ßÓoP hõ®£»Ä® ö£õ´ö©´¯õ®

ö£õßùÚ¯ßÔ ²s÷hõ ¦PÀ....

        .... –– seŸivÅya

13. JñÅna-mÅm tÅnÉ-mei nÅnÅvÅ jñÅna-mañ

JñÅna-mÅm poyyÅm-ajñ jñÅnamumÉ –– jñÅna-mÅn

Tannai-yanØŸi inØŸaœi-ga¿ ÊÅm-palavum poimei-yÅm

Ponnai-yanØŸi uœØá pugal....

£uÄøμ

ö\ÔÄ B¯ seŸivu Åya abundant

bõÚ® jñÅnam knowledge

B® Åm which is

uõ÷Ú tÅnÉ self alone

ö©´ mei real

{õà nÅnÅ many

B® Åm which is

bõÚ® jñÅnam knowledge

AgbõÚ® añjñÅnam ignorance

B® Åm is

ö£õ´ poyy unreal

B® Åm which is

AgbõÚ® ajñjñÅnam ignorance

E® H um É even

bõÚ® jñÅnam knowledge

B® Åm which is

ußùÚ tannai Self

AßÔ anØŸi apart from

CßÖ inØŸu does not exist
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AoPÒ uõ® aœiga¿ ÊÅm ornaments

£»Ä® palavum all the many

ö£õ´ poi unreal

ö©´ mei real

B® Åm which is

ö£õßùÚ ponnai the gold

AßÔ anØŸi apart from

Es÷hõ uœØá do they exist

¦PÀ pugal say

Self (‘I am’) which is (clear and) abundant knowledge
(jnana), alone is real. Knowledge which is many (this is the
knowledge which knows the many objects of this world) is
ignorance (ajnana). Even (that) ignorance (the knowledge of
the many objects of this world), which is unreal, does not
exist apart from Self, which is only (real) knowledge. All the
many ornaments are unreal; say, do they exist apart from
the gold, which (alone) is real?

Since the one non-dual Self alone is real, and since the
many objects of this world (which are mere names and
forms) are therefore unreal, the knowledge which knows
those many objects is only ignorance and not real
knowledge. Sri Bhagavan declares this ignorance (ajnana)
to be unreal because, though it seems to exist in the deluded
outlook of the individual who is under its sway it is
completely non-existent in the true outlook of Self. However,
just as the many unreal names and forms of the ornaments
could not even seem to exist if there did not exist the one
real substance, the gold, and just as the unreal snake could
not even seem to exist if there did not exist the real rope,
so this unreal ignorance – the knowledge which knows
manyness – could not even seem to exist if there did not
exist the one real knowledge, the Self.

Note : The words nanavam jnanam, which literally mean
‘Knowledge which is many’ or ‘manifold knowledge’, may
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be taken to mean either (1) the knowledge which knows
many objects, that is, the knowing mind, or (2) the
knowledge of many objects, that is, the knowledge gathered
by the mind. However, in practice these two meanings
amount to the same thing, because the knowing mind is
nothing other than the knowledge of objects. That is, without
the knowledge of objects there is no such thing as mind,
and without the mind there is no such thing as knowledge
of objects.

                                 .... Ehà — öÚßÝ©z

14. ußø©²s÷hß ¬ßÛù»£ hºUøPP hõ¬ÍÁõ¢

ußø©° Ýsø©ø¯z uõà´¢x—ußø©¯Ôß

¬ßÛù»£ hºUøP ¬iÄØöÙß Ùö¯õÎ¸¢

ußø©÷¯ ußÛù»ø© uõß...

             .... uØa-nÅn –– ennu-mat

14. Tanmai-uœØel munnilai paØark-kaiga¿ tÅm-u¿avÅn

Tanmai-yin uœmai-yait tÅnÅyndu –– tanmai-yaŸin

Munnilai paØark-kai mudi-vuÊÊŸonØŸÅi o¿irum

TanmaiyÉ tannilai-mai tÅn....

£uÄøμ

EhÀ uØal the body

{õß nÅn I

GßÝ® ennum named

Az at that

ußø© tanmai first person

Esk uœØu exists

HÀ el if

¬ßÛù» munnilai the second and

£hºUøPPÒ uõ® paØarkkaiga¿ tÅm third persons

EÍ B® u¿a Åm will exist

ußø© Cß tanmai yin of the first person

Esø©ø¯ uœmaiyai the truth
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 uõß B´¢x tÅn Åyndu by one’s scrutinising

ußø©fl tanmai the first person

AÔß aŸin if (it) ceases to exist

¬ßÛù» munnilai the second

£hºUøP paØarkkai third persons

¬iÄ EØÖ mudivuÊÊŸu will cease to exist

JßÖ onØŸu one

B´ Åi as

JÎ¸® o¿irum which will shine

ußø©÷¯ tanmaiyÉ the state

uß tan one’s own

|ù»ø© nilaimai nature

uõß tÅn indeed

If that first person (the ego or subject, ‘I’) named ‘I am
the body’ exists, the second and third persons (the objects ,
‘you’, ‘he’, ‘she’, ‘it’, ‘this’, ‘that’ and so on) will exist. If the
first person ceases to exist by one’s scrutinizing the truth of
the first person, the second and third persons will cease to
exist, and the state (which will then remain) shining as one
(that is, as the one real Self and not as the unreal three
persons), is indeed one’s own nature (the real nature or state
of self).

Note : The first person mentioned in this verse is the
mind or ego, the feeling ‘I am this body’, which is the
knowledge that knows many objects – the knowledge which
was said in the previous verse to be ignorance and unreal.
The second and third persons are the many objects known
by this first person, ‘I’. These second and third persons, the
known objects, can seemingly exist only if the first person,
the knowing subject, seemingly exists. But if one keenly
scrutinizes the truth of the first person in order to know
(‘Who am I?’), the first person will be found to be truly non-
existent, and hence the second and third persons known by
it will cease to exist. The state which remains after all the
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three persons have thus ceased to exist, alone is the true
state of Self, one’s own real nature, which shines as one
undivided Whole, devoid of both the knowing subject and
the known objects.

 .... |u¬ — ©ßÝ

15. |PÌÂùÚ¨ £ØÔ °Ó¨ö£vºÄ |Ø£

|PÌPõ »øÁ² |PÌ÷Á—|PÌöÁõß÷Ó

°ßÖsø© ÷uμõ vÓ¨ö£vºÄ ÷uμÄÚ

ö»õßÔßÔ ö¯sn ÄÚÀ....

      .... nida-mum –– mannum

15. Nigazh-vinaip paÊÊŸi yiŸap-pedirvu niŸpa

Nigazh-kÅl avaiyu nigazhvÉ –– nigazh-vonØŸÉ

YinØŸuœ-mai tÉra diŸap-pedirvu tÉra-vunal

OnØŸinØŸi yeœœa unal....

£uÄøμ

|u¬® nidam um always

©ßÝ® mannum which remains

|PÌÄ CùÚ nigazhvu inai the present

£ØÔ paÊÊŸi depending upon

CÓ¨¦ iŸappu the past

GvºÄ edirvu the future

|Ø£ niŸpa stand

|PÌPõÀ nigazh kÅl while occuring

AøÁ avai they

E® um both

|PÌ÷Á nigazhvÉ only the present

|PÌÄ nigazhvu the present

Jß÷Ó onØŸÉ the only one

CßÖ inØŸu the present

Esø© uœmai the truth

÷uμõx tÉradu without knowing

CÓ¨¦ iŸappu the past
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GvºÄ edirvu the future

÷uμ tÉra to know

EÚÀ vunal trying

JßÖ onØŸu one

CßÔ inØŸi without

Gsn yeœœa to count

EÚÀ unal trying

The past and future stand (only by) depending upon
the present, which remains always. While occurring they
(the past and future) are both only the present. (Therefore)
the present is the only one (time). [In other words, there are
not three times, the past, present and future; there is only
one time, the present.] (Hence) trying to know the past and
future without knowing the truth of the present [that is,
without knowing the truth that the present is non-existent
as one of the three times, and that the sole reality underlying
the sense of present time is the ever-existing self] is (like)
trying to count without (knowing the value of the unit) one.

Note: The past and future can seemingly exist only if
the present seemingly exists, because it is only with reference
to the present that other times are called either past or future.
But if one keenly scrutinizes the present moment in order to
know ‘What exactly is it that is called the present?’, the
present as such will be found to be truly non-existent, and
hence the past and future will also cease to exist. How? If
we try to attend to the exact present moment, even one
millionth of this so-called present moment will be found to
be either past or future. If we do not attend even to such
subtlest past and future moments, and if we try to know
what exists between those subtle past and future moments,
we will find that there exists, no such thing as the present
moment.

When the unreal snake is found to be non-existent as a
snake, the ever-existing rope, which is the sole reality
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underlying that snake, alone will remain shining. Similarly,
when the unreal first person is found to be non-existent as a
first person or individual, and when the unreal present time
is found to be non-existent as a time, the ever-existing Self,
which is the sole reality underlying both the first person
and the present time, alone will remain shining.

Just as the ego has two aspects – the real aspect ‘I am’
and the  unreal aspect ‘So-and-so’ – so the present has both
a real aspect and an unreal aspect. If the present is
experienced as one’s mere being, ‘I am’, devoid of all
thoughts, it is real; but if the same present is experienced
as one of the three times in which thoughts of the other
two times (past and future) occur, it is unreal. (as the
thoughts can only be about past or future).

                                   .... Enμ – |ßÓ ö£õ¸Ò

16. {õ©ßÔ {õ÷Íx {õ÷hx {õk[Põ

à¬h®÷£ àtmk t®£kÁ—{õ¬h®÷£õ

{õªßÓß öÓßÖö©õßÖ {õi[P[ öP[Sö©õßÙ

à¬sk {õti à®....

     .... uœara –– ninØŸa-poru¿

16. NÅmanØŸi nÅ¿Édu nÅØÉdu nÅØuÙ-gÅl

NÅmuØambÉl nÅ¿-œÅÊÊu¿ œÅm-paØuvam –– nÅmuØambá

NÅminØŸan ØŸenØŸu-monØŸu nÅØiÙ-gaÙ gengu-monØŸal

NÅmuœØu nÅœaØil nÅm....

£uÄøμ

Enμ uœara known

|ßÓ ninØŸa existing

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ the reality

{õ® nÅm we

AßÔ anØŸi except

{õÒ nÅ¿ time

Hx Édu where is

{õk nÅØu place
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Hx Édu where is

 {õk® PõÀ nÅØuÙ gÅl when we scrutinise

{õ® nÅm we

Eh®¦ uØambu the body

HÀ Él if (we) are

{õÒ nÅ¿ time

{õmk œÅÊÊu place

EÒ u¿ in

{õ® œÅm we

£kÁ® poØuvam shall be caught

{õ® nÅm are we

Eh®÷£õ uØambá the body?

{õ® nÅm we

CßÖ inØŸu now

AßÖ anØŸu then

GßÖ® enØŸum always

JßÖ onØŸu the one

{õk C[S nÅØu iÙgu here

A[S aÙgu there

G[S® engum everywhere

JßÖ onØŸu the one

BÀ al since

{õ® nÅm we

Esk uœØu exist

{õÒ nÅl time

{õk œaØu place

CÀ il who is devoid

{õ® nÅm ‘we’

When we scrutinize except ‘we’, the known existing
reality (‘I am’) where is time and where is place? (That is,
when we keenly scrutinize ourself through the enquiry
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‘Who am I?’, it will be found that there exists no such thing
as time or place, but only ‘we’, the reality or Self.). If we are
the body, (that is if we mistake oneself to be the body), we
shall be caught in time and place; (But) are we the body? (If
we enquire ‘If I am not the body, then who am I ?’ we will
realize that since we are the one (reality) now, then and
always, the one (reality) here, there and everywhere, we –
the ‘we’ (Self) who is devoid of time and place – (alone)
exist (and time and place do not exist).

Note: The conception of place exists only with reference
to the first person, ‘I’, whom we always feel to be ‘here’,
while the conception of time exists only with reference to
the present moment, which we always feel to be ‘now’. But
by our scrutinizing either the truth of the first person or the
truth of the present moment, both the first person and the
present moment (which are twin conceptions that always
exist side by side) will be found to be non-existent as such,
and hence the conceptions of time and place will cease to
exist. Thus we will realize that we are not the body, which
is bound by time and place, but are only the real Self,
which is devoid of time and place, and which is the sole
reality underlying the different times ‘now’, ‘then’ and
always’, and the different places such as here’, ‘there’ and
‘everywhere’.

The words ‘nal-nadu-il in the last line of this verse may
be taken to be either an adjective clause to ‘we’ meaning
“who is devoid of time and place”, or an independent clause
meaning “time and place do not exist”. Therefore both
meaning are given in this translation, the first without
brackets and the second within brackets.

                                          ....FÚ® — BªÆ

17. Ehà÷Ú ußùÚ ²nμõºU Snº¢uõºU

Sh»Í÷Á {õßÓ ÝnμõºU—Sh¾Ò÷Í

ußÝnº¢uõºU öPÀù»¯Óz uõöàÎ¸ {õÛx÷Á

°ßÚÁºu® ÷£uö©Ú öÁsqÁõ´....
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                                           ....â-nam –– Åmiv

17. UØal-nÅnÉ tannai uœarÅrk kuœarn-dÅrkku

UØa-la¿ave nÅntan uœa-rÅrku –– uØa-lu¿¿É

Tannuœarn-dÅrk kellai-yaŸat tÅno¿iru nÅniduvÉ

Inna-vardam bÉda-mena yeœœu-vÅi....

£uÄøμ

FÚ® ânam defective

B® Åm which is

CÆ iv this

EhÀ uØal body

{õß nÅn ‘I’

H É only

ußùÚ tannai self

EnμõºUS uœarÅrkku to those who have not
known

Enº¢uõºUS uœarndÅrkku to those who have
known

EhÀ uØal the body

AÍ÷Á a¿ave only the measure

 {õß nÅn ‘I’

uß tan Self

EnμõºUS uœarÅrku to those who have not
known

EhÀ uØal the body

EÒ÷Í u¿¿É within

uß tan Self

Enº¢uõºUS uœarndÅrku to those who have
known

GÀù» ellai limit

AÓ aŸa without

uõß tÅn self

JÎ¸® o¿irum shines
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{õß nÅn ‘I’

Cx÷Á iduvÉ this indeed

CßÚÁº u® innavar dam between them

÷£u® bÉdam the difference

GÚ ena that

GsqÁõ´ eœœuvÅi know

To those who have not known Self and to those who
have known (Self), this defective (or fleshy) body is ‘I’. (But)
to those who have not known Self, ‘I’ is (limited to) only the
measure of the body, (whereas) to those who have known
Self within the body (that is, within the lifetime of the body),
‘I’, the Self, shines without limit. Know that this indeed is
the difference between them.

Note: An ajnani (one who does not know Self) feels ‘the
body alone is ‘I’, whereas the Jnani (one who knows and
abides as Self) feels ‘the body is also I’. That is, since the
Jnani clearly knows that Self alone exists, and that it shines
without any limit, He knows that if at all there is any such
thing as the body, it cannot be other than ‘I’, the real Self. If
the body were to exist as other than Self, that would set a
limitation upon the limitless nature of Self. Also refer here
to verse 4 of Ekatma Panchakam (drunken man and cloth).

                                           ....— ¬ßà®

18. E»Ssø© ¯õS ¬nºÂÀ»õºU SÒÍõºU

S»PÍÁõ ¬sø© ²nμõºU—S»QÝU

Põuõμ ©õ²¸ÁØ Ù¸¬nº¢ uõ¸sø©

±uõS® ÷£uªÁºU öPsqP ....

 .... –– munnÅm

18. Ula-guœ-mai yÅgum uœar-villÅrk ku¿-¿Årkku

Ula-ga¿a-vÅm uœmai uœa-rÅrkku –– ulagi-nukku

ÄdÅra mÅiuru-vaÊÊŸÅ-rum uœarn-dÅr uœmai

ÖdÅ-gum bÉdam-ivark keœœuga....
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£uÄøμ

¬ß munn in front

B® Åm which is

E»S ulagu the world

Esø© uœmai real

BS® Ågum is

EnºÄ uœarvu knowledge

CÀ»õºUS illÅrkku to those who do not
have

EÒÍõºUS u¿¿Årkku to those who do have
E»S ulagu the world

AÍÄ a¿avu the measure

B® Åm is

Esø© uœmai the reality

EnμõºUS uœarÅrkku to those who have not
known

E»QÝUS ulaginukku of the world

Buõμ® ÅdÅram the substratum

B´ Åi as

E¸ uru form

AØÖ aÊÊŸu devoid of

B¸® Årum abides

Enº¢uõº uœarndÅr to those who have
known

Esø© uœmai the reality

Dx idu this

BS® Ågum is

÷£u® bÉdam the difference

CÁºUS ivarkku between them

GsqP eœœuga know that

To those who do not have knowledge (of Self) and to
those who do have (knowledge of Self), the world which is
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seen in front (of them) is real. (But) to those who have not
known (Self), the reality is limited to) the measure of the
world (that is, to its names and forms), (whereas) to  those
who have known (Self), the reality abides devoid of (name
and) form as the substratum of the world. Know that this is
the difference between them.

Note: An ignorant man who wrongly sees a rope as a
snake, and a wise man who sees the same rope as a rope,
both feel ‘this is real’. Similarly, the ajnani, who wrongly sees
the reality as names and forms, and the Jnani, who sees the
reality as it is, that is, devoid of names and forms, both feel
‘this is real’. Thus the feeling ‘this is real’ is common to both
of them, but what they experience as ‘this’ is different. The
ajnani experiences the world as names and forms, whereas
the Jnani experiences the world to be the nameless and
formless existence-consciousness-bliss. Refer here to verse
4 of this work, and also to verses 50 and 51 of Guru Vachaka
Kovai, where Sri Bhagavan says that the true meaning of the
statement ‘the world is real’ can be understood only by the
Jnani and not by the ajnani.

                                         ....— ÷£u

19. Âv©v » Â÷ÁP ª»õºU÷P

Âv©v öÁÀ¾® ÂÁõu®—Âv©vPm

÷Põº¬u»õ¢ ußùÚ ²nº¢uõ μøÁun¢uõº

\õºÁ÷μõ ¤ßÝ©øÁ \õØÖÁõ´....

.... –– bÉda

19. Vidi-madi mâla vivÉkam ilÅrkkÉ

Vidi-madi vellum vivÅ-dam –– vidi-madi gaÊku

Ür-muda-lÅn tannai uœarn-dÅr avai-taœan-dÅr

ChÅr-vará pinnu-mavai sÅÊÊŸuvÅi....

£uÄøμ

÷£u bÉda which are different

Âv vidi fate
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©v madi freewill

» mâla the root

Â÷ÁP® vivÉkam correct knowledge

C»õºUS ilÅrkku for those who do not
have

H É only

Âv vidi fate

©v madi freewill

öÁÀ¾® vellum as to which prevails

ÂÁõu® vivÅdam the dispute

Âv©vPmS vidi madigaÊku of fate and freewill

Kº ¬uÀ ár mudal the one base root

B® Åm who is

ußùÚ tannai the (individual) self

Enº¢uõº uœarndÅr those who have known

AøÁ avai them

un¢uõº taœandÅr have discarded

\õºÁ÷μõ sÅrvará will they become
entangled

¤ßÝ® pinnum again

AøÁ avai them

\õØÖÁõ´ chÅÊÊŸuvÅi say

The dispute as to which prevails, fate or freewill, is only
for those who do not have correct knowledge of the root of
fate and freewill, which are different (from each other). (That
is, this dispute arises only for those who do not know that
the ego, who is the experiencer of fate and the wielder of
freewill, is truly non-existent). Those who have known the
(non-existence of the individual) self (the ego), who is the
one (and only) base of fate and freewill, have discarded them.
(that is, they have discarded fate and free will along with
their root and base, the ego). Say, will they again become
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entangled in them (in fate and free will, or in the dispute
about them)?

Note: Also refer to GVK 522

                                                    ....— \õº£øÁ

20. Põq¢ uùÚÂmkz uõßPhÄ ùÍUPõnÀ

Põq ©÷à©¯©õ[ Põm]uùÚU—Põq©Áß

ÙßPhÄÒ Pshõà¢ uß¬uù»z uõß¬uÀ÷£õ´z

uõßPhÄ ÍßÔ°» uõÀ....

          .... –– sÅr-bavai

20. KÅœum tanai-viÊÊut tÅnkaØa-vu¿aik kÅœal

KÅœum maná maya-mÅÙ kÅÊchi-tanaik –– kÅÙu-mavan

TÅn kaØa-vu¿ kaœØa-nÅn tan-mudalait tÅn-mudal-páit

TÅn kaØa-vu¿ anØŸiyila dÅl....

£uÄøμ

\õº£øÁ chÅr-bavai what comes (in front

of one)

Põq® kÅœum who sees

uùÚ tanai oneself

Âmk viÊÊu leaving

uõß tÅn oneself

PhÄùÍ kaØavu¿ai God

PõnÀ kÅœal seeing

Põq® kÅœum seeing

©÷à©¯©õ® manámayam Åm mental

Põm] kÅÊchi vision

uùÚ tanai the (real) Self

Põq® kÅÙum who sees

AÁß avan he
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uõß tÅn alone

PhÄÒ kaØavu¿ God

Pshõß kaœØan he who has seen

B® Åm is

uß tan of the (individual) self

¬uù» mudalai the source

uõß tÅn the individual self

¬uÀ mudal the base

÷£õ´ pái after (it) has perished

uõß tÅn self

PhÄÒ kaØavu¿ God

AßÔ anØŸi other than

C»x iladu is not

BÀ Ål because

Oneself seeing God leaving oneself (that is, oneself
seeing God without seeing oneself, the ego), who sees what
comes (in front of one), is (merely) seeing a mental vision (a
manasika darsanam or imaginary appearance). He who
(through the enquiry ’Who am I?’) sees the (real) Self, the
source of the (individual) self, alone is he who has (truly)
seen God, because the (real) Self – (which shines forth) after
the base, the (individual) self, (the ego), has perished – is
not other than God.

Note: Compare with verse 25 of Upadesa Undiyar.

                                .... E°μõz — uõß P¸x®

21. ußùÚzuõß Põn Óù»Áß ÓùÚUPõn

ö»ßÝ®£ß Þ¾sø© ö¯ßùÚö¯Ûß

                                                      —ÓßùÚzuõß

Põnö»Áß ÙöÚõßÙØ PõnöÁõt ÷uØÓù»ÁØ

Põnö»Á ÞtuÀ Põs.
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          .... uyirÅt –– tÅn-karudum

21. Tannait-tÅn kÅœal talai-van tanaik-kÅœal

Ennum pannâl-uœmai ennai-enin –– tannait-tÅn

KÅœal-evan tÅnonØ-ŸÅŸ kÅœa-voœÅ dÉÊÊŸalai-vaŸ

KÅœal-evan âœÅdal kÅœ....

£uÄøμ

E°º uyir an individual soul (jiva)
B Å to be

uõß tÅn one

P¸x® karudum whom (one) thinks

ußùÚ tannai oneself

uõß tÅn oneself

PõnÀ kÅœal seeing

uù»Áß uùÚ talaivan tanai God

PõnÀ kÅœal seeing

GßÝ® ennum which speak of

£À pan many

¡À nâl scriptures

Esø© uœmai the truth

GßùÚ ennai what

GÛß enin if it is asked

ußùÚ tannai oneself

uõß tÅn oneself

PõnÀ kÅœal to see

GÁß evan how

uõß tÅn oneself

JßÖ onØŸu one

BÀ Ål since

Põn kÅœa to see

Jtx oœÅdu it is impossible

HÀ Él if

uù»Áß Êalaivan God
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PõnÀ kÅœal to see

GÁß evan how

Fs âœ a prey

BuÀ Ådal to become

Põs kÅœ seeing

If it is asked, ‘what is the truth of the many scriptures
which speak of oneself seeing oneself, whom one thinks to
be an individual soul, and seeing God? (the reply will be as
follows : since  oneself (the first person feeling ‘I’) is one
(and not two), how is oneself to see oneself? (Then) if it is
impossible (for one) to see (one Self), how (is one) to see
God (who is the substratum or Reality of oneself)? To become
a prey (to God, who is the real Self) is seeing (God).

Explanatory Note: Many scriptures speak of Self-
realization and God-realisation as the goals which are to be
attained by a spiritual aspirant. However, those who
comment upon such scriptures often misunderstand and
misinterpret these terms. For example, in Kaivalya
Navanitham, 1.13, it is said, “If one sees oneself and God,
who is the substratum of oneself, then that God having
become oneself and (oneself) having become Brahman, one
will put an end to birth….” Which is often misinterpreted
to mean that one must first realize oneself, the individual
soul, and then one must realize God, who is the substratum
or underlying support of oneself.

To illustrate the import of this verse Sri Bhagavan used
to tell the story of a man who wanted to see a tiger. After
making enquiries among some villagers, the man was told
that an old tiger lived in a certain cave in the nearby forest.
Being very old, the tiger was unable to come out of the cave
to hunt its prey, so it remained inside waiting for some prey
to come of its own accord. After searching and finding the
cave, the man peeped inside, but he was unable to see
anything because it was so dark. His desire to see the tiger
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was so strong, however, that he gathered up his courage
and entered the cave. But still he could not see anything
inside. Little by little he proceeded further into the cave,
but in the darkness he was unable to see the tiger. All of a
sudden, when he had come very close to the tiger, it pounced
and devoured him.

Just as the man never saw the tiger, so the individual
self can never see or realize God, the real Self. But in its
attempt to see God, who shines within it as the adjunctless
consciousness ‘I am’, the individual self will become a prey
to God. The means by which the individual can thus attempt
to see God and thereby become a prey to him, is revealed by
Sri Bhagavan in the next verse.

                                 .... GøÁ²[ — Põq®

22. ©vUöPõÎ u¢u® ©vUS öÍõÎ¸

©v°ùÚ ²Ò÷Í ©hUQ¨—£v°Ø

£vzvku »ßÔ¨ £vø¯ ©v¯õß

©vzvku ö»[Vß ©v¯õ´....

             .... evai-yuÙ –– kÅœum

22. Madik-ko¿i tan-tam madik-ku¿ o¿i-rum

Madi-yinai u¿¿e maØakki –– padi-yil

Padit tiØu-dal anØŸip padi-yai madi-yÅl

Madit-tiØu-dal eÙÙgan madi-yÅi....

£uÄøμ

GøÁ²® evaiyum everything

Põq® kÅœum which sees

©vUS madikku to the mind

JÎ o¿i light

u¢x tandu giving

A® am their

©vUS EÒ madikku u¿ within that mind

JÎ¸® o¿irum who shines

©v°ùÚ madiyinai the mind
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EÒ÷Í u¿¿e inwards

©hUQ maØakki turning

£v CÀ padi il in the lord

£vzvkuÀ padittiØudal sinking (or fixing)

AßÔ anØŸi except

£vø¯ padiyai the lord

©v BÀ madi Ål by the mind

©vzvkuÀ madittiØudal to know (or to meditate
upon)

G[Vß eÙÙgan how is it possible

©v¯õ´ madiyay consider thus

Except by turning the mind inwards (towards the
feeling ‘I am’) and (thereby) sinking (it) in the Lord, who
shines within that mind (as its substratum) giving light (the
light of consciousness) to the mind, which sees everything
(other than itself), how is it possible to know (or to meditate
upon) the Lord by the mind? Consider thus.

Note: In this verse Sri Bhagavan clearly reveals the truth
that the only means by which one can know God, who is
the real Self and who shines within the mind as the pure
consciousness ‘I am’, is to merge the mind in Him by turning
it inwards through the enquiry ‘Who am I?’.

                                          .... — ©v°»uõÀ

23. {õöÚßÔz ÷uP {Â»õ xÓUPzx

{õÛßöÓß Ù¸ {ÂÀÁvù»—{õöàß

öÓÊ¢u¤ öÚÀ»õ ö©Êª¢u {õöÚ[

öPÊö©ßÖ ~s©v¯õ ö»sn—{ÊÄ®

        .... –– madi-yila-dÅl

23. NÅ-nenØŸid dÉgam navilÅ duŸak-kattu

NÅ-ninØŸen ØŸÅru navil-vadilai –– nÅnonØŸu

Ezhun-dapin ellÅm ezhu-minda nÅneÙgu

Ezhu-menØŸu nuœ-madi-yÅl eœœa –– nazhu-vum
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£uÄøμ

©v madi sentient

C»x iladu it is not

BÀ Ål since

{õß GßÖ nÅn enØŸu ‘I’

Cz id this

÷uP® dÉgam body

{Â»õx navilÅdu does not say

EÓUPzx uŸakkattâm in sleep

{õß nÅn ‘I’

CßÖ GßÖ inØŸu enØŸu do not exist

B¸® Årum anyone

{ÂÀÁx navilvadu says

Cù» ilai not

{õß nÅn ‘I’

JßÖ onØŸu an

GÊ¢u ezhunda rises

¤ß pin after

GÀ»õ® ellÅm all/everything

GÊ® ezhum rises

C¢u inda this

{õß nÅn ‘I’

G[S eÙgu where

GÊ® GßÖ ezhum enØŸu does (it) rise

~s nuœ keen

©v madi mind

BÀ Ål with

Gsn eœœa when one scrutinizes

{ÊÄ® nazhuvum it will slip away

Since it is not sentient, this body does not say ‘I’. (that is
it does not itself have any inherent consciousness of its own
existence). No one says, “In sleep (where the body does not
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exist) I do not exist”. After an ‘I’ rises (from sleep as ‘I am
the body’), everything (all the second and third person
objects of the world) rises. When one scrutinizes with keen
mind “Where does this ‘I’ rise?”, it will slip away (being
found to be non-existent).

Note: In this verse Sri Bhagavan speaks about three
distinct things, namely (1) the body, which, being insentient,
has no ‘I’ – consciousness, (2) the consciousness ‘I’ (the real
Self) which exists even in sleep, where the body and all else
do not exist, and (3) another ‘I’ (the individual self) after
whose rising all else rises. Since this rising ‘I’ is clearly
distinct from the body and from the real ‘I’ which exists in
sleep, Sri Bhagavan instructs us to scrutinize where it rises,
for when we scrutinize thus it will be found to be non-
existent. Then in the next two verses He reveals more about
the nature of this rising ‘I’, whose form is the feeling ‘I am
the body’, and explains how it is distinct both from the body
and from the real Self, and yet at the same time assumes the
properties of both.

When Sri Bhagavan first composed this verse in venba
metre, He concluded it with the word ‘en’, which is an
imperative meaning ‘scrutinize’ or ‘enquire’. But when He
converted the verse into Kalivenba metre, He changed the
word ‘en’ into ‘enna’, which means ‘when one scrutinizes’
or ‘when one enquiries’, and added the word ‘nazhuvum’,
which means ‘it will slip away’.

24. \hÄhà öÚßàx \a]z xv¯õ

xh»ÍÁõ {õöàß ÖvUS—ªøh°¼x

]a\hUQ μ¢v£¢ug ̂ ÁÝm£ ö©´¯P¢øu

°a\¬ \õμ©Ú ö©s....

24. JaØa-vuØal na-nennadu satchit tudi-yÅdu

UØal-a¿ava nÅnonØ-Ÿudik-kum –– iØaiyi-lidu

Chit-jadak granti-bandam j≠va-nuÊpa mei-yagan-dai

Icchamu-sara manam eœœ....
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£uÄøμ

\h jaØa insentient

EhÀ uØal body

{õß nan ‘I’

Gßàx ennadu does not say

\z ]z sat chit existence consciousness

Ev¯õx udiyÅdu does not rise

EhÀ AÍÁõ uØal a¿ava the body

{õß nÅn ‘I’

JßÖ onØŸu an

EvUS® udikkum rises

Cøh°À iØaiyil in between

Cx idu this

]z \h Qμ¢v chit jada granti the knot between
consciousness and
the insentient

    (chit-jada-granthi)
£¢u® bandam bondage (bandha)
^Áß j≠van individual soul (jiva)
~m£ ö©´ nuÊpa mei subtle body

AP¢øu agandai ego (ahandai)
Ca ich this

\¬\õμ® chamusaram samsara (or mundane
state of activity)

©Ú® manam mind

Gs eœ know that

The insentient body does not say (or feel) ‘I’. Existence
consciousness (sat-chit, the real Self) does not rise (or
subside). (But) in between (these two) an ‘I’ rises as the
measure of the body that is in between the body and the
real Self a limited ‘I’ – consciousness in the form ‘I am this
body rises in waking and subsides again in sleep). Know
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that this (‘I am the body’ – consciousness) is (what is called
by various names such as) the knot between consciousness
and the insentient (chit-jada-granthi), bondage (bandha), the
individual soul (jiva), subtle body (sukshma sarira), ego
(ahantai), this mundane state of activity (samsara) and mind
(manas).

Note: The rising ‘I’ is distinct from the body because
the body is insentient and has no inherent feeling ‘I’. It is
also distinct from the real Self, because the real Self neither
rises nor subsides. However, though it is neither the body
nor the real self, it assumes the properties of both. Like the
body, it rises and subsides (or appears and disappears) and
is limited by time and space; and like the real Self, it shines
as ‘I’. Therefore this rising ‘I’, whose form is the feeling
‘I am the body‘, is described as a Knot (granthi) between
the real Self, which is consciousness (chit), and the body,
which is insentient (jada). It is this knot alone which is called
by various names such as bondage, the individual soul,
subtle body, ego, samsara and mind.

                                   ....Gß÷Ú—Âaø\

25. E¸¨£ØÔ ²shõ ¬¸¨£ØÔ |ØS

¬¸¨£ØÔ ²skªP ÷Áõ[S—¬¸Âm

k¸¨£ØÖ¢ ÷uià ÷»õmh® ¤iUS

¬¸ÁØÓ ÷£¯P¢øu ÷¯õºÁõ´....

       ....ennÉ –– vicchai

25. Urup-paÊÊŸi uœØÅm urup-paÊÊŸi niŸ-kum

Urup-paÊÊŸi uœØu-miga áÙgum –– uru-viÊÊu

Urup-paÊÊŸun tÉdi-nÅl áÊÊam piØik-kum

Uru-vaÊÊŸa pÉi-agan-dai árvÅi....

£uÄøμ

Gß÷Ú eœœÉ what

Âaø\ vicchai a wonder !

E¸ uru a form
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£ØÔ paÊÊŸi by grasping

Eshõ® uœØÅm comes into existence

E¸ uru a form

£ØÔ paÊÊŸi grasping

|ØS® nirkum it endures

E¸ uru forms

£ØÔ paÊÊŸi grasping

Esk uœØu feeding upon

ªP miga more

K[S® áÙgum it waxes

E¸ uru a form

Âmk viÊÊu having left

E¸ uru form

£ØÖ® paÊÊŸum it grasps

÷uiß BÀ tÉdin Ål if one searches (for it)

Kmh® ¤iUS® oÊÊam piØikkum it will take to flight

E¸ uru form

AØÓ aÊÊŸa which is devoid of

÷£´ pÉi ghostly

AP¢øu agandai ego

KºÁõ´ árvÅi know this

What a wonder! (This) ghostly ego, which is devoid of
form (that is, which has no form of its own), comes into
existence by grasping a form (that is, by identifying the form
of a body as ‘I’); it endures by grasping a form (that is, by
continuing to cling to that body as ‘I’); it waxes more by
grasping and feeding upon forms (that is, by attending to
second and third person objects, which it cognizes through
the five senses); having left a form, it grasps a form (that is,
having given up one body, it grasps another body as ‘I’);
(but) if one searches (for it by enquiring ‘Who am I, this
formless ego?’), it will take to flight (being found to be non-
existent)! Know thus.
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Note: The ego can seemingly come into existence and
endure only by grasping forms, that is, by attending to
second and third person objects. The more it attends to such
objects, the more it waxes and grows strong. But since the
ego has no form of its own, if it tries to attend to itself, the
first person or subject, it will lose its strength, subside and
disappear, because without any form to attend to, it cannot
stand.

In order to illustrate the properties of the ego described
in this and the previous verse, Sri Bhagavan used to tell the
story of a way farer who played a prominent part in a
marriage celebration. Though he belonged neither to the
bride’s party nor to the bridegroom’s party, he pretended to
each party that he was an important member of the other.
So long as everyone believed him, he thrived happily,
bossing over both parties and feasting sumptuously. But as
soon as people began to doubt his identity and to enquire
who he was, he took to flight and disappeared. Similar is
the case with the ego. Though it is neither the body nor the
real Self, it pretends to be both. So long as no enquiry is
made about its reality, it seems to exist. But as soon as it is
scrutinized to find out who it is, it will disappear, being
found to be non-existent.

                                      .... — P¸Áõ®

26. AP¢øu²s hõ° ÚùÚzx¬s hõS

©P¢øu°ß ÷Ó¼ß ÓùÚzx—©P¢øu÷¯

¯õÄ©õ ©õu»õÀ ¯õvöußÖ {õh÷»

÷¯õÄuÀ ¯õÄö©Ú ÷Áõº....

    .... –– karu-vÅm

26. Ahan-dai uœØÅ-yin anait-tum uœØa-gum

Ahan-dai inØŸÉl inØŸa-nait-tum –– ahan-daiyÉ

YÅvu-mÅm Åda-lÅl yÅdi-denØŸu nÅØalÉ

Üvu-dal yÅvu-mena ár....
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£uÄøμ

P¸ karu the embryo

B® Åm which is

AP¢øu ahandai the ego

Eshõ°ß uœØÅyin if (it) comes into
existence

AùÚzx® anaittum everything

EshõS® uœØagum will come into existence

AP¢øu ahandai the ego

Cß÷ÓÀ inØŸÉl if (it) does not exist

CßÖ inØŸu will not exist

AùÚzx® anaittum everything (else)

AP¢øu÷¯ ahandaiyÉ the ego itself

¯õÄ® yÅvum everything

B® Åm is

Bu»õÀ ÅdalÅl therefore

¯õx yÅdu what

Cx GßÖ idu enØŸu ‘this’

 {õh÷» nÅØalÉ scrutinising alone

KÄuÀ ávudal giving up

¯õÄ® yÅvum everything

GÚ ena that

Kº ár know

If the ego, which is the embryo comes into existence,
everything (the world, God, bondage and liberation,
knowledge and ignorance, and so on) will come into
existence. If the ego does not exist, everything will not exist.
(Hence) the ego itself is everything. Therefore, know that
scrutinizing ‘What is this (ego)?’ is alone giving up (or
renouncing) everything!

Note: The body and the whole world of manifestation,
consisting of so many dyads and triads, are nothing but an
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expansion of the ego, which is the embryo or seed-form of
everything. Since the ego is therefore everything, and since
(as revealed in the previous verse) the ego will take to flight
when it is scrutinized, being found to be truly non-existent,
if one earnestly and vigilantly scrutinizes the ego, one is
truly renouncing everything!

                              .... ¬uÀ ÷£õÀ—÷©Äª¢u

27. {õÝv¯õ xÒÍ|ù» {õ©xÁõ ²ÒÍ|ù»

{õÝvUS¢ uõÚ©øu {õhõ© – àÝv¯õz

ußÛÇ¨ø£a \õºÁöuÁß \õμõ©Ø ÙÚxÁõ¢

ußÛù»° ÛØ£öuÁß \õØÖv....

     .... mudal-pál –– mÉvu-minda

27. NÅ-nudiyÅ du¿¿a-nilai nÅmadu-vÅi u¿¿a-nilai

NÅ-nudik-kum stÅna-madai nÅØa-mal –– nÅnudi-yÅt

Tannizhap-paic chÅrva-devan chÅ-rÅmaŸ tÅnadu-vÅn

Tan-nilai-yil niŸpa-devan chÅÊ-ÊŸudi....

£uÄøμ

¬uÀ mudal the first

÷£õÀ pál as if

÷©Ä® mÉvum which rises

C¢u inda this

{õß nÅn ‘I’

Ev¯õx EÒÍ udiyÅdu u¿¿a in which (it) does not
rise

|ù» nilai the state

{õ® AxÁõ´ nÅm aduvÅi as ‘we are that’ in

EÒÍ u¿¿a which exists

|ù» nilai that state

{õß nÅn ‘I’

EvUS® udikkum from which (it) rises

uõÚ® Aøu tÅnam adai the source
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{õhõ©À nÅØamal unless one scrutinises

{õß nÅn ‘I’

Ev¯õ udiyÅ in which (it) does not
rise

uß tan of the (individual) self

CÇ¨ø£ izhappai the destruction

\õºÁx chÅrvadu to attain

GÁß evan how

\õμõ©À chÅrÅmaŸ unless one attains

uõß Ax tÅn adu one is that

B® Åm in which

uß |ù» tan nilai one’s own state

CÀ yil in

|Ø£x niŸpadu to abide

GÁß evan how

\õØÖv chÅÊÊŸudi say

The state in which this ‘I’ (the ego), which rises as if the
first, does not rise, is the state in which 'we are That'. Unless
one scrutinizes the source (the real Self) from which ‘I’ rises,
how to attain the destruction of the (individual) self (the
state of egolessness), in which ‘I’ does not rise? (And) unless
one attains (that non-rising of ‘I’), say, how to abide in one’s
own (real) state (the natural state of Self), in which one is
That?

Note: In scriptures it is taught that, instead of feeling ‘I
am this body’, we should experience ‘I am That’, in other
words, ‘I am Brahman, the absolute Reality’. The state of
experience which is thus referred to as ‘I am That’ or ‘I am
Brahman’, is only one’s real and natural state, in which one
abides as the pure adjunctless existence-consciousness ‘I am’
without rising as the adjunct-mixed feeling ‘I am this body’.
Therefore, in order to experience the truth denoted by the
words ‘I am That’, one must attain the state in which the
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ego ( the feeling ‘I am this body’) does not rise. And in order
to attain this state of egolessness, one must scrutinize the
source of the ego, for only when one scrutinizes its source
(the real Self, the pure consciousness ‘I am’) will the ego
subside and be found to be non-existent.

Thus in this verse Sri Bhagavan clearly reveals the truth
that the only means by which one can destroy the ego and
thereby abide as Self, the absolute reality, is to scrutinize
the source or rising-place of the ego, in other words, to attend
to Self, the mere consciousness ‘I am’. Compare here the
note to verse 22.

                                              ....  —¬ßÚº

28. GÊ®¦ ©P¢øu ö¯Êªhzøu }¶À

ÂÊ¢u ö£õ¸ÒPõn ÷Ási — ¬ÊSuÀ÷£õØ

Tº¢u©v ¯õØ÷£a_ a\hUQU öPõskÒ÷Í

¯õÌ¢uÔ¯ ÷Ásk ©Ô....

         .... ––munnar

28. Ezhum-bum ahan-dai ezhu-miØattai n≠ril

Vizhunda poru¿ kÅœa vÉœØi –– muzhugu-dal-pál

Kârnda madiyÅl pÉcchu mâccha-Øakkik koœØu¿¿É

Äzhn-daŸiya vÉœ-Øum aŸi....

£uÄøμ

¬ßÚº munnar first

GÊ®¦® ezhumbum which rises

AP¢øu ahandai the ego

GÊ® ezhum rising

Chzøu iØattai place

}¶À n≠ril in the water

ÂÊ¢u vizhunda which has fallen

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ a thing

Põn kÅœa to find

÷Ási vÉœØi in order
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¬ÊSuÀ muzhugudal diving

÷£õÀ pál like

Tº¢u kârnda keen or penetrating

©v madi mind

BÀ Ål with

÷£a_ pÉcchu speech

a _ mâcchu breath

AhUQU öPõsk aØakkik koœØu restraining

EÒ÷Í u¿¿É within

BÌ¢x Åzhndu dive

AÔ¯ aŸiya know

÷Ásk® vÉœØum one should

AÔ aŸi know thus

Just as one would dive (restraining one’s speech and
breath) in order to find a thing which has fallen into the
water, one should dive within (oneself) restraining speech
and breath with a keen mind (that is, with a keen and
penetrating attention fixed on the feeling ‘I’), and know (the
real Self, which is) the rising-place (or source) of the ego,
which rises first. Know thus.

Refer here to the note to verse 24 of Ulladu Narpadu
Anubandham.

Note: When Sri Bhagavan says in this verse that one
should know ‘the rising-place of the ego’ (ahandai ezhum-
idattai), it is to be noted that He does not use the word ‘place’
literally to mean a place limited by time and space, but only
figuratively to mean Self, the timeless and spaceless reality
from which the ego seemingly rises. Since time and space
are mere thoughts which can come into existence only, after
the ego rises, the source or ‘place’ from which the ego rises
must obviously be beyond the limitations of time and space.
Therefore, when practicing Self-enquiry, aspirants should
not try to find any place in the limited and transient body as
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the source from which the ego rises, but should try only to
know Self, the unlimited reality which alone will remain
when the ego subsides.

For an explanation regarding the words ‘restraining
speech and breath’, the reader may refer to the note to verse
24 of Ulladu Narpadu Anubandham, and to chapter eight of
The Path of Sri Ramana. - Part I

                  ....¤n® ÷£õÀ —wº¢x Eh»®

29. {õöÚßÖ Áõ¯õ ÚÂ»õxÒ ÍõÌ©Úzuõ

àöÚßöÓ[ S¢xö©Ú {õku÷»—bõÚö{Ô

¯õ©ßÔ ¯ßÔx{õ à©xöÁß ÖßÚÖùn

¯õ©xÂ \õμ©õ ©õ....

         .... piœam-pál –– t≠rnduØa-lam

29. NÅ-nenØru vÅyÅl navilÅ-du¿-¿azh manat-tÅl

NÅ-nenØŸeÙ gundu-mena nÅØu-dalÉ –– jñÅna-neŸi

YÅman-ØŸi anØŸi-dunÅ nÅmadu-ven ØŸunnal-tuœai

YÅmadu vichÅra-mÅmÅ....

£uÄøμ

¤n® piœam a corpse

÷£õÀ pál like

wº¢x t≠rndu having discarded

Eh»® uØalam the body

{õß GßÖ nÅn enØŸu ‘I’

Áõ¯õÀ vÅyÅl by mouth

{Â»õx navilÅdu without uttering

EÒ u¿ inward

BÌ azh diving

©Úzx manattu the mind

BÀ Ål with

{õß GßÖ nÅn enØŸu ‘I’
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G[S eÙgu where

E¢x® GÚ unndum ena does (it) rise

{õku÷» nÅØudalÉ scrutinising alone

bõÚ jñÅna of knowledge

ö{Ô neŸi the path

B® Åm is

AßÔ anØŸi instead

AßÖ anØŸu am not

Cx idu this

{õß nÅn ‘I’

B® Åm am

Ax GßÖ adhu enØŸu That

EßÚÀ unnal thinking (meditating)

xùn tuœai an aid

B® Åm is

Ax adu it

Â\õμ® vichÅram enquiry (vichara)

B©õ? ÅmÅ is

Having discarded the body like a corpse and without
uttering ‘I’ by mouth, scrutinizing with an inward-diving
mind, “Where does (this feeling) ‘I’ rise?”, is alone the path
of knowledge (jnana-marga). Instead (of inwardly
scrutinizing the feeling ‘I’ in this manner), (merely) thinking
(or meditating), “I am not this (body composed of five
sheaths), I am That (the absolute reality or Brahman)’, is (at
first in a roundabout way) an aid (to the above said path of
knowledge or enquiry) (but) is it enquiry (that is, is it the
correct practice of Self-enquiry or Atma-vichara, which is the
direct path of Knowledge)?

Note: If we have been told some particulars about a
certain place to which we wish to go, repeating and thereby
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memorising those particulars may at first be an indirect aid
for us to reach that place. But merely repeating and
memorising those particulars cannot be the actual journey
there. Having learnt those particulars, we must set out and
travel to that place. Similar is the case with the truth which
the scriptures tell us about our real and natural state, namely
that we are not this body, prana, mind and so on, but are
only Brahman, the absolute reality. Meditating upon this truth
by repeatedly thinking, “I am not this body, I am Brahman”,
may in the beginning be an indirect aid to the practice of
Self-enquiry, because it will encourage one to try to know
one’s own true nature. But merely repeatedly thinking thus,
cannot be the actual practice of Self-enquiry. Having
understood and become convinced of the truth that we are
not the body but Brahman, we must take to the practice of
Self-enquiry – that is, we must scrutinize and know the true
nature of the feeling ‘I’ -, for then only can we attain the
state in which we experience ourself to be Brahman. Compare
here verses 32 and 36 of this work.

                               .... AuàÀ —« ¬øÓ÷¯

30. {õà öμÚ©Ú¬s ti²Í {sn÷Á

{õà ©ÁßÓù» {õn¬Ó — {õààz

÷uõßÖö©õßÖ uõàPz ÷uõßÔÝ{õ ÚßÖö£õ¸Ò

§ßÓ©x uõà® ö£õ¸Ò....

         ....a-danÅl –– m≠-muŸaiyÉ

30. NÅnÅ rena mana-mu¿ nÅØi-yu¿a naœœavÉ

NÅnÅm avan-talai nÅœa-muŸa –– nÅ-nÅ-nÅt

TánØŸu-monØŸu tÅnÅ-gat tán-ØŸinu-nÅn anØŸu-poru¿

PânØŸa-madu tÅnÅm poru¿....

£uÄøμ

AuàÀ adanÅl therefore

« m≠ above

¬øÓ÷¯ muŸaiyÉ in the manner
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{õß nÅn I

Bº GÚ År ena who  
}‘ Who am I?’

©Ú® manam the mind

EÒ u¿ inwardly

{õi nÅØi by scrutinising

EÍ® u¿am the Heart

{sn÷Á naœœavÉ when (it) reaches

{õß nÅn the ‘I’

B® Åm who is

AÁß avan he (the ego or mind)

uù» talai the head

{õn® EÓ nÅœam uŸa when it is put to shame

{õß nÅn ‘I’

{õß nÅn ‘I’

B Å as

÷uõßÖ® tánØŸum appears

JßÖ onØŸu the one

uõß BP tÅn Åga spontaneously

÷uõßÔÝ® tánØŸinum although it appears

{õß nÅn ‘I’

AßÖ anØŸu it is not

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ the Reality

§ßÓ® pânØŸam Whole

Ax adu it is

uõß tÅn Self

B® Åm which is

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ the Reality

Therefore, when the mind reaches the Heart by inwardly
scrutinizing ‘Who am I?’ in the above manner and when he,
who is the ‘I’, (the ego or mind, which rises in the form ‘I am
the body’) dies, the one (existence-consciousness) appears
spontaneously’ as ‘I-I’. Although it appears (seemingly
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anew), it is not ‘I’ (the rising ‘I’ or ego); it is the Whole Reality
(purna vastu), the Reality which is Self.

Note: Although in verse 7 of this work Sri Bhagavan
said that the Reality is that which shines without appearing
and disappearing, in this verse he says that when the ego
dies something appears spontaneously as ‘I-I’. Therefore,
in order to make clear that that which thus appears as ‘I-I’ is
not other than the Reality described in verse 7, He concludes
this verse by saying, “Although it appears, it is not ‘I’ (the
ego); it is the whole reality, the Reality which is Self”. That
is, just as the rope alone was seen even when it was mistaken
to be a snake, so the reality (the pure existence-consciousness
‘I am’) alone shines even when it is mistaken to be the ego
(the adjunct-mixed feeling ‘ I am this body’); but just as the
rope seems to appear newly when the ignorant notion that
it is a snake is removed, so the reality ‘I am’ seems to appear
newly when the ignorant notion ‘I am this body’ is removed.

Compare here verses 19 and 20 of Upadesa Undiyar.

                              .... ö£õ[Qz —÷uõßÓ÷Á

31. ußùÚ ¯ÈzöuÊ¢u uß©¯õ Ú¢u¸U

öPßùÚ ²Íöuõß Ô¯ØÖuØSz—ußùÚ¯»õ

ußÛ¯ ö©õßÖ ©Ô¯õ μÁº|ù»ø©

°ßÚöuß ÖßÚ ö»Áß....

                .... poÙgit ––tánØŸavÉ

31. Tannai azhit-tezhunda tan-mayÅ nanda-rukku

Ennai u¿a-don ØŸi-yaÊÊŸu daŸkut –– tannai-yalÅdu

Anni-yam onØŸum aŸiyÅr avar-nilai-mai

Inna-den ØŸunnal evan....

£uÄøμ

ö£õ[Q poÙgi surging forth

÷uõßÓ÷Á tán-ØŸavÉ when it (the reality)
appears
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ußùÚ tannai the (individual) self

AÈzx azhiÊÊu by destroying

GÊ¢u ezhunda which has risen

uß©  ̄BÚ¢u¸US tanmayÅ for Him who enjoys the
  anandarukku     bliss of Self

GßùÚ ennai what

EÍx u¿adu exists

JßÖ onØŸu single thing

C¯ØÖuØS iyaÊÊŸudaŸku to do

ußùÚ tannai Self

A»õx alÅdu except

AßÛ¯® anniyam other thing

JßÖ® onØŸum one

AÔ¯õº aŸiyÅr He does not know

AÁº avar His

|ù»ø© nilaimai state

CßÚx GßÖ innadu enØŸu what (it) is

EßÚÀ unnal to conceive

GÁß evan how (or who)

When it (the Reality) surges forth and appears (as ‘I-I’),
for Him (the Jnani) who enjoys the bliss of Self, which has
(thus) risen by destroying the (individual) self (the ego), what
single thing exists to do? He does not know anything other
than Self (which shines as the one reality); (therefore) how
to (or who can) conceive what His state is?

Note: Compare here verse 15 of Upadesa Undiyar

                                     .... £μ©õ¨ —£ßÝ®

32. Ax}ö¯ß Ó®©øÓP ÍõºzvhÄ¢ ußùÚ

ö¯xöÁßÖ uõß÷Óº¢ vμõA —ux{õ

ÛxÁßöÓß öÓsn¾μ Ûßø©°à ö»ßÖ

©x÷Áuõ à¯©ºÁ uõ÷»....
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             .... paramÅp ––pannum
32. Adu-n≠yen ØŸam-maŸai-ga¿ Årtti-Øavun tannai

Edu-venØŸu tÅn tÉrn-dirÅdu –– adu-nÅn

Idu-van-ØŸen ØŸeœœal-uran inmaiyi-nÅl enØŸum

AduvÉ tÅnÅi amarva-dÅlÉ....

£uÄøμ

£μ® param the supreme

B Å to be

£ßÝ® pannum which is declared

Ax adu That

} GßÖ ni enØŸu ‘you’

A® am holy

©øÓPÒ maŸaiga¿ scriptures

BºzvhÄ® ÅrttiØavum when (they) proclaim

ußùÚ tannai oneself

Gx GßÖ edu enØŸu ‘what’

uõß tÅn oneself

÷uº¢x tÉrndu knowing

Cμõx irÅdu instead of being

Ax adu That

{õß nÅn ‘I’

Cx idu this

AßÖ GßÖ anØŸu endru ‘not’

GsnÀ eœœal thinking

Eμß uran strength

Cßø©°àÀ inmaiyinÅl due to absence

GßÖ® enØŸum always

Ax÷Á aduvÉ that indeed

uõß tÅn oneself

B´ Åi as

A©ºÁx amarvadu exists

B÷» ÅlÉ because
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When the holy scriptures proclaim, “You are That,
which is declared to be the Supreme”, instead of oneself
knowing and being oneself (by scrutinizing) ‘What (am I)?’,
thinking, “I am That (the supreme) and not this (the body
composed of five sheaths)”, is due to the absence of strength
(that is, due to the absence of maturity of mind), because
That indeed always exists as oneself (one’s own Reality).

                                  .... —AxÄ©»õx

33. GßùÚ ¯Ô÷¯à öÚßùÚ ¯Ô¢÷uà

öÚßÚ ÚøP¨¦U QhàS —ö©ßùÚ

uùÚÂh¯ ©õUPÂ¸ uõÝs÷hõ öÁõßÙ

¯ùÚÁμÝ §v²sø© ¯õÀ....

         .... –– aduvu malÅdu

33. Ennai YaŸiyÉ-nÅn ennai aŸindÉn-nÅn

Ennal nagaip-puk kiØa-œÅgum –– ennai

Tanai-viØaya mÅkka-iru tÅn-uœØá vonØŸÅi

Anai-var-anu bâdi uœmai-yÅl....

£uÄøμ

AxÄ® aduvum that

A»õx alÅdu besides

GßùÚ ennai myself

AÔ÷¯ß aŸiyÉn do not know

{õß nÅn ‘I’

GßùÚ ennai myself

AÔ¢÷uß aŸindÉn have known

{õß nÅn ‘I’

GßÚÀ ennal saying

{øP¨¦US nagaippukku for ridicule

Chß idan a ground

BS® Ågum is

GßùÚ ennai why?
uùÚ tanai oneself
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Âh¯® viØayam an object known

BUP Åkka to make

C¸ iru two

uõß tÅn selves

Es÷hõ uœØá are there

JßÖ onØŸu one

B´ Åi being

AùÚÁº anaivar everyone

AÝ§v anubâdi the experience

Esø© uœmai true

BÀ Ål because

Besides that, saying (either), “I do not know myself”,
(or), “I have known myself”, is a wide ground for ridicule.
Why? To make oneself an object known, are there two selves
(one of which can be known by the other)? Because, being
one is the truth of everyone’s experience (that is, whether
they be a Jnani or an ajnani, everyone experiences the truth
‘I am one’).

                                          .... Kº—|ùÚÁÓ÷Á

34. GßÖ ö©ÁºUS ª¯À£õ ²Íö£õ¸ùÍ

ö¯õßÖ ¬Ízx Ðnº¢x|ù»—|ßÔhõ

xsiß Ö¸Á¸öÁß öÙßÔμs hßöÓß÷Ó

\søh°hß ©õø¯a \ÇUöPõÈP....

                   ....ár ––ninai-vaŸavÉ

34. EnØ-Ÿum evark-kum iyal-bÅi u¿a-poru-¿ai

OnØ-Ÿum u¿at-tu¿ uœarndu-nilai –– ninØŸi-ØÅdu

UœØin ØŸuru-varu-ven ØŸon-ØŸiran Øan-ØŸen-ØŸe

Chaœ-Øai-yiØal mÅyaic chazhak-kozhiga....

£uÄøμ

Kº ár a single

|ùÚÄ ninaivu thought

AÓ÷Á aŸavÉ without even
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GßÖ® enØŸum always

GÁºUS® evarkkum of everyone

C¯À¦ iyalbu the nature

B´ Åi as

EÍ u¿a which exists

ö£õ¸ùÍ poru¿ai the Reality

JßÖ® onØŸum merging

EÍzx u¿attu with the mind

EÒ u¿ within

Enº¢x uœarndu having known (by
knowing)

|ù» nilai firmly

|ßÔhõx ninØŸiØÅdu instead of abiding as

Esk uœØu ‘it exists’

CßÖ inØŸu ‘it does not exist’

E¸ uru ‘form’

A¸ GßÖ aru enØŸu ‘formless’

JßÖ onØŸu ‘one’

Cμsk iranØu ‘two’

AßÖ Gß÷Ó anØŸu enØŸe ‘it is not’

\søh ChÀ chaœØaiyiØal disputing

©õø¯a mÅyai (born) of illusion
(maya)

\ÇUS chazhakku ignorance

JÈP ozhiga give up

Instead of firmly abiding as the Reality, which always
exists without even a single thought as the nature of
everyone, by knowing (that Reality) in the Heart, where it
exists (or by knowing it with the mind merging within),
disputing, ‘It (the Reality) exists’, ‘It does not exist’, ‘(It has)
form’, ‘(It is) formless’, ‘(It is) one (or non-dual)’, ‘(It is) two
(or dual)’, ‘It is not (either one or two)’, is ignorance (born)
of illusion (maya). Give up (all such disputes)!
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Note: The words ‘ondrum ulattu ul’ can give two
meanings, namely (i) in the Heart, where it (the reality)
exists’, and (2) ‘with the mind merging within’.

                                              .... —Jsi²Í®

35. ]zu©õ ²Òö£õ¸ùÍz ÷uº¢v¸zuÀ ]zv¤Ó

]zvö¯»õg ö\õ¨£Ú©õº ]zvP÷Í—|zvøμÂm

÷hõº¢uõ »øÁö©´÷¯õ Äsø©|ù» |ßÖö£õ´®ø©

wº¢uõº v¯[SÁ÷μõ ÷uº¢v¸}....

                .... ––voœØi-yu¿am

35. Chit-tamÅi u¿poru-¿ait tÉrn-dirut-tal siddi-piŸa

Siddi-yelÅñ chop-pana-mÅr siddiga¿É –– niddi-rai-viÊÊu

ÜrndÅl avai-meiyá uœmai-nilai nin-ØŸu-poim-mai

T≠rn-dÅr tiyaÙ-gu-vará tÉrn-dirun≠....

£uÄøμ

Jsi oœØi subsided

EÍ® u¿am the mind

]zu® B´ chittam Åi attained

EÒ u¿ which is

ö£õ¸ùÍ poru¿ai the reality

÷uº¢x tÉrndu knowing

C¸zuÀ iruttal being

]zv siddi the (true) attainment

¤Ó piŸa other

]zv siddi attainments

G»õ® yelÅm all

ö\õ¨£Ú® choppanam dream

Bº År acquired

]zvP÷Í siddiga¿É merely attainments

|zvøμ Âmk niddirai viÊÊu from sleep

Kº¢x BÀ árndu Ål if one wakes up

AøÁ avai they
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ö©´÷¯õ meiyá will (they) be real

Esø© uœmai real

|ù» nilai state

|ßÖ ninØŸu by abiding

ö£õ´®ø© poimmai unreal state

wº¢uõº t≠rndÅr those who have
discarded

v¯[SÁ÷μõ tiyaÙguvará will (they) be deluded

÷uº¢x C¸ tÉrndu iru know and be

} n≠ you

The subsided mind having subsided, knowing and
being the Reality, which is (always) attained, is the (true)
attainment (siddhi). All other siddhis are merely (like) siddhis
acquired in dream; if one wakes up from sleep, will they be
real? Will those who, by abiding in the real state (of self-
knowledge) have discarded the unreal state (of Self-
forgetfulness), be deluded (by those unreal siddhis)?
(Therefore) know and be (as) you (the Reality) are.

Note: The word ‘siddhi’ means attainment in general
and the attainment of occult powers in particular. Our
present life in this world, our so-called waking state, is truly
nothing but a dream occurring in the long sleep of self-
forgetfulness;. Therefore any occult powers (siddhis) that we
may acquire in this dream will be found to be unreal when,
by abiding in the real state of Self-knowledge, we wake up
from the unreal state, the sleep of self-forgetfulness.

Also refer verse 15 & 16 of Ulladu Narpadu Anubandam

                                                .... —Tº¢x ©¯À

36. {õ¬hö»ß öÓsoÚ» {õ©xöÁß öÓsq©x

{õ©xÁõ |Ø£uØS {ØÖùn÷¯ — ¯õö©ßÖ

{õ©xöÁß öÓsqÁ÷u àß©Ûu öÚßöÓq÷©õ

{õ©xÁõ |ØS©u àÀ....
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        .... –– kârndu-mayal

36. NÅm-uØalen ØŸeœœi-nala nÅmadu-ven ØŸeœœu-madu

NÅm-aduvÅ niŸpa-daŸku naÊÊŸunaiyÉ –– yÅmen-ØŸum

NÅm-aduven ØŸeœ-œuvaØÉ nÅn-mani-dan enØŸe-œumá

NÅm-aduvÅ niŸku-mada nÅl....

£uÄøμ

Tº¢x kârndu having

©¯À mayal delusion

{õ® nÅm we

EhÀ uØal body

GßÖ enØŸu that

Gsoß eœœin if we think

A»® alam no

{õ® nÅm we

Ax GßÖ adu enØŸu ‘That’

Gsq©x eœœumadu thinking

{õ® nÅm us

AxÁõ aduvÅ as that

|Ø£uØS niŸpadaŸku for (us) to abide

{À nal good

xùn÷¯ ÊunaiyÉ aid

B® Åm will be

GßÖ® enØŸum always

{õ® nÅm we

Ax GßÖ adu enØŸu ‘That’

GsqÁx eœœuvaØu to think

Hß Én why

{õß nÅn ‘I’

©Ûuß GßÖ manidan enØŸu ‘man’

Gq÷©õ eœumá does one think
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{õ® nÅm we

AxÁõ aduvÅ as That

|ØS® nirkum abide

AuàÀ adanÅl since

If we think, having delusion, that we are the body,
thinking, ‘No (we are not this body), we are That (the
Reality)’, will be a good aid for (reminding and encouraging)
us to abide as That. (However) since we (in truth ever) abide
as That, why to think always, ‘We are That’? Does one
(always) think, ‘I am a man’? (That is, in order to be a man,
does a man always need to meditate, I am a man, I am a
man?)

Note: Refer to the note to verse 29 of this work, where it
is explained how meditating, “I am not this body, I am That”,
may in the beginning be an indirect aid for reminding and
encouraging us to know and abide as That. However, so
long as we meditate, “I am not this body, I am That”,  is it
not clear that we still feel ourself to be the body and that we
do not actually experience ourself to be That (the reality or
Brahman)? Just as there is no need for a man to meditate,
“I am a man”, so there would be no need for us to meditate,
“I am That”, if we were actually experiencing the truth that
we are always That.

                                    ....AÔ¯õ—÷u¬¯¾®

37. \õuPzv ÷»xÂug \õzv¯zv »zxÂu

÷©õxQßÓ Áõu©x ¬sø©¯»—ÁõuμÁõ´z

uõß÷Ók[ Põ¾¢ uùÚ¯øh¢u Põ»zx¢

uõßÓ\© ÚßÔ¯õº uõß....

            .... aŸiyÅ –– dÉmuya-lum

37. SÅdak-katil É-duvitañ sÅddi-yattil addu-vidam

Üdu-kinØŸa vÅda-madum uœmai-yala –– Ådara-vÅit

TÅn-tÉØum kÅlum tanai-aØainda kÅlat-tun

TÅn-dasaman anØŸi-yÅr tÅn....
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£uÄøμ

AÔ¯õ÷u aŸiyÅdÉ not knowing

¬¯¾® muyalum which one undertakes

\õuPzv÷» sÅdakatilÉ during practice
(sadhana)

xÂu® duvitam duality (dvaita)
\õzv¯zvÀ sÅddiyattil after attainment

AzxÂu® adduvidam non-duality (advaita)
JxQßÓ ádukinØŸa which says

Áõu® Ax vÅdam adum even the argument

Esø© uœmai true

A» ala is not

BuμÄ B´ Ådaravu Åi anxiously

uõß tÅn one

÷uk® tÉØum is searching

Põ¾® kÅlum both when

uùÚ tanai oneself

Aøh¢u aØainda one has found

Põ»zx® kÅlattum and when

uõß tÅn one

u\©ß dasaman the tenth man

AßÔ anØŸi except

¯õº uõß yÅrtÅn who else

Even the argument which says, “Duality (dvaita) during
practice (sadhana) – which one undertakes (due to) not
knowing (the truth that one is always Brahman) – and non-
duality (advaita) after attainment (that is, duality is true
during the time of practice and non-duality becomes true
only after the attainment of Self-realization)”, is not true.
Who else is one except the tenth man, both when one is
anxiously searching (for the tenth man) and when one finds
oneself (to be the tenth man).
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Note: This verse (v.37) and verse 40 were both
composed earlier than the other verses of Ulladu Narpadu,
and were written for the benefit of Iswara swami under
circumstances which are not now known.

Note: According to some schools of thought, duality is
true during the time of ignorance and non-duality becomes
true only after the attainment of Self-knowledge. However,
Sri Bhagavan says that even this is not true, because non-
duality (advaita) is always the truth and duality (dvaita) is
always unreal. That is, the one non-dual Self alone exists
and is real even when in the ignorant outlook of the
individual it seems to appear as this unreal world of duality
and diversity.

In order to emphasis that duality is unreal even during
the time of its seeming existence, Sri Bhagavan cites the
parable of the ‘lost’ tenth man. Ten foolish men forded a
river, and on reaching the other side they wished to make
sure that all had crossed safely. So all of them began to count
the number of persons on the shore, but since each one forgot
to count himself, they all counted only nine. Believing that
one of their companions must have drowned, they all began
to weep, until a passing wayfarer who understood the
situation asked each one to count himself, whereupon they
realized that they were always ten men, both during the time
of their seeming loss and after their ‘finding’ the missing
man. Similarly, when we attain Self-knowledge we will
realize that non-duality (advaita) is always the sole truth,
both during the time of our seeming ignorance (when non-
duality appears to be lost and duality appears to prevail)
and after our ‘attaining’ Self, the non-dual reality.

It is to be noted here that, though non-duality is the
truth even during the time of seeming ignorance, this does
not mean that no spiritual practice (sadhana) is necessary,
as some theoreticians/theorists have wrongly concluded.
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So long as the tenth man appears to be lost, it is necessary
for each one of the ten to enquire and find out ‘Who is lost?’
, for then only will the truth be realized that the so called
‘lost’ tenth man is only oneself, who has in fact never been
lost. Similarly, so long as the experience of non-duality
appears to be lost, it is necessary for us to enquire and find
out ‘Who am I, who have lost the experience of non-duality?’,
for then only will the truth be realized that the seeming
individual ‘I’ who does not experience non-duality is merely
an unreal appearance, and that the real ‘I’ has in fact never
lost the experience of non-duality.

                                   .... Âzx¨ —÷£õßÓ

38. ÂùÚ¬uà ©õ°ß ÂùÍ£¯ß Ö´¨÷£õ®

ÂùÚ¬u»õ öμßÖ ÂÚÂz —uùÚ¯Ô¯U

Pºzuz xÁ®÷£õ´U P¸©ß Ö[PÇ¾

|zu©õ ¬zv |ù»±÷u....

      .... vit-tup ––pánØŸa

38. Vinai-mudal nÅmÅ-yin vi¿ai-payan ØŸuyp-pám

Vinai-mudal Åren-ØŸu vinavi –– tanai-yaŸiyak

Kart-tat tuvam-páyk karuma-mân-druÙ kazhalum

Nit-tamÅ mukti nilai-y≠dÉ....

£uÄøμ

Âzx vittu seeds

÷£õßÓ pánØŸa which are like

ÂùÚ¬uÀ vinai mudal the doer of actions
(karmas)

{õ® B°ß nÅm Åyin if we are

ÂùÍ vi¿ai resulting

£¯ß payan fruit

x´¨÷£õ® tuyppám we shall experience

ÂùÚ¬uÀ vinai mudal the doer of actions

Bº GßÖ År enØŸu ‘who’
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ÂÚÂ vinavi by enquiring

uùÚ tanai oneself

AÔ¯ aŸiya when one knows

PºzuzxÁ® karttattuvam the sense of doership

÷£õ´ páy will disappear

P ¸ © ®  ß Ö ® karumam all the three karmas
   mândrum

PÇ¾® kazhalum will slip away

|zu® nittam eternal

B® Åm which is

¬zv mukti liberation (mukti)
|ù» nilai the state

D÷u y≠dÉ this indeed

If we are the doer of actions (karmas) which are like
seeds, we shall experience the resulting fruits. (But) when
one knows oneself by enquiring ‘Who is the doer of actions?’
(in other words) ‘Who am I?’, the sense of doership (kartritva)
will disappear and (hence) all the three karmas (agamya,
sanchita and prarabdha) will slip away (since the ego, the doer
of the actions and the experiencer of their fruits, will no
longer exist). This (the resulting state which is devoid of the
ego and which is consequently devoid of the bondage of
karma) indeed is the state of liberation, (which is eternal that
is, which is our ever-existing and natural state)

Note: The word ‘oneself’ (tanai) in the clause ‘when one
knows oneself’ may here be taken to mean either the ego or
the real Self, for if the ego (the doer) is known it will be
found to be non-existent, while if the real self is known it
will be found to be the sole existence. In either case, both
the sense of doership (kartritva) and the sense of
experiencership (bhoktritva) – which are the two faces of the
one ego, like the two sides of one piece of paper – will
necessarily cease to exist.
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The three karmas referred to in this verse are (1) agamya
karma, that is, the actions that the individual newly
performs in this life through his face of doership, (2) sanchita
karma, that is, all the results of his past agamya karmas
which are now stored up and which are yet to be experienced
by him, and (3) Prarabdha karma, that is, the portion of the
results of his past agamya karmas which God has selected
from his sanchita and ordained for him to experience in this
lifetime through his face of experienceship. For a more
detailed explanation, refer to chapter three of The Path of
Sri Ramana – Part Two.

                                                .... —©zuà´

39. £zuà öÚßÝ©m÷h £¢u¬zv ]¢uùÚPÒ

£zuà öμßÖußùÚ¨ £õºUS[PõØ—]zu©õ´

|zu¬zuß ÙÛØP |ØPõ÷uØ £¢u]¢øu

¬zv]¢øu ¬ßÛØS ÷©õ....

       .... ––matta-nÅi

39. Bhadda-nÅn ennu-maÊÊÉ banda-mukti chin-tanai-ga¿

Bhaddan Åren-ØŸu tan-naip pÅrk-kuÙ-gÅl –– cidda-mÅi

Nitta-muktan tÅniŸka niŸkÅdÉr banda-chindai

Muktti-chindai mun-niŸkumá....

£uÄøμ

©zuß mattan A mad man

B´ Åi being

£zuß {õß bhadda nÅn ‘I am a bound one’

GßÝ® ennum one feels

©m÷h maÊÊÉ only so long as

£¢u banda bondage

¬zv mukti liberation

]¢uùÚPÒ chintanaigal thoughts

£zuß bhaddan the bound one

Bº GßÖ År enØŸu ‘who’
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ußùÚ tannai oneself

£õºUS® pÅrkkuÙ one sees

PõÀ gÅl when

]zu® ciddam the established truth

B´ Åi as

|zu¬zuß nitta muktan ever-liberated one

uõß tÅn alone

|ØP niŸka when (it) remains

|ØPõx niŸkÅdu cannot remain

HÀ Él since

£¢u banda bondage

]¢øu chindai the thought

¬zv mukti liberation

]¢øu chindai the thought

¬ß |ØS÷©õ mun niŸkumá can (it) remain

Only so long as one being a mad man (that is a person
being devoid of true knowledge), feels ‘I am a bound one’,
(will there exist) thoughts of bondage and liberation. (But)
when one  sees oneself (by enquiring) ‘Who is the bound
one?’ (in other words, ‘Who am I?’) and when (thereby) the
ever-liberated one (the real Self) alone remains as the
established truth, since the thought of bondage cannot
remain, can the thought of liberation remain?

Note: When one knowns oneself by enquiring ‘Who am
I, the individual who is in bondage?' one will find that the
individual or ego is non-existent and that the real Self, which
is ever-liberated, alone exists. Since bondage and liberation
are both mere thoughts, and since all thoughts depend for
their seeming existence upon the first thought, which is the
ego, the feeling ‘I am so-and-so’, when the ego is found to
be non-existent the thoughts of bondage and liberation will
no longer be able to stand.
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                        .... ©ÚzxU —öPõzuõ[S

40. E¸Á ©¸Á ¬¸Á¸Á ßÙ

¬Ö¬zv ö¯ßÛ ¾øμ¨£—Ý¸Á

©¸Á ¬¸Á¸Á ©õ² ©P¢øu

²¸ÁÈuß ¬zv ²nº ....

                    .... manat-tukku –– ottÅÙgu

40. Uruvam aruvam uruva-ru-vam mân-ØŸÅm

UŸu-mutti ennil uraip-pan –– uru-vam

Aru-vam uru-varu-vam Åyum ahandai

Uru-vazhidan mukti uœar ....

£uÄøμ

©ÚzxUS manattukku to the mind

Jzx B[S ottu Åœgu so as to suit

E¸Á® uruvam with form

A¸Á® aruvam without form

E¸ A¸Á® uruvaruvam with or without form

ß Ö mânØŸu (of) three (kinds)

B® Åm is

E¸ uŸu which one will attain

¬zv mutti liberation

GßÛÀ ennil if it is said that

Eøμ¨£ß uraippan I will say that

E¸Á® uruvam with form

A¸Á® aruvam without form

E¸ A¸Á® uruvaruvam with or without form

B²®  Åyum which distinguishes

AP¢øu ahandai the ego

E¸ uru the form

AÈuÀ azhidal the destruction

¬zv mukti Liberation

Enº uœar know thus
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If it is said, so as to suit (the maturity of) the mind, that
the liberation which one will attain is (of) three (kinds), with
form, without form, or with or without form, I will say that
liberation is (in truth only) the destruction of the form of the
ego which distinguishes (liberation as being of three kinds),
with form, without form, or with or without form. Know
thus.

Note: Though the scriptures describe various different
kinds of liberation, they do so only in order to suit the various
different levels of maturity and understanding of the human
mind, because there is in truth only one real kind of
liberation, namely the destruction of the ego or sense of
individuality. All other kinds of liberation are nothing but
mere thoughts, which can stand only so long as the ego
seems to exist. When the ego is found to be non-existent,
the state which remains will be completely devoid of all
thoughts such as ‘I am a form’, ‘I am formless’ or ‘I am free
either to become a form or to become formless’.

                                          ....D —u¸Ò μ©n

EÒÍx Põmk® JßÖP¼ öÁs£õÁõ®

EÒÍx Põmk® JÎ.

– ÿ ¬¸Pàº

£uÄøμ

Dx edu this

A¸Ò arul gracious

μ©nß Ramanan Ramana

EÒÍx {õØ£x® ulladu narpadum all the Forty Verses on
Reality

JßÖ ondru joined together

P¼öÁs£õ kalivenba kalivenba

B® am is

EÒÍx Ulladu the Reality
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Põmk® kattum which reveals

JÎ. oli the Light

This kalivenba (which is) all the Forty Verses on Reality
(Ulladu Narpadu) joined together (as one single verse) by the
gracious Sri Ramana, is the Light which reveals, the Reality.

D
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EÒÍx {õØ£x–A~£¢u®

£õ°μ®

Prefaratory Verse

uÚÄ® His own (verses)

¤Ó other

ö©õÈPÒ languages

u¢uÚÄ® and (verses) given by and those
   composed

Tmi by gathering together

AÝ£¢u® a supplement

BP as

AÎzu which He (graciously) gave

£ÝÁÀ work

Kk together with

EÒÍx {õØ£øu Ulladu Narpadu
Kv learnt

Enº¢x understood

JÊS® who have followed

öuÒÎ÷¯õº people of clear understanding

÷\º¢uõº will surely attain

]Ó¨¦ the greatness

People of clear understanding who have learnt,
understood and followed (the teaching given in) Ulladu
Narpadu together with (those given in this) work, which He
(Sri Bhagavan) gave as a supplement (Anubandham) by
gathering together (some of) His own (verses) and some of
those (verses) given by other languages (which He had
translated into Tamil, will surely attain the greatness (of Self-
knowledge or Liberation).

D
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EÒÍx {õØ£x–AÝ£¢u®

©[P»®

Guß Ps÷n |ù»¯õQ °¸¢vkªÆ Ä»Pö©»õ

ö©uÚ öuÀ»õ

ö©uÛßÔÆ ÁùÚzx»S ö©Ê÷©õ©Ø ÔøÁ¯õÄ

ö©ußö£õ¸mhõ

ö©uà¼Æ øÁ¯ö©»õ ö©Ê¢vkªÆ öÁÀ»õ¬

ö©x÷Á ¯õS

©xuõ÷Ú ²Íö£õ¸Íõg \zv¯©õ ©aö\õ¸£

©PzvÀ øÁ¨£õ®.

Ulladu Narpadu - Anubandham
Mangalam

Edan-kaœœe nilai-yÅgi irun-diØu-miv ulaga-melÅm edana-dellÅm

Eda-nin-ØŸiv anait-tula-gum ezhumá-maÊ ÊŸivai-yÅvum edan poruÊ-ÊÅm

Eda-nÅ-liv vaiya-melÅm ezhun-diØu-miv ellÅ-mum eduvÅ yÅgum

Adu-tÅnÉ u¿a-poru-¿Åñ sat-tiya-mÅm accho-rupam agat-til vaip-pÅm.

£uÄøμ

Guß Ps÷n edan kaœœe that in which

|ù» BQ nilaiÅgi steadily

C¸¢vk® irundiØum exist

CÆ iv these

E»P® ulagam worlds

G»õ® elam all

GuÚx edanadu that of which

GÀ»õ® ellÅm all

Guß |ßÖ edan ninØŸu that from which

CÆ iv these

AùÚzx anaittu all

E»S® ulagum worlds

GÊ÷©õ ©ØÖ ezhumá maÊÊŸu rise

CøÁ ivai these
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¯õÄ® yÅvum all

Guß ö£õ¸mk edan poruÊÊu that for which

B® Åm exist

Guß BÀ edanÅl that by which

CÆ iv these

øÁ¯® vaiyam worlds

G»õ® elÅm all

GÊ¢vk® ezhundiØum come into existence

CÆ GÀ»õ® E® iv ellÅm um all these

Gx÷Á eduvÅ that which indeed

BS® Ågum is

Ax adu That

uõ÷Ú tÅnÉ alone

EÍ ö£õ¸Ò u¿a poru¿ the existing reality
(sat-vastu)

B® Åm is

\zv¯® sattiyam the reality

B® Åm which is

Aa ac that

ö\õ¸£® chorupam self

APzx CÀ agattu il in the heart

øÁ¨£õ® vaippÅm let us cherish

That in which all these worlds (seem to) exist steadily,
that of which all (these worlds are a possession), that from
which all these worlds rise, that for which all these exist
that by which all these worlds come into existence, and that
which indeed is all these - That alone is the existing Reality
(or sat-vastu). Let us cherish that Self, which is the Reality,
in the heart.

This benedictory verse is adapted from the Yoga
Vasishtha-5.8.12.

In this Tamil verse, as in its Sanskrit original, all the
eight grammatical cases except the vocative case are used
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with reference to the Reality, namely the locative case (in
which), the genitive case (of which), the ablative case (from
which), the dative case (for which), the instrumental case
(by which), the nominative case (which indeed) and the
accusative case (that Self).

¡À

1. \zvnU PzvàØ \õº£P¾g \õº£P»a

]zuzvß \õº¦ ]øu²÷©—]zua\õº

£ØÙ μù»Â»v »ØÙº  ̂Áß¬zv

ö£ØÙ μÁ¶nUP® ÷£s.

1. Sat-tinak kat-tinÅr chÅr-bagaluñ chÅr-bagala

Chit-tattin chÅrbu chi-dai-yumÉ – chittac-chÅrbu

AÊÊŸÅr alai-vila-dil aÊÊ-ŸÅr j≠van-mukti

PeÊÊ-ŸÅr avar-iœak-kam pÉœ.

£uÄøμ

\z sat the Reality (sat)
CnUPzvß BÀ inakkattin al by association with

\õº¦ sÅrbu association

AP¾® agalum will be removed

\õº¦ sÅrbu association

AP» agala when (it) is removed

]zuzvß chittaÊÊu in of the mind

\õº¦ sÅrbu attachment

]øu²® H chidaiyam É will be destroyed

]zu \õº¦ chitta chÅrbu mental attachment

AØÙº aÊÊŸÅr those who are devoid of

Aù»Ä CÀ alaivu il which is motionless

AvÀ adil in that

AØÙº aÊÊŸÅr perish

^Áß ¬zv j≠vanmukti Jivanmukti
ö£ØÙº peÊÊŸÅr they attain
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AÁº avar their

CnUP® iœakkam association

÷£s pÉœ cherish

By sat-sanga (that is, by association with sat, the Reality,
or by association with those who know and abide as the
Reality), the association (with the objects of the world) will
be removed. When (that worldy) association is removed,
the attachement (or tendencies) of the mind (that is, the
inward attachment towards the objects of the world, in other
words, the vishaya-vasanas or tendencies towards sense
objects) will be destroyed. Those who are (thus) devoid of
(the delusion of) mental attachment, will perish in that which
is motionless (in other words, they will lose their ego and
will remain in Self, the motionless Reality). (Thus) they attain
Jivanmukti (liberation from jivatva or individuality).
(Therefore) cherish their association.

Note: This verse was adapted by Sri Bhagavan from
verse 9 of Sri Adi Sankara’s Moha Mudgara. Sri Bhagavan
used to say, “sat-sanga means association (sanga) with the
Reality (sat). The reality is Self. The sage (jnani) who knows
and abides as Self, is also the Reality. In other words,
sat-sanga means either to attend to and abide as Self through
the enquiry ‘Who am I?’ or to associate with a sage, who
has realized Self and who is thus an embodiment of the
Reality.

By association with a sage, the power of right
discrimination is kindled in the mind, one’s attachments and
desires are thereby removed, and thus it becomes easy for
one to turn the mind inwards and to know and abide in the
motionless state of Self. Therefore Sri Bhagavan concludes
this verse by saying, “cherish their association”, which are
words not found in the Sanskrit original and freshly added
by Bhagavan.
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2. \õxÓÄ \õμÄÍg \õºöuÎÂ \õμzuõ

÷»x£μ ©õ®£uª[ öP´x÷©õ—÷Áõx©x

÷£õuPà ÞØö£õ¸ÍõØ ¦so¯zuõØ ¤ßÝö©õ¸

\õuPzuõØ \õμöÁõt uõÀ.

2. SÅdu-Ÿavu sÅra-vu¿Åñ sÅr-te¿ivi chÅrat-tÅl

Çdu-para-mÅm pada-miÙ geydumá – ádu-madu

Bháda-ganÅ nâr-poru-¿ÅŸ puœœi-yattÅl pinnu-moru

SÅda-gat-tÅr sÅra voœa-dÅl.

£uÄøμ

\õx sÅdu Sages (sadhu)
EÓÄ uŸavu association

\õμ sÅra when one gains

EÍ® \õº u¿Åm sÅr which arises in the heart

öuÎ te¿i clear

Â\õμzx BÀ vichÅrattu Ål by enquiry (vichara)
Hx £μ® B® edu param Åm what Supreme

£u® padam state

C[S iÙgu here (in this very life)

G´x÷©õ eydumá which is attained

Kx® ádum which is praised

Ax adu that

÷£õuPß bhádagan preachers

BÀ Ål by

¡À nâl scriptures

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ the meaning

BÀ Ål by

¦so¯zx puœœiyattu virtuous deeds

BÀ Ål by

¤ßÝ® pinnum or (any) other (means)

J¸ oru any

\õuPzx sÅdagattu means
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BÀ Ål by

\õμ sÅra to attain

Jtx BÀ oœadu Ål is impossible

That supreme state (of Self) which is praised (by all the
scriptures) and which is attained here (in this very life) by
the clear vichara (that is, by the clear Self-enquiry or
atmavichara) which arises in the heart when one gains
association with a Sage (sadhu) is impossible to attain by
(listening to) preachers, by (studying and learning) the
meaning of the scriptures, by (doing) virtuous deeds or by
any other means (such as worship, japa or meditation).

Note: This verse is adapted by Sri Bhagavan from a
Sanskrit verse beginning, “Na tatguroh na sastrarthat...”.

3. \õxUP ÍõÁõº \PÁõ\ {soà

÷»xUPõ ª¢|¯© ö©À»õ¬—÷©uUP

usöhßÓß ©õ¸u¢ uõßÃ\ ÷ÁÂ]Ô

öPõsöhßÚ Põ¶¯} TÖ.

3. SÅduk-ka¿ ÅvÅr saga-vÅsa naœ-œinÅl

Çduk-kÅm inni-yamam ellÅ-mum – mÉdakka

Taœ-tenØŸal mÅrudan tÅn-v≠savÉ visiŸi

KoœØenna kÅri-yam-n≠ kâŸu.

£uÄøμ

\õxUPÒ sÅdukka¿ Sages (sadhus)
BÁõº ÅvÅr those who are

\PÁõ\® sagavÅsam association

{soß BÀ naœœinÅl if one gains

HxUS Édukku of what use

B® Åm are

C¢ in these

|¯©® niyamam observances (niyamas)
GÀ»õ® E® ellÅm um all

÷©uUP mÉdakka excellent
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us taœ cool

öußÓÀ tenØŸal southern

©õ¸u® mÅrudam breeze

uõß tÅn itself

Ã\÷Á v≠savÉ when (it) is blowing

Â]Ô visiŸi a hand-fan

öPõsk koœØu holding

GßÚ enna what

Põ¶¯® kÅriyam the use

} n≠ you

TÖ kâŸu say

If one gains association with sadhus (that is, with those
who know and abide as the Reality), of what use are all these
observances (niyamas)? When the excellent cool southern
breeze itself is blowing, say, what is the use of holding a
hand-fan?

Explanatory note: Just as a hand-fan may be put aside
when the cool breeze is blowing, so all observances or
niyamas such as fasting, performing worship or puja, doing
japa, practicing meditation or dhyana, and so on, may be
discarded when one has gained association with a Sage or
Sadhu.

Gaining association with a Sadhu does not only mean
living in His physical presence. Since the sadhu is one who
abides as Self, the Reality (sat) His bodily presence is not
necessary. If one has true love for a sadhu and sincere faith
in Him, then one has truly gained His association, whether
or not one has ever lived in His physical presence. Refer to
Day by Day with Bhagavan, 9-3-1946, where Sri Bhagavan
explains that mental contact or association with a Jnani is
best, and that, since the Guru is not the physical form, the
opportunity of gaining contact or association with Him
remains even after the passing away of His physical form.
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4. uõ£¢us \¢vμàØ øÓÛ¯{Ø PØ£PzuõØ

£õ£¢uõß P[øP¯õØ £õÖ÷©—uõ£¬u

¼®ßÖ ÷©S ªùn°À»õ \õxUP

h®©õ u¶\ÚzuõØ Ùß.

4. TÅbantaœ chandi-ranÅr Øainiya-naŸ karpa-gattÅŸ

PÅban-tÅn gaÙgai-yÅŸ pÅrumÉ – tÅba-mudal

Immân-ØŸum yÉgum iœai-yillÅ sÅduk-ka¿

ÂammÅ darisa-nattÅl tÅn.

£uÄøμ

uõ£® tÅbam heat

us taœ cool

\¢vμß chandiran moon

BÀ Ål by

øuÛ¯® Øainiyam poverty

{À nal celestial

PØ£Pzx BÀ karpagattu Ål by the wish fulfilling
tree

£õ£® uõß pÅbam tÅn sin

P[øP gaÙgai the Ganga
BÀ Ål by

£õÖ÷© pÅrumÉ will be removed

Cùn°À»õ iœai illÅ incomparable

\õxUPÒ u® sÅdukka¿ tam of Sadhus
©õ mÅ great

u¶\Úzx darisanattu the sight (darsana)
BÀ Ål by

uõß tÅn merely

uõ£® tÅba heat

¬uÀ mudal beginning with

C ®  ß Ö ® im mânØŸum all these three

HS® yÉgum will be removed
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Heat will be removed by the cool moon, poverty by the
celestial wish-fulfilling tree (Kalpaka-taru), and sin by the
Ganga (the holy river Ganges). (But Know that) all these
three beginning with heat will be removed merely by the
great (and rare) sight (darsanam) of incomparable Sadhus
(that is, by one’s merely seeing them).

Note: The word ‘heat’ (tapam) may here be taken to
mean not only physical heat but also the heat of mental
anguish.

5. P®©¯©õ¢ wºzu[PÒ Pß©st¢ öu´Á[P

Í®©PzxU PmQùn÷¯ ¯õPõÁõ—©®©ÁøÁ

ö¯soà ÍõØ×´ø© ÷¯´Â¨£ \õxUPÒ

PsoàØ Psih÷Á Põs.

 5. Kam-mayamÅn t≠rt-taÙga¿ kal-maœœÅn dei-van-ga¿

Amma-gattuk kaÊ-kiœaiyÉ ÅgÅvÅm – amma-vavai

Eœœil nÅ¿ÅÊ-ÊŸâymai yÉivippa sÅduk-ka¿

Kaœœi-nÅl kaœØ-iØavÉ kÅœ.

£uÄøμ

P® ©¯©õ® kam mayamÅn which are composed of
water

wºzu[PÒ t≠rttaÙga¿ tirthas (sacred bathing
places)

PÀ kal stone

©s maœœ earth

B® Åm which are (made of)

öu´Á[PÒ deivanga¿ daivas (images of
   deities)

A® am those

©PzxUPmS magattukkaÊku to great soul(mahatmas)
Cùn÷¯ iœaiyÉ comparable

BPõ B® ÅgÅ Åm cannot be

A®© amma ah!
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AøÁ avai they

Gs CÀ eœœ il countless

{õÒ nÅl days

BÀ Å¿ after

y´ø© Êâymai purity (of mind)

H´Â¨£ yÉivippa bestow

\õxUPÒ sÅdukkal Sadhus
Psoß BÀ kaœœin Ål by eyes

Psih÷Á kaœØiØavÉ as soon as (they) see

Põs kÅœ know thus

Tirthas (sacred bathing places), which are composed of
water, and Daivas (images of deities), which are (made of
substances such as) stone and earth, cannot be comparable
to those Great souls (mahatmas). Ah (what a wonder)! They
(the Tirthas and Daivas) bestow purity (of mind) after
countless days, (whereas such purity is instantly bestowed
upon one) as soon as Sadhus see (one) by (their) eyes.
Know thus.

Note: Since the power of holy waters and of images of
deities is derived from and dependant upon the intensity of
the devotees faith, devotion and bhava, they can bestow
purity upon immature souls only very gradually. But just
as fire will burn even those who do not believe it, so the
self-luminous power of the gracious glance of the Jnani, who
abides as the real Self, will transform even the hearts of those
who have no faith in Him.

This Verse is adapted from Srimad Bhagavatam, 10.48.31
Verses 3, 4 and 5 were composed by Sri Bhagavan for
Chellamma. Refer to Day by Day (14-9-46) and Letters p.354
to 355, where two slightly different versions are recorded
about how Sri Bhagavan came to compose those three verses.
Verses 1 and 2, which are also on the subject of sat-sanga,
were composed by Sri Bhagavan on two other occasions
under circumstances which are not now known.
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6. ÷uÁà μõº©Ú¢ ÷u¸Á öÚß©Ú

©õÂ¯õ ö©ßà »Ô£k÷© – ÷uÁÜ

¯õS÷© ¯õøP¯õ »õºUSg _¸v¯õ

÷»Pà¢ ÷uÁ÷Ú ö¯ßÖ.

6. DÉva-nÅr Årma-nam tÉruva nen-manam

ÄviyÅm ennÅl aŸi-paØumÉ – dÉvan≠

ÄgumÉ Ågai-yÅl Årkkuñ surudi-yÅl

Çka-nÅm dÉvanÉ yenØŸu.

£uÄøμ

÷uÁß dÉvan God

Bº År who

Bº År who

©Ú® manam the mind

÷u¸Áß tÉruvan knows

Gß en my

©Ú® manam mind

BÂ B® Åvi Åm the soul

Gß enn me

BÀ Ål by

AÔ£k÷© aŸipaØumÉ is known

÷uÁß dÉvan God

} n≠ you

BS÷© ÅgumÉ are

BøP¯õÀ ÅgaiyÅl therefore

BºUS® Årkkum declare

_¸v surudi scriptures (srutis)
BÀ Ål since

HPß Ékan one

B® Åm is

÷uÁ÷Ú dÉvanÉ God

GßÖ enØŸu that
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(The disciple asked) “Who is God?” (The Guru replied
with the counter-question) “Who knows the mind?” (thereby
implying that he who knows the mind is God). (The disciple
said) “My mind is known by me, the soul.” (Then the Guru
declared) “Therefore since the scriptures (srutis) declare that
God is one, you are God.”

7. JÎ²ÚU öPx£P ¼ÚöÚÚU Q¸ÒÂÍU

öPõÎ²n öμõÎö¯x Pnxn öμõÎö¯x

öÁõÎ©v ©v²n öμõÎö¯x ÁxÁP

ö©õÎuÛ ö»õÎ²} ö¯ÚS¸ ÁP©÷u.

7. O¿i-yunak kedu-pagal

inan-enak kiru¿ vi¿akku

O¿i-yuœar o¿iyedu

kaœa-duœar o¿i-yedu

O¿i-madi madi-yuœar

o¿i-yedu adu aham

O¿i-danil o¿iyun≠

ena-guru ahamadÉ.

£uÄøμ

JÎ o¿i the light

EÚUS unakku for you

Gx yedu what

£PÀ pagal day-time

CÚß inan sun

GÚUS enakku for me

C¸Ò iru¿ darkness

ÂÍUS vi¿akku a lamp

JÎ o¿i (those) lights

Enº uœar which knows

JÎ o¿i the light

Gx yedu what

Ps kaœ the eye
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Ax adu it (the eye)

Enº uœar which knows

JÎ o¿i the light

Gx yedu what

JÎ o¿i light

©v madi mind

©v madi the mind

Enº yuœar which knows

JÎ o¿i the light

Gx yedu what

Ax adu it

AP® aham I

JÎ uÛÀ o¿i danil of light

JÎ²® o¿iyum the light

} n≠ you

GÚ ena when (He) declared
thus

S¸ Guru the Guru

AP® aham I

A÷u adÉ only that

(The Guru asked: ‘What is the light for you?’ The disciple
replied: ‘For me, in day-time the sun, and in darkness a
lamp’.) (Guru:) ‘What is the light which knows (those)
lights?’ (Disciple:) ‘The eye’. (Guru:) ‘What is the light which
knows it (the eye)?’ (Disciple:) ‘The light (which knows the
eye) is the mind’. (Guru:) ‘What is the light which knows
the mind?’ (Disciple:) ‘It is I’. (Guru:) ‘(Therefore) you are
the light of lights (that is, you are the light of consciousness
which illumines all the lights mentioned above)’. When the
Guru declared thus, (the disciple realized) ‘I am only That
(the supreme light of consciousness)’.

Note: This verse is a translation of Sri Adi Sankara’s
Eka sloki.
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8. Cu¯©õ[ SøP° à¨£ ÷nP©õ® ¤μ®© ©õzμ

©xÁP ©P©õ ÷{÷μ ¯Âº¢vk ©õß©õ ÁõP

Âu¯÷© \õºÁõ´ ußùÚ ö¯so¯õ Ç»x Áõ²

ÁuÝh àÌ© Úzuõ »õß©õÂ Ûmh àÁõ´.

8. Idaya-maÙ guhayi-nÅppaœ ÉkamÅm bramma mÅttram

Adu-vaha mahamÅ nÉrÉ avirn-diØum ÅnmÅ vÅga

IdayamÉ sÅr-vÅi tannai yeœœi-yÅzh aladu-vÅyu

Ada-nuØan Åzh-manat-tÅl ÅnmÅ-vil ni„hÊa-nÅvÅi.

£uÄøμ

Cu¯® idayam the Heart

B® am which is

SøP°ß guhayin of the cave

{õ¨£s nÅppaœ the centre

HP©õ® ÉkamÅm one which is

¤μ®©® brammam Brahman
©õzμ® mÅttram alone

Ax adu it

AP® AP® aham aham ‘I-I’ (or ‘I am I’)

B Å as

Bß©õÁõP ÅnmÅ Åga in the form of Self

÷{÷μ nÉrÉ directly

AÂº¢vk® avirndiØum shines

ußùÚ tannai Self

Gso yeœœi scrutinising

BÌ Åzh sinking

A»x aladu or

Áõ² Auß vÅyu adan breath

Ehß uØan along with

BÌ Åzh sinking

©Úzx BÀ manattu Ål by the mind
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Cu¯® H idayam É the Heart

\õºÁõ´ sÅrvÅi enter

Bß©õ ÅnmÅ Self

CÀ il in

|mhß ni„hÊan one who abides

BÁõ´ ÅvÅi be

In the centre of the cave which is the Heart, the one
(non-dual) Brahman alone shines directly in the form of Self
as ‘I-I’ (or ‘I am I’ ). Enter the Heart (by the mind) sinking
scrutinizing Self, or by the mind sinking along with the
breath, and be one who abides in Self.

Note: One day in 1915 a devotee named Jagadiswara
sastri started to compose a Sanskrit verse beginning with
the words. ‘Hridaya-Kuhara-Madhye’, (In the centre of the
Heart cave), but finding that he was unable to proceed any
further to express in verse form the idea which he had in
mind, he implored Sri Bhagavan to complete the verse for
him. Sri Bhagavan accordingly completed the verse and
wrote underneath ‘Jagadisan’, thereby indicating that the
ideas in the verse were those of Jagadiswara Sastri and not
His own. Some years later, at the request of some Tamil
devotees who did not know Sanskrit, Sri Bhagavan
translated this verse into Tamil, and the Tamil version, which
is given above, was later added in the Anubandham.

9. APUP© »z÷u ¯©» Á\»

ÁP¬¸Á ©õS ©Ô÷Á—uPzøu

¯PØÔkÁ uõ»Æ ÁP©õ ©Ô÷Á

¯PÃ hÎ¨£ uÔ.

9. Ahakkama lattÉ amala achala

Aha-muru-vam Ågum aŸi-vÉdu – ahattai

AhaÊÊŸi-Øuva dÅlav ahamÅm aŸivÉ

Ahav≠ Øa¿ippa daŸ≠.
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£uÄøμ

AP P©»z÷u aha kamalattÉ in the Heart lotus

A©» amala pure

A\» achala motionless

AP® aham ‘I’ (the real Self)

E¸Á® uruvam form

BS® Ågum is

AÔÄ aŸivu knowledge or
consciousness

Hx Édu what

APzøu ahattai ‘I’ (the ego)

APØÔkÁx BÀ ahaÊÊŸiØuvadu Ål by destroying

AÆ av that

AP® aham ‘I’

B® Åm which is

AÔ÷Á aŸivÉ knowledge alone

AP aha Self

Ãk v≠Øu liberation

AÎ¨£x a¿ippadu will bestow

AÔ aŸ≠ know that

What knowledge (or consciousness) is (shining as) the
form of the pure and motionless ‘I’ (the real Self) in the Heart-
lotus – know that, that knowledge which is ‘I’ (the adjunctless
and thought-free self-consciousness) alone will bestow
liberation, (the state of) Self, by destroying ‘I’ (the ego).

Note : As said in the previous verse, that which  exists
and shines in the heart as ‘I’ is Brahman or Self. This verse
further defines that ‘I’, which is the real first person
consciousness, as being amala or devoid of adjuncts, which
are impurities, and achala or devoid of thoughts, which are
movements of the mind. On the other hand, when this first
person consciousness which rises mixed with adjuncts in
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the form of the thought ‘I am this body’, it is the ego the
cause of bondage. Therefore liberation, which is the real state
of Self, is the state and in which one abides as the Self alone,
having destroyed the rising ego.

The teaching given in this verse is that liberation, which
is the destruction of the ego, will be attained only when one
keenly scrutinizes and knows the true nature of the
consciousness which exists and shines within one as ‘I’, the
adjunctless and thought free knowledge of one’s own
existence. Thus in this verse Sri Bhagavan clearly reveals
that, of the two paths mentioned in the previous verse, the
path of scrutinizing and knowing the true nature of the
consciousness ‘I’ alone will bestow liberation, which is the
state of self-abidance.

This verse is adapted from verse 46 of Devikalottara –
Jnanachara-Vichara-Padalam, while verse 25 of Anubandham
is adapted from verse 47 of the same work. Soon after
composing these two verses, Sri Bhagavan translated all of
the eighty-five verses of the Jnanachara-Vichara-Padalam into
Tamil verses, and while doing so He made fresh translations
of verses 46 and 47. The following is the fresh translation
of verse 46: which means, “what consciousness (chit) is
(shining as) the form of ‘I’ (the real Self) in the Heart-lotus
and is pure (nirmala) and motionless (nischala) – know that,
that consciousness alone will bestow the bliss of liberation
(mukti-sukham) by destroying the rising ego.”

10. ÷uP[ Ph|Pº \hªuØ PPö©Ý¢ vPÌÂ»uõ

àPg \h»ª Ö°¼Û ÔÚ¬Ö {©v¯»õØ

÷PõP[ PμöÚÁ qÍÝnº¢ xÍ¸ÍU SøP²Ò÷Í

÷\õP® ¦μnÁ ¸nQ¶ ]ÁÂ¦ _¯ö©õÎºÁõß.

10. DÉhan gaØa-nigar jaØa-midaŸ kaha-menun tigazh-vila-dÅl

NÅgam jaØala-mil tuyi-lini Øina-muŸu nama-diya-lÅŸ

KáhaÙ kara-nevaœ u¿aœunarn du¿a-ru¿ak guhai-yu¿¿É

Sáham spuraœa-varuœa-giri siva-vibu suyam o¿irvÅn.
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£uÄøμ

÷uP® dÉham the body

Ph® gaØam an earthen pot

|Pº nigar like

\h® jaØam insentient

CuØS idaŸku for it

AP® GÝ® aham enum ‘I’

vPÌÄ tigazhvu consciousness

C»x iladu does not exist

BÀ Ål since

{õP® nÅgam not ‘I’

\h»® saØalam the body

CÀ il where (it) does not exist

x°¼ÛÀ tuyilinil in sleep

vÚ® Øinam daily

EÖ® uŸum is experienced

{©x namadu our

C¯À iyal existence

BÀ Ål since

P: ka: who

AP[Pμß káhaÙkaran ego - person

GÁs evaœ where

EÍß u¿aœ is he

Enº¢x unarndu having known

EÍº u¿ar of those who abide
(as Self)

EÍU SøP u¿ak guhai the Heart-cave

EÒ÷Í u¿¿É within

\: AP® sa aham ‘He is I’

¦μn puraœa the sphurana

A¸nQ¶ ]Á Aruœagiri Siva Arunagiri-Siva
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Â¦ vibu the Omnipresent

_¯® suyam spontaneously

JÎºÁõß o¿irvÅn will shine forth

The body (deham) is insentient like an earthern pot; since
the consciousness ‘I’ does not exist for it (that is, since it
possesses no ‘I’- consciousness) and since our existence is
experienced (as ‘I am’) daily in (deep) sleep, where the body
does not exist, it is not ‘I’ (naham). Within the Heart-cave of
those who abide (as Self) having (scrutinized and) known
‘Who is (this) ego-person (who rises as ‘I am this body’) and
where is he?’, Arunagiri-Siva, the Omnipresent (vibhu), will
shine forth spontaneously as the sphurana ‘He is I’ (soham).

Sri Bhagavan first composed this verse in Sanskrit on
Tuesday 20th September 1927, and translated it into Tamil
on the same day.

Note: In continuation of the previous two verses, in this
verse Sri Bhagavan teaches the true import of the ancient
Vedantic revelation, “The body is not ‘I’. Who am I? He is I”
(deham naham koham soham). In the first two lines He
establishes the truth that the body (deham) is not ‘I’ (naham)
by giving two reasons, namely (1) that the body is insentient
and therefore has no sense of ‘I’ (that is, it has no
consciousness of its own existence), and (2) that our existence
is experienced as ‘I am’ even in deep sleep, where the body
is not known and therefore does not exist. In the third line
He teaches that the means whereby one can realize this truth
is to abide as Self by enquiring ‘Who am I?’ (koham), and in
the last line He reveals that what results from such enquiry
is the experience ‘He is I’ (soham). Thus He teaches that
‘the body is not I’ (deham naham) is the initial viveka
understanding with which the practice is to be commenced,
that ‘Who am I?’ (koham) is the actual method of practice,
and that ‘He is I’ (soham) is only the final experience and not
the method of practice, as it is often mistaken to be.
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11. ¤Ó¢u öuÁßÓß ¤μ®© »z÷u

¤Ó¢uöuÁ töÚßÖ ÷£o¨—¤Ó¢uõ

ÚÁ÷Ú ¤Ó¢uõ ÚÁÛu¬ Ü\

ÚÁÚÁÚ ÁßÔÚ¬ {õk.

11. PiŸanda devan-tan bramma mâlattÉ

PiŸanda-deva œÅn-enØŸu pÉœip – piŸandÅn

AvanÉ piŸan-dÅn ava-nidamu n≠san

Nava-navana vanØi-namu nÅØu.

£uÄøμ

¤Ó¢ux piŸandadu is born

GÁß evan who

uß tan his own

¤μ®© bramma brahman
» z ÷ u mâlattÉ in (his own) source

¤Ó¢ux piŸandadu was born

GÁs evaœ where

{õß GßÖ nÅn enØŸu ‘I’

÷£o pÉœi by scrutinizing

¤Ó¢uõß piŸandÅn who is born

AÁ÷Ú avanÉ he alone

¤Ó¢uõß piŸandÅn is born

AÁß avan He

|u® nidam eternal (and
indestructible)

¬Ü\ß mun≠san Lord of Sages

{Áß navan new

{Áß navan and fresh

AÁß avan He

vÚ¬® Øinamum ever

{õk nÅØu know that

Who is born? Know that he alone is (truly) born, who is
born in his own source, Brahman, by scrutinizing ‘Where
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was I born?’; He is eternal; He, the Lord of Sages, is ever
new and fresh.

This verse was composed sometime around the year
1930.

Explanatory paraphrase: Who is truly born? He alone
is truly born and he alone is truly living, who has become
firmly established in his own source, the real Self, by
scrutinizing ‘What is the source from which ‘I’ rose as a
limited individual?’; He is ever-living, having transcended
birth and death; He is the Lord of Sages and is ever new and
fresh.

12. CÈÄhÀ¯õ öÚßÚ ¼P¢vkP öÁßÖ

ö©õÈÂ¼ß £õ¢ußùÚ ÷¯õºP—ÁÈ²

¬h÷»õ®£ ÷»õkuùÚ ÷¯õμÄÚÀ ¯õÖ

PhUPU Pμõ¨¦ùnöPõs hØÖ.

12. Izhi-vuØal yÅnennal igan-diØuga yen-ØŸum

Ozhivil inbÅn-tannai árga – azhiyum

UØa-lámbal áØu-tanai ára-vunal yÅŸu

KaØak-kak karÅppuœai koœØaÊÊŸu.

£uÄøμ

CÈ izhi wretched

EhÀ uØal body

¯õß yÅn ‘I’

GßÚÀ ennal thinking

CP¢vkP igandiØuga give up

GßÖ® enØŸum ever

JÈÄ CÀ ozhivu il unending

Cß¦ inbu bliss

B® Åm which is

ußùÚ tannai Self

KºP árga know
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AÈ²® azhiyum perishable

EhÀ uØal body

K®£À ámbal cherishing

Kk áØu and at the same time

uùÚ tanai Self

Kμ ára to know

EÚÀ unal trying

¯õÖ ÅŸu a river

PhUP kaØakka in order to cross

Pμõ karÅ crocodile

¦ùn puœai (as) a raft

öPõsk koœØu taking hold of

AØÖ aÊÊŸu like

Give up thinking the wretched body to be ‘I’. Know
the (real) Self, which is ever-unending bliss. Trying to
know the (real) Self and at the same time cherishing the
(unreal and) perishable body, is like taking hold of a crocodile
in order to cross a river.

Note: The first two sentences of this verse are an original
composition of Sri Bhagawan, while the last sentence is a
translation by Him of verse 84 of Vivekachudamani. Refer to
verses 4 to 7 of Sadhanai Saram, in which the import of this
verse is elucidated.

13. uõÚ¢ uÁ®÷ÁÒÂ uß©®÷¯õ P®£zv

ÁõÚ® ö£õ¸Ò\õ¢v Áõ´ø©¯¸Ò—÷©õÚ|ù»

\õPõ©Ø \õÁÔÄ \õºxÓÄ Ãiß£¢

÷uPõß© £õÁ©Ó ÷Óº.

13. DÅnam tavam-vÉ¿vi dhar-mam yágam-bhakti

VÅnam poru¿-shÅnt≠ vÅymai yaru¿ – mána-nilai

SÅgÅmaŸ sÅva-Ÿivu sÅr-tuŸavu v≠Øin-bam

DÉhÅnma bhÅva-maŸal tÉr.
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£uÄøμ

uõÚ® dÅnam charity (dana)
uÁ® tavam asceticism (tapas)
÷ÁÒÂ vÉ¿vi oblation (yaga)
uß©® dhanmam righteousness (dharma)
÷¯õP® yágam union (yoga)
£zv bhakti devotion (bhakti)
ÁõÚ® vÅnam heaven (swarga)
ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ wealth (dhana)
\õ¢v shÅnt≠ peace (santi)
Áõ´ø© vÅymai truth (satya)
A¸Ò aru¿ Grace (arul)
÷©õÚ mána silence (mouna)
|ù» nilai abidance (nishtha)
\õPõ©À sÅgÅmal without dying

\õÄ sÅvu death

AÔÄ aŸivu knowledge (jnana)
\õº xÓÄ sÅr tuŸavu renunciation (sannyasa)
Ãk v≠Øu liberation (moksha)
Cß£® inbam bliss (ananda)
÷uP Bß©õ dÉha Ånma ‘I am the body’

£õÁ® bhÅvam the feeling

AÓÀ aŸal destroying

÷uº tÉr know that

Know that destroying the feeling ‘I am the body’
(dehatma-bhava) is charity (dana), asceticism (tapas), oblation
(yaga), righteousness (dharma), union (yoga), devotion (bhakti),
heaven (swarga),….. (etc., as above)…... and bliss (ananda).

Note: Sri Bhagavan first composed the last two lines of
this verse as a kural venba meaning, “Know that destroying
the feeling ‘I am the body’ is death without dying,
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knowledge, renunciation, liberation and bliss” and He later
added the first two lines to make the verse into a venba.

Refer verses 847-848 of Guru Vachaka Kovai.

14. ÂùÚ²® Â£zv Â÷¯õP©g bõÚ

ªùÚ¯øÁ¯õºU öPßÙ´¢ vh÷»—ÂùÚ£zv

÷¯õP¬nº Áõ´¢vh{õ ÛßÔ¯øÁ ö¯ßÖªÙ

àP©Ú ÷»²sø© ¯õ®.

14. Vinai-yum vibhakti viyága-majñ jñanam

Inai-yavai-yÅrk kenØ-ŸÅyn diØalÉ – vinai-bhakti

Yága-muœar vÅyndi-ØanÅn inØŸi-yavai yenØŸu-miltÅn

Äga-manalÉ uœmai yÅm.

£uÄøμ

ÂùÚ vinaiy action (karma)

E® um and

Â£Uv vibhakti non-devotion (vibhakti)

Â÷¯õP® viyágam separation (viyoga)

AgbõÚ® ajjñanam ignorance (ajnana)

CùÚ¯øÁ inaiyavai these

¯õºUS GßÖ yÅrkku enØŸu ‘to whom’

B´¢vh÷» ÅyndiØalÉ enquiring itself

ÂùÚ vinai action (karma)

£zv bhakti devotion (bhakti)

÷¯õP® yágam union (yoga)

EnºÄ uœarvu knowledge (jnana)

B´¢vh ÅyndiØa when one enquiries

{õß nÅn ‘I’

CßÔ inØŸi without

AøÁ avai they
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GßÖ® enØŸum ever

CÀ il do not exist

uõß tÅn Self

BP Åga as

©Ú÷» manalÉ remaining (as Self)

alone

Esø© uœmai the truth

B® Åm is

Enquiring to whom are these (four defects), karma
(or action performed with a sense of doership), vibhakti (or
absence of love for God), viyoga (or separation from God)
and ajnana (or ignorance of the true nature of God)?’ is itself
karma (the path of desireless action), bhakti (the path of
devotion), yoga (the path of union) and jnana (the path of
knowledge). (How?)

When one enquiries (thus), (the ego or individual ‘I’
will be found to be non-existent, and) without ‘I’ (the
individual who has those four defects) they (the defects)
never exist. (when the ego and all its defects are thus found
to be ever non-existent, it will be realized that) remaining as
the (defectless) Self, alone is the truth (that is, it will be
realized that the truth is that we have never had any of those
four defects, for we always exist and shine as the ever-
defectless Self).

Note: The four defects, namely karma or action
performed with a sense of doership, vibhakti or absence of
love for God, viyoga or separation from God, and ajnana or
ignorance of the true nature of God, all exist only for ‘I’, the
ego or individual. But if one scrutinizes the nature of this
individual ‘I’ by enquiring ‘Who am I?’, it will be found to
be non-existent. When the ego is thus found to be non-
existent, all these four defects will also be found to be ever
non-existent, because without the ego they can never stand,
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and thus the truth that we always remain as the ever-
defectless Self, will be revealed. Hence, since the aim of
the four yogas, namely karma yoga, bhakti yoga, raja yoga and
jnana yoga, is only to remove these four defects, and since
when one enquires ‘Who am I, the individual for whom these
defects exist?’ the truth is revealed that all these four defects
are ever non-existent; by one’s enquiring thus one is truly
fulfilling the aim of all the four yogas.

Verse 10 of Upadesa Undiyar may also be referred to here.

15. \zv°àØ Ùª¯[S¢ ußø©²n μõuQ»

]zvPtg ÷\ºÁö©Úa ÷\miUS®—¤zuºTz

öußùÚ ö¯Ê¨¤Âi öÚ®©miz öuÆÁöμÚa

ö\õßÚ¬h ÁßPøu°ß ÷\õk.

15. Sakti-yinÅl tÅmi-yaœgun tanmai uœa-rÅdakila

Siddi-gaœÅñ sÉrva-menac chÉ„h-Êikkum – pittar-kâttu
Ennai ezhup-piviØil emmaÊÊi ttevva-renac

Chonna-muØa vanka-dai-yin jáØu.

£uÄøμ

\zv sakti Sakti

CàÀ inÅl by

uõ® tÅm they

C¯[S® iyaœgum function

ußø© tanmai the manner

Enμõx uœarÅdu not knowing

AQ» akila all

]zvPÒ siddigal siddhis
{õ® œÅm we

÷\ºÁ® sÉrvam shall obtain

GÚ ena saying

÷\miUS® chÉ„hÊikkum who engage in activities

¤zuº pittar of the madmen
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Tzx kâttu the buffonery

GßùÚ ennai me

GÊ¨¤Âiß ezhuppiviØin if someone helps (me)
to stand

G®©mk emmaÊÊu what

Cz it these

öuÆÁº GÚ tevvar ena ‘enemies’

ö\õßÚ chonna who said

¬hÁß muØavan cripple

Pøu°ß kadaiyin the story

÷\õk jáØu like

The buffonery of the madmen who, not knowing the
manner in which they function by sakti (that is, not knowing
the truth that it is only by the atma-sakti or power of Self that
they are enabled to function and perform activities), engage
in activities (such as sacrificial oblation, worship, japa or
meditation) saying, “We shall obtain all occult powers
(siddhis)”, is like the story of the cripple who said, “If
someone helps me to stand, what are these enemies (that is,
how powerless they will be in front of me)?”

Note: People who make efforts to attain sakti and siddhis
do so only because of their ignorance of the truth that all the
actions of their mind, speech and body are functioning only
due to the power of the Presence of Self.

Also refer GVK 168 and 169.

16. ]zuzvß \õ¢v¯÷u ]zu©õ ¬zvö¯ÛØ

]zuzvß ö\´øP°ßÔa ]zv¯õa—]zvPÎØ

]zug÷\º Áõöμ[Vß ]zuU P»UP¢wº

¬zv_P¢ ÷uõ´Áõº ö©õÈ.

16. Chitta-ttin shÅÙti-yadÉ siddamÅ mukti-yenil
Chittattin seigai-yinØŸi siddiyÅ – siddi-ka¿il
Chittañ-chÉr vareÙgan chittak kalak-kant≠r
Mukti-sukan táyvÅr mozhi.
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£uÄøμ

]zuzx Cß chittattu in of mind

\õ¢v A÷u shÅÙti adÉ peace alone

]zu® B® siddam Åm which is (always)
attained

¬zv mukti liberation (mukti)
GÛÀ yenil since

]zuzx Cß chittattu in of the mind

ö\´øP seigai activity

CßÔ inØŸi without

]zv¯õ siddiyÅ which cannot be
attained

]zvPÒ siddika¿ siddhis
CÀ il upon

]zu® chittañ mind

÷\ºÁõº chÉrvar those who set

G[Vß eÙgan how

]zu chitta of mind

P»UP® kalakkam turbulance

wº t≠r which is devoid of

¬zv _P® mukti sukam the bliss of liberation

÷uõ´Áõº táyvÅr they immerse

ö©õÈ mozhi say

Since peace of mind (chitta-santi) alone is liberation
(mukti), which is (in truth always) attained, say, how can
those who set (their) mind upon occult powers (siddhis),
which cannot be attained without activity of the mind,
immerse in the bliss of liberation, which is devoid of all
turbulance of mind?

17. §£μ¢ uõ[PÂøÓ ÷£õ¼²°º uõ[P»x

÷Põ¦μ¢ uõ[Q²¸U ÷PõμoPõs—©õ£μ[öPõÒ

Ásiö\¾ Áõß_ø©ø  ̄ÁsiøÁ ¯õxuù»

öPõsk{¼ öPõshöuÁº ÷Põx.
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17. Bâparan tÅÙga-yiŸai páli-yuyir tÅÙga-ladu
Gápuran tÅÙgi-yuruk kára-œikÅœ – mÅba-raÙko¿

VaœØi-selu vÅnsu-maiyai vaœØivai yÅdu-talai

KoœØu-nali koœØa-devar kádu.

£uÄøμ

§ bâ the world

£μ® param the burden

uõ[P tÅÙga when (He) is bearing

CøÓ iŸai God

÷£õ¼ páli pseudo

E°º uyir soul

uõ[PÀ Ax tÅÙgal adu bearing

÷Põ¦μ® uõ[Q gápuram tÅÙgi the gopuram tangi

E¸ uru the form

÷Põμo káraœi a mockery

Põs kÅœ see

©õ mÅ great

£μ® baram burden

öPõÒ ko¿ which is bearing

Ási vaœØi train

ö\¾Áõß seluvÅn someone is who is
traveling

_ø©ø¯ sumaiyai burden

Ási vaœØi train

øÁ¯õx vaiyÅdu instead of placing

uù» talai head

öPõsk koœØu bearing

{¼ öPõshx nali koœØadu if (he) undergoes
suffering

GÁº evar whose

÷Põx kádu fault
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See, when God is bearing the burden of the world (and
of all the people in the world), the pseudo soul (imagining
as if it were) bearing (that burden) is a mockery (like) the
form of a gopuram-tangi (a sculptured figure which seems to
support the top of a temple-tower). Whose fault is it if
someone who is travelling in a train, which is bearing a great
burden, undergoes suffering by bearing (his small) burden
on (his own) head instead of placing (it) on the train?

Note: Since God alone is in truth bearing all the
burdens of each and every soul in the world, it is wise for
us to surrender ourselves entirely to Him and to live
happily free from all cares and anxieties. If, instead of thus
surrendering everything to Him, we imagine that we are
bearing our own small burden, we will suffer needlessly,
like a man who, though travelling in a train, continues to
carry his own small luggage on his head instead of placing
it down on the train.

When it is so foolish for us even to imagine that we are
bearing our own small burden, how much more foolish will
it be if we imagine that we have to bear the burdens of other
people or of the whole world? Therefore, in order to show
what a foolish mockery are the efforts of those people who
wish to reform or rectify the world, in this verse Sri Bhagavan
compares them to a gopuram-tangi.

Just as the gopuram-tangi does not in fact support even
a small portion of the tower, but is itself supported by the
tower, so the individual soul, who is a spurious and unreal
entity, does not in fact sustain even a small part of the world’s
burden, but is himself sustained only by God.

The word gopuram-tangi literally means ‘tower-bearer’
and is a name given to the sculptured figures which stand
near the top of a south Indian temple-tower and which seem
to be making strenuous efforts to support the upper portion
of the tower; by extension, the word gopuram-tangi is
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commonly used to mean a person who has an immoderate
sense of self-importance and who believes that on himself
alone everything depends).

18. C¸¬ù» {k©õº £iÁ° Ôuß÷©

¼¸¬¨ ö£õ¸ÐÍ |Ó®£» ÂÁØÖ

öÍõ¸ö£õ¸ Íõ®£» ¸®ö£Ú ÄÒ÷Í

°¸ÂμÀ Á»z÷u °¸¨£x ªu¯®.

18. Iru-mulai naØumÅr paØi-vayiŸ idanmÉl
Iru-mup poru-¿u¿a niŸam-pala ivaÊ-ÊŸu¿
Oru-poru¿ Åmbala rumbena vu¿¿É
Iru-viral valattÉ irup-padum idayam.

£uÄøμ

C¸ iru two

¬ù» mulai breasts

{k naØu between

©õº¦ mÅrbu chest

Ai aØi below

Á°Ö Cuß vayiŸu idan stomach

÷©À mÉl above

C¸¬¨ irumup six

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ things

EÍ u¿a there are

|Ó® niŸam colours

£» pala many

CÁØÖÒ ivaÊÊŸu¿ among these

J¸ oru one

ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ thing

B®£À Åmbal lily

A¸®¦ arumbu bud

GÚ ena which resembles

EÒ÷Í vu¿¿É within
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C¸ iru two

ÂμÀ viral digits

Á»z÷u valattÉ to the right

C¸¨£x® iruppadum which is

Cu¯® idayam the heart

Between the two breasts, below the chest and above
the stomach there are six things of many colours. Among
these, one thing which resembles a lily bud and which is
within, two digits to the right (from the centre of the chest),
is the heart.

19. Auß¬P ªP¾Í uP¬Í ]ÖxùÍ

¯uÛ»õ \õvö¯õ h©º¢xÍ v¸¢u©

©uùÚ¯õ ]¶zxÍ ÁQ»©õ {õiP

ÍxÁÎ ©ÚöuõÎ ¯ÁØÔÚ v¸¨¤h®.

19. Adan-muga miga-lu¿a taga-mu¿a siŸu-tu¿ai

AdanilÅ sÅdiyo Øamarn-tu¿a tirun-damam

AdanayÅ sirittu¿a akilamÅ nÅØiga¿
Aduva¿i mana-do¿i avaÊÊŸina dirup-piØam.

£uÄøμ

Auß adan its

¬P® mugam mouth

CPÀ igal closed

EÍx u¿atu is

AP® agam inside

EÍ u¿a which is

]Ö siŸu tiny

xùÍ tu¿ai hole

Auß CÀ adan il in

B\õ ÅsÅ desire

Bv adi and so on

Jk oØu together with
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A©º¢x EÍx amarntu u¿adu there exists

C¸® irum dense

u©® damam darkness

AuùÚ adanay it

B]¶zx EÍ Åsirittu u¿a are connected with

AQ» akila all

©õ mÅ major

{õiPÒ nÅØiga¿ nerves (nadis)
Ax adu it

ÁÎ va¿i breath

©Úx manadu mind

JÎ o¿i light

AÁØÔÚx avaÊÊŸinadu of (these)

C¸¨¤h® iruppiØam the abode

Its mouth is closed; in the tiny hole which is inside (it),
there exists the dense darkness (of ignorance) together
with desire (anger, greed, delusion, pride, jealousy), and so
on; all the major nerves (nadis) are connected with it; it is
the abode of the breath, the mind and the light (of
consciousness).

Note: The above two verses are translated from the
Malayalam version of Ashtanga Hridayam, a standard work
on ayurvedic medicine in Sanskrit and Malayalam.

It is to be noted that the description of the spiritual heart
given in these two verses is not the absolute truth, but is
true only from the standpoint of ignorance (ajnana), in which
the body and world are taken to be real. In Upadesa Manjari,
chapter two, in answer to the ninth question, “What is the
nature of the heart?”, Sri Bhagavan says, “Although the
scriptures (srutis) which describe the nature of the heart say
thus (quoting the above two verses), in absolute truth it is
neither inside or outside the body.”
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In Maharshi’s Gospel, Book Two, Chapter four,
Sri Bhagavan explains that the Heart is in truth pure
consciousness which has no form, no ‘within’ or ‘without’,
no ‘right’ or ‘left’, and that from this absolute standpoint no
place can be assigned to it in the body. But He then goes on
to say, “But people do not understand this. They cannot help
thinking in terms of the physical body and the world…..It is
by coming down to (this) level of ordinary understanding
that a place is assigned to the Heart in the physical body”.

That is to say, so long as the body is felt to be ‘I’, a place
can be experienced in the body as the rising place of the
mind or ego, the feeling ‘I am the body’, and that place is
“two digits to the right from the centre of the chest”. It is
only from this point in the body that the feeling ‘I’ begins to
spread throughout the body as soon as we wake up from
sleep, since on the relative plane this point is the place from
which the feeling ‘I’ rises in the body, and since in actual
truth, the reality from which this feeling ‘I’ rises is only the
Heart or Self, this point in the body is said to be the place or
seat of the Heart.

In order to make clear that the description of the heart
given in the above two verses is not the absolute truth about
the heart, Sri Bhagavan subsequently translated some verses
from Yoga Vasishtha, which are now included in this work
as verses 21 to 24, in which the real nature of the spiritual
heart is described.

20. Cu¯©»ºU SøP¯P©õ °»QøÓ÷¯

S÷P\öÚÚ ÷Ázu¨ £m÷hõ

Ûu©ùÚ¯ S÷P\ß¯õ öÚÝg÷\õP®

£õÁùÚuõ ÛßÝ h®¤Ø

Ôu¬Ö{õ öÚÝ¢vh®÷£õ »¨¤¯õ\

£»zuõ»z ÷uÁõ´ |ØQØ

]øu²hà öÚÝ©Âzøu ö\[Pv÷μõ

öÚv¶¸Ò÷£õØ ]øu² ©ß÷Ó.
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20. Idaya-malark guhai-yagamÅ yila-giŸaiyÉ
gugÉsan ena Éttap-paÊÊán

Nidama-naiya gugÉsan yÅnenuñ-sáham

bhÅvanai-tÅn ninnu Øambil
Stita-muŸu nÅnenun-diØam-bál abbhi-yÅsa

bhalattÅl atdÉvÅi niŸkil

Sidai-yuØanÅ nenum-aviddai cheÙka-dirán

ediriru¿-pál sidai-yum anØŸÉ.

£uÄøμ

Cu¯©»º idayamalar heart-lotus

SøP guhai the cave

"AP®' agam ‘I’

B´ Åy as

C»S ilagu who shines

CøÓ÷¯ iŸaiyÉ the Lord indeed

S÷P\ß gugÉsan Guhesan

GÚ ena as

Hzu¨£m÷hõß ÉttappaÊÊán He who is adored

|u® nidam constant

AùÚ¯ anaiya that

S÷P\ß gugÉsan Guhesan

¯õß yÅn I

GÝ® enuñ in the form

÷\õí® sáham ‘He is I’ (soham)

£õÁùÚuõß bhÅvanaitÅn the meditation

|ß nin your

Eh®¦ uØambu body

CÀ il in

vu® EÖ® titam uŸu is established
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{õß GÝ® nÅn enum ‘I’

vh® diØam firmly

÷£õÀ bál as

A¨¤¯õ\ abbhiyÅsa practice

£»zx BÀ bhalattu Ål by the strength

Az ÷uÁõ´ at dÉvÅi as that Lord

|ØQÀ niŸkil if you abide

]øu sidai perishable

EhÀ uØal body

{õß GÝ® nÅn enum ‘I’

AÂzøu aviddai ignorance

ö\® chen red

Pv÷μõß kadirán sun

Gvº edir in front of

C¸Ò iru¿ darkness

÷£õÀ pál like

]øu²® sidaiyum will perish

Aß÷Ó anØŸÉ then

The Lord who shines as ‘I’ in the cave of the heart-lotus
(or who shines having the cave of the heart-lotus as His
abode), is indeed He who is adored as Guhesan. If, by the
strength of constant practice of the meditation ‘He is I’ (soham
bhavana) in the form ‘That Guhesan is I’ (in other words “I
am only He who shines in the heart as ‘I’”), you abide as
that Lord (that is, as ‘I’) as firmly as (the feeling) ‘I’ is (now)
established in your body, then the ignorance ‘I am this
perishable body’ will perish like darkness in front of the
red sun.

Note: This verse was adapted by Sri Bhagavan from
verses 59 and 62 of chapter 19 of Prabhulingalila as Tamil
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work by Turaimangalam Sivaprakasa Swamigal. These
verses contain the teachings which the Sage Allama Prabhu
gave to Goraknath, a siddha and hatha yogi who believed that
he had attained immortality by so perfecting his body that
it could not be destroyed.

[For summary of the story of Allama Prabhu and
Gorakhnath as told by Sri Bhagavan refer to (1) Crumbs
from  His Table pp 36-39, (2) Talks p.30 and (3) At the Feet of
Bhagavan pp. 63-66].

The soham bhavana referred to in this verse is not mere
mental repetition or manisika japa of the thought ‘I am He’,
but is the thought-free inner clarity of conviction, that which
shines in the heart as ‘I’ is the supreme reality. “….having
made the mind subside in the heart and having given up
the sense of ‘I’ in the body and so on, when one motionlessly
enquires, abiding as one is with the enquiry ‘Who am I who
exist in the body?’, the sphurana ‘I-I’ will subtly appear. One
should abide with the motionless conviction (nischala bhavana)
that that atma-swarupa ‘I’ is   itself the paramatma swarupa
which shines as everything     and as nothingness also,
everywhere and without the difference ‘outside’ and ‘inside’.
This itself is called soham bhavana” says Sri Bhagavan in
Vichara Sangraham (Chapter 6, Brahma-vidya).

In this verse Sri Bhagavan reveals how the practice of
such soham bhavana, if correctly understood and applied, can
lead to the experience of Self-knowledge. That is, if by the
strength of the conviction ‘I am I’ gained through the
constant remembrance ‘The reality which shines in the heart
as “I” alone is I’, one abides as that reality, which is the mere
existence-consciousness ‘I am’, instead of rising as a separate
individual in the form of the feeling ‘I am this body’, then
the sun of Jnana will shine forth swallowing the darkness of
ajnana, which is the attachment to the perishable body as ‘I’.
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21. G¨ö£¸[Ps ti°ßPs oøÁ¯õÄ

|Ç»õP öÁv÷μ ÷uõßÖ

ª¨¤μ£g \zx°ºPm öPÀ»õ©Æ

Âu¯ö©Ú Âø\¨£ ÷u÷uõ

ö\¨¦vö¯ß ÷ÓÂÚÄ ªμõ©ÝUS

Á]mh¬Û ö\¨¦ QßÙ

Û¨¦Â° Ý°ºUöPÀ»õ ªu¯ª¸

Âu©õS ö©sq[ Põ÷».

21. Eppe-ruÙ kaœœa-Øiyin kaœœivai-yÅvum

nizha-lÅga edirÉ tánØŸum

Ip-pirapañ chat-tuyir-gaÊ kellÅ-mav

idaya-mena isaippa dÉdá

Cheppudi-yenØŸÉ vinavum irÅma-nukku

va„hi„hÊa-muni cheppu-kinØŸÅn

Ib-buviyin uyirk-kellÅm idaya-miru

vida-mÅgum eœœuÙ kÅlÉ.

£uÄøμ

G ¨ ep which

ö£¸® peruÙ great

Psti°ß kaœœaØiyin mirror

Ps kaœ in

CøÁ ivai these (worlds)

¯õÄ® yÅvum all

|ÇÀ nizhal a reflection

BP Åga as

Gv÷μ edirÉ in front (of us)

÷uõßÖ® tánØŸum do (they) appear

C¨¤μ£g\zx ippirapañchattu in this universe

E°ºPmS uyirgaÊku of beings
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GÀ»õ® ellÅm all

AÆ av the

Cu¯® idayam heart

GÚ ena to be

Cø\¨£x isaippadu that which is declared

H÷uõ Édá what

ö\¨¦v Gß÷Ó cheppudiyenØŸÉ ‘tell’ (me)

ÂÚÄ® vinavum who asked

Cμõ©ÝUS irÅmanukku to Rama

Á]mh¬Û va„hi„hÊamuni the Sage Vasishtha

ö\¨¦QßÙß cheppu-kinØŸÅn said

C¨ ¦Â°ß ib buviyin of this world

E°ºUS uyirkku of beings

GÀ»õ® ellÅm all

Cu¯® idayam the heart

C¸Âu® iruvidam of two kinds

BS® Ågum is

Gsq® Põ÷» eœœuÙ kÅlÉ when considered

To Rama, who asked, “Tell (me), in which great mirror
do all these (worlds) appear in front (of us) as a reflection,
and what is that which is declared to be the Heart of all the
beings in this universe?”, the Sage Vasishtha said, “When
considered, the Heart of all the beings of this world is of
two kinds.

”Verse 21 is adapted from Yoga Vasishtha 5.78.32 and 33
(first line).

22. öPõÍzuUP x¢uÒÍz uUPx©õ

ªÆÂμsiß TÖ ÷PÍõ

¯ÍzuØPõ ¬h®¤ß©õº £Pzöuõ¶hz

vu¯ö©Ú Áø©¢u Á[P¢
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uÍzuUP ÷uõμÔÁõ PõμÂu

¯[öPõÒÍz uUP uõö©ß

ÖÍzxmöPõÒ ÍLxÒÐ® ¦Ó¬¬Í

xÒöÁÎ° ¾ÒÍ ußÙ®.

22. Ko¿attakka dum-ta¿¿at takkadu-mÅm

ivvi-raœØin kâŸu kÉ¿Åi

A¿at-taŸkÅ muØambin-mÅr bagat-toriØat

tidaya-mena amainda aÙgam

Ta¿at-takka dáraŸivÅ kÅra-ida

yaÙ-ko¿¿at takka dÅm-enØŸu

U¿at-tuÊko¿ ahdu¿¿um puŸamu-mu¿a

du¿-ve¿iyil u¿¿a danØrÅm.

£uÄøμ

öPõÍ ko¿a to be accepted

uUPx® takkadum what is fit

uÒÍ ta¿¿a to be rejected

uUPx® takkadum what is fit

B® Åm which are

CÆ iv these

Cμsk iraœØu two

Cß in of

TÖ kâŸu the characteristics

÷PÍõ´ kÉ¿Åi listen to

AÍzuØS B® a¿attaŸk Åm limited

Eh®¦ uØambu the body

Cß in of

©õº¦ mÅrbu the chest

APzx agattu within

Kº Chzx or iØattu in a place
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Cu¯® idayam heart

GÚ ena called

Aø©¢u amainda which is situated

A[P® aÙgam the organ

uÍ ta¿a to be rejected

uUPx takkadu that which is fit

Kº AÔÄ ár aŸivu the one consciousness

BPõμ ÅkÅra whose form is

Cu¯® idayam the heart

öPõÒÍ ko¿¿a to be accepted

uUPx takkadu that which is fit

B® Åm is

GßÖ enØŸu that

EÍzx EÒ öPõÒ u¿attuÊ ul ko¿ know

ALx ahdu that

EÒÐ® u¿¿um both inside

¦Ó¬® puŸamum and outside

EÍx u¿adu exists

EÒ u¿ inside

öÁÎ CÀ ve¿i il outside

EÒÍx u¿¿adu that which exists

AßÖ B® anØru Åm it is not

(Vasishtha continued): “Listen to the characteristics of
these two, one which is fit to be accepted and one which is
fit to be rejected. Know that the organ called heart which is
situated in a place within the chest of the limited body is
that which is fit to be rejected, and the Heart whose form is
the one consciousness is that which is fit to be accepted.
That exists both inside and outside, (but) it is not that which
exists (only) inside or (only) outside”.
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Note: The real spiritual Heart is not a place in the limited
body, but is only the timeless, placeless and unlimited Self,
whose form is the pure consciousness ‘ I am’. Though this
real Heart is said to exist both inside and outside, it is in
truth that which exists devoid of all such distinctions as
‘inside’ or ‘outside’, because these distinctions exist only
with reference to the body, which is itself unreal. The
following simile will illustrate this point.

Let us suppose that a pot made of ice is immersed deep
in the water of a lake. Now where is the water? Is it not
wrong to say that the water is either only inside the pot or
only outside the pot? Is it not both inside and outside? In
actual fact, the pot itself is truly nothing but water. Therefore,
when water alone exists, where is the room for the notions
‘inside’ and ‘outside’? Likewise, when the Heart of Self alone
exists, there is truly no room for the notions that it exists
either inside or outside the body, for the body itself does
not exist apart from Self. Refer here to verses 3 and 4 of
Ekatma Panchakam, in this book.

This verse is adapted from Yoga Vasishtha 5.78.34 and 35.

23. Ax÷Á¬U Q¯Âu  ̄©ußPsoÆ

ÁQ»¬÷© ¯©º¢v ¸US

©xÁõi ö¯¨ö£õ¸mS ö©À»õaö\À

Á[PmS ©x÷Á °À»

©uà÷» ¯ùÚzx°ºUS ©ÔÁx÷Á

°u¯ö©Ú ÁøÓ¯ »õSg

]øu¯õ|Ø S[PØ÷£õØ \hÄh¼

ÚÁ¯Áz÷uõº ]ÖT ÓßÙÀ.

23. AduvÉ mukkiya-idaiam adan-kaœœiv
akila-mumÉ amarn dirukkum

AduvÅdi yep-porutkum ellÅc-chel
vaÙ-gaÊkum aduvÉ illam

AdanÅlÉ anaittuyir-kkum aŸiva-duvÉ
idaia-mena aŸaiya lÅgum

SidayÅ-niŸkuÙ kaŸpál jaØa-vuØalin
avaya-vattár siru-kâ ranØŸal.
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£uÄøμ

Ax÷Á aduvÉ that alone

¬UQ¯ mukkiya important

Cu¯® idaiam heart

Auß Ps adan kaœœ in it

CÆ AQ»¬÷© iv akilamumÉ all these

A©º¢x C¸US® amarndu irukkum are existing

Ax adu it

Bi Ådi the mirror

G¨ö£õ¸mS® yepporutkum to all objects

GÀ»õ ellÅ of all
ö\ÀÁ[PmS® chelvaÙgaÊkum are wealth

Ax÷Á aduvÉ it alone

CÀ»® illam the abode

Auà÷» adanÅlÉ hence

AùÚzx E°ºUS® anaittu uyirkkum of all beings

AÔÄ Ax÷Á aŸivu aduvÉ consciousness alone

Cu¯® idayam the heart

GÚ ena to be

AøÓ¯À aŸaiyal declared

BS® Ågum is

]øu¯õ |ØS® sidaiyÅ niŸkuÙ which is perishable

PÀ kal a stone

÷£õÀ pál like

áh jaØa instentient

Eh¼ß uØalin of the body

AÁ¯Ázx avayavattu in a part

Kº ár a

]Ö siru small

TÖ kâru portion

AßÖ BÀ anØŸu al it is not
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Vasishtha continued : That (the real Self, whose form is
consciousness) alone is the important Heart (mukhya
hridayam). In it all these (worlds) are existing. It is the mirror
to all objects (that is, it is the mirror in which all objects
appear in front of us like a reflection, as mentioned in verse
21), It alone is the abode of all wealth. Hence, consciousness
alone is declared to be the Heart of all beings. It is not a
small portion in a part of the body, which is perishable and
insentient like a stone.

This verse is adapted from Yoga Vasishtha 5.78.36
and 37.

24. Bu¼à »ÔÄ©  ̄©õg_zu

Âu¯z÷u ¯Pzøua ÷\ºUSg

\õuùÚ¯õÀ ÁõuùÚP öÍõkÁõ²

öÁõkUP¬÷© \õ¸¢ uõ÷Ú.

24. Ädali-nÅl aŸivu mayamÅñ-sudda
idayattÉ ahattaic cÉrkkum

SÅdanai-yÅl vÅdanai-ga¿ oduvÅyu
odukka-mumÉ sÅrun-tÅnÉ.

£uÄøμ

Bu¼àÀ ÄdalinÅl therefore

AÔÄ ©¯® aŸivu mayam of the nature of
consciousness

B® Åm which is

_zu sudda pure

Cu¯z÷u idayattÉ in the Heart

APzøu ahattai the mind

÷\ºUS® cÉrkkum of fixing

\õuùÚ sÅdanai the practice (sadhana)
BÀ Ål by

ÁõuùÚPÒ vÅdanaiga¿ the tendencies
(vasanas)

Jk odu along with

Áõ² vÅyu the breath
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JkUP¬÷© odukka-mumÉ the subsidence

\õ¸® sÅrum will be

uõ÷Ú tÅnÉ automatically

(Vasishtha concluded): “Therefore, by the practice
(sadhana) of fixing the mind in the pure Heart (the real Self),
which is of the nature of consciousness, the subsidence of
the breath (prana) along with the tendencies (vasanas) will
be accomplished automatically”.

Note: After reading verse 28 of Ullada Narpadu, some
aspirants wrongly conclude that it is necessary to practice
some technique of breath-control (pranayam) in order to be
able to harness the mind and turn it inwards to know its
source, the Heart or real Self. However, in this present verse
Sri Bhagavan clearly reveals that it is not necessary to
practice any special techniques of breath-control, because
the breath or prana will subside automatically when one fixes
the mind in the Heart through Self-attention. Refer here to
the eighth chapter of The Path of Sri Ramana – Part One, where
this point is explained in more detail.

This verse is adapted from Yoga Vasishtha 5.78.38.

25. AQ» Ä£õv ¯PßÓ ÁÔ÷Á

uP©a ]Áö©ß ÓÛ\ – ©Pz÷u

¯P»õz v¯õÚ ©uà »Pzv

ÚQ»Áõ \zv ¯PØÖ.

25. Akila vupÅdi aganØŸa arivÉdu
Agamac chivamen ØŸanisam – agattÉ
AgalÅt dhiyÅnam adanÅl ahattin
Akila vÅsakti agaÊÊŸu.

£uÄøμ

AQ» akila all

E£õv upÅdi adjuncts (upadhis)
APßÓ aganØŸa is devoid of

AÔÄ arivu knowledge
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Hx Édu what

AP® agam ‘I’

Aa ac that

]Á® GßÖ chivam enØŸu ‘Siva’

AÛ\® anisam ever

APz÷u agattÉ in the heart

AP»õ agalÅ unbroken

v¯õÚ® AuàÀ dhiyÅnam adanÅl by meditation

APzvß ahattin of the mind

AQ» akila all

B\zv Åsakti attachments

APØÖ agaÊÊŸu destroy

By the ever – unbroken meditation in the heart, ‘what
knowledge (or consciousness) is devoid of all adjuncts
(upadhis) – that Siva is ‘I’, destroy all the attachments of the
mind.

Note: When the consciousness ‘I’ rises mixed with
adjuncts as ‘I am this’ or ‘I am that’, it is the ego, mind or
individual soul; but when the same consciousness ‘I’ remains
devoid of all adjunct as mere ‘I am’, it is Siva, the supreme
reality or Self. Since all attachments beginning with the
dehabhimana or attachment to the body because of the mixing
of the adjuncts with the pure consciousness ‘I’, and since
adjuncts become mixed with the consciousness ‘I’ only
because of one’s failure to keenly scrutinize and know that
pure consciousness as it is, in this verse it is taught that
one should destroy all attachments by meditating with
love upon the pure adjunctless consciousness ‘I’, having
the firm conviction that, that consciousness is Siva.

This meditation upon the pure consciousness ‘I’,  which
is Self-attention is “the sadhana of fixing the mind in the
pure Heart, which is of the nature of consciousness”
mentioned in the previous verse. Only by this sadhana will
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all the vasanas, which are the attachments accumulated in
the mind, be destroyed entirely. Verse 9 of this work may
again be read here. Unless we attend keenly to the pure
consciousness ‘I’, which shines devoid of impurities in
the form of upadhis and devoid of movement in the form
of thoughts, the destruction of the vasanas, which is the
state called liberation, cannot be attained.

As mentioned in the note to verse 9 of this work, the
above verse is adapted from verse 47 of Devikalottara –
Jnanachara-Vichara-Padalam. The following is the fresh
translation of verse 47 which Sri Bhagavan made while
translating the whole of the Jnanachara-Vichara-Padalam into
Tamil verses:

which means, “By uninterruptedly meditating with
love, ‘What one exists as the form of consciousness (chit-
rupa) which is devoid of all adjuncts (upadhis) – that Siva is
I’, you should destroy all attachments.

26. ÂuÂu©õ |ù»PöÍ»õ® Â\õμg ö\´x

ªaø\¯Ö £μ©£u® ¯õöuõß Ös÷hõ

ÁuùÚ÷¯ vh©õP ÁPzuõØ £ØÔ

¯ÚÁμu ¬»QÀÂùÍ ¯õk Ãμõ

öÁx\P» Âu©õÚ ÷uõØÓ[ PmS

ö©uõºzu©uõ ¯PzxÍ÷uõ Áøu¯ Ô¢uõ

¯uà»¨ £õºøÁ°ùÚ ¯P»õ öußÖ

©õø\÷£õ ¾»QÀÂùÍ ¯õk Ãμõ.

26. Vida-vidamÅ nilaiga-¿elÅm vichÅrañ cheidu

micchai-yaŸu parama-padam yÅdon-ØŸuœdá

AdanaiyÉ diØamÅga agattÅŸ paÊÊŸi

ana-varadam ulagil vi¿ai yÅØu v≠rÅ

Edu-sakala vidamÅna táÊÊŸaÙ gaÊkum

edÅrtta-madÅi agat-tu¿adá adai yaŸinØai

AdanÅlap pÅrvai-yinai agalÅ tenØŸum

Åsaipál ulagil vi¿ai-yÅØu v≠rÅ.
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£uÄøμ

ÂuÂu® vidavidam of various kinds

B® Åm which are

|ù»PÒ nilaiga¿ states

G»õ® elÅm all

Â\õμ® ö\´x vichÅram cheidu having enquired into

ªaø\ micchai unreality (mithya)
AÖ aŸu devoid of

£μ© parama supreme

£u® padam state

¯õx yÅdu which

JßÖ onØŸu one

Es÷hõ uœdá is

AuùÚ÷¯ adanaiyÉ only that

vh©õP diØamÅga firmly

APzuõÀ agattÅl with the mind

£ØÔ paÊÊŸi holding

AÚÁμu® anavaradam always

E»QÀ ulagil in the world

ÂùÍ¯õk vi¿aiyÅØu play (your role)

Ãμõ v≠rÅ O Hero

Gx edu which

\P» sakala all

Âu® BÚ vidam Åna various

÷uõØÓ[PmS® táÊÊŸaÙgaÊkum of appearances

Guõºzu® Auõ´ edÅrttam adÅi as the reality

APzx agattu in the heart

EÍ÷uõ u¿adá exists

Aøu adai that (Self)

AÔ¢uṍ aŸinØai you have known
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AuàÀ adanÅl since

A¨ ap that

£õºøÁ°ùÚ pÅrvaiyinai outlook

AP»õx agalÅtu without abandoning

GßÖ® enØŸum ever

Bø\ Åsai desire

÷£õÀ pál as if

E»QÀ ulagil in the world

ÂùÍ¯õk vi¿aiyÅØu play (your role)

Ãμõ v≠rÅ O Hero

(Vasishtha said to Rama) “O Hero, having enquired into
all the states, which are of various kinds, play (your role)
in the world always clinging firmly with the mind only to
that one which is the supreme state devoid of unreality.
O Hero, since you have known that (Self) which exists in
the heart as the Reality of all the various appearances;
therefore without ever abandoning that outlook, play (your
role) in the world as if (you have) desire”.

Note: “All the states” mentioned at the beginning of
this verse may mean all the states of consciousness such as
waking, dream and sleep, or all the conditions of life such
as youth, old age, health, sickness, wealth, poverty, fame,
ill-fame, joy, suffering and so on. All these different states
or conditions are based only upon the feeling ‘I am this
body’, ‘I am so-and-so’, I am an individual being’. “The
supreme state devoid of unreality” mentioned in the same
sentence is the state of Self-abidance, which is completely
devoid of that unreal feeling ‘I am this body’.

“That outlook” mentioned in the second half of this
verse is the true outlook (drishti) in which Self is experienced
as the sole reality underlying the appearance of the world
and of all the various states, and conditions.

This verse is adapted from Yoga Vasishtha 5.18.20 and 23.
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27. ÷£õ¼©Ú öÁÊa]©QÌ ÄØ÷Ù àQ¨

÷£õ¼©Ú¨ £øu¨¦öÁÖ¨ ¦Ø÷Ù àQ¨

÷£õ¼¬¯À Áõ¢öuõhUP ¬Ø÷Ù àQ¨

¦øμ°»à ²»QÀÂùÍ ¯õk Ãμõ,

©õö»Ý®£À PmkÂk £m÷hõ àQ

©ßÝ\© àQö¯À»õ |ù»ø©U Psq®

÷Áù»PÒ÷Á hzvø¯Á öÁÎ°Ø ö\´x

÷Ási¯Áõ Ö»QÀÂùÍ ¯õk Ãμõ.

27. Páli-mana ezhucchi-magizh vuÊÊŸá nÅgip

páli-manap padaippu veŸup-puÊÊŸá nÅgip

Páli-muyal vÅnto-Øakka muÊÊŸá nÅgip

purai-yilanÅ yulagil vi¿ai-yÅØu v≠rÅ

MÅlenum-pal kaÊÊu-viØu paÊÊá nÅgi

mannu-sama nÅgi-yellÅ nilai-maik kaœœum

VÉlai-ga¿ vÉØat-tiyaiva ve¿iyiŸ seidu

vÉœØi-yavÅ Ÿulagil vi¿ai-yÅØu v≠rÅ.

£uÄøμ

÷£õ¼ páli seeming

©Ú mana of mind

GÊa] ezhucchi rising

©QÌÄ magizhvu joy

EØ÷Ùß uÊÊŸán one who has

BQ Ågi being

÷£õ¼ páli seeming

©Ú mana of mind

£øu¨¦ padaippu anxiety

öÁÖ¨¦ veŸuppu hatred

EØ÷Ùß uÊÊŸán one who has

BQ Ågi being

÷£õ¼ páli seeming

¬¯ÀÄ muyalvu effort
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B® Åm which is

öuõhUP® toØakkam intiative

EØ÷Ùß uÊÊŸán one who has

BQ Ågi being

¦øμ purai defects

C»ß ilan one who is devoid of

B´ Åy as

E»QÀ ulagil in the world

ÂùÍ¯õk vi¿aiyÅØu play (your role)

Ãμõ v≠rÅ O Hero

©õÀ mÅl delusion

GÝ® enum called

£À pal many

Pmk kaÊÊu bonds

Âk£m÷hõß viØupaÊÊán One who has been
released from

BQ Ågi being

©ßÝ mannu firmly

\©àQ samanÅgi one who is equanious

GÀ»õ yellÅ being all

|ù»ø© nilaimai conditions

Psq® kaœœum in

÷Áù»PÒ vÉlaiga¿ actions

÷Áhzx vÉdattu disguise

Cø¯Á iyaiva appropriate to

öÁÎ°À ve¿iyil outwardly

ö\´x seidu doing

÷Ási¯ÁõÖ vÉœØiyavÅŸu as you like

E»QÀ ulagil in the world

ÂùÍ¯õk vi¿aiyÅØu play

Ãμõ v≠rÅ O Hero
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(Vasishtha continued) “O Hero, being one who has
seeming mental excitement (or rising) and joy, being one
who has seeming mental anxiety and  hatred (anger), being
one who has seeming effort or initiative but being as one
who is (in truth) devoid of (all such) defects, play (your role)
in the world. O Hero, being one who has been, released from
the many bonds called delusion, being one who is firmly
equanimous in all conditions, (yet) outwardly doing actions
appropriate to (your) disguise, play (your role) in the world.

This Verse is adapted from Yoga Vasishta 5.18.24  and 26.

28. AÔÄsø© |mhà ©õß©Âz uõÁõ

ÚÔÁõØ ¦»ßö\ØÙ àºuõ—ÚÔÁ[Q

¯õÁÚÔ Áõ[S¼\z uõßPõ» Põ»ÚÁß

\õÂùÚ©õ´ ÃμöÚÚa \õØÖ.

28. AŸi-vunmai ni„hÊa-nÅm Ånma vittÅvÅn

AŸivÅŸ pulan-cheÊÊŸÅ nÅrtÅn – aŸi-vaÙgi

YÅva-naŸi vÅÙguli-sat tÅnkÅla kÅla-navan

ChÅvi-naimÅi v≠ra-nenac chÅÊÊŸu.

£uÄøμ

AÔÄ aŸivu consciousness

Esø© unmai existence

|mhß ni„hÊan one who abides as

B® Åm who is

Bß© Âzx anma vittu a knower of self
(atma-vid)

BÁõß ÅvÅn is

AÔÁõÀ aŸivÅl by knowledge

¦»ß pulan the senses

ö\ØÙß cheÊÊŸÅn has conquered

Bºuõß ÅrtÅn he who

AÔÄ A[Q aŸivu aÙgi the fire of knowledge
(jnanagni)
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BÁß Åvan is

AÔÄ B® aŸivu Åm of knowledge

S¼\zuõß gulisattÅn the wielder of the
thunder bolt

Põ»Põ»ß kÅlakÅlan the destroyer of time

AÁß avan he

\õÂùÚ chÅvinai death

©õ´ mÅi who has killed

Ãμß v≠ran the hero

GÚ ena that

\õØÖ chÅÊÊŸu proclaim

Proclaim that He who has conquered the senses by
knowledge (jnana) and who abides as existence-
consciousness, is a knower of Self (atma-vid); (He) is the fire
of knowledge (jnanagni); (He is) the wielder of the
thunderbolt of knowledge (jnana-vajrayudha); He, the
destroyer of time (kala-kala), is the hero who has killed death.

Note : The Atma-jnani is not merely an incarnation of
any particular God; The Jnani is Jnana itself, and hence. He
is the reality of all Gods such as Agni, Indra, and Lord Siva.

Since the Jnani burnt ignorance (ajnana) to ashes, He is
Himself the fire of knowledge (jnanagni). And since, having
given up the identification with the body, which is limited
by time and subject to death, He shines as the timeless and
deathless Self, He is Himself Lord Siva, the destroyer of time
(kalakalan) and the killer of death.

Since the Jnani has conquered the senses, through which
the appearance of the universe is projected, He has in truth
conquered the whole universe. Therefore, since there is no
power in the entire universe greater than the power of the
Jnani’s firm Self-abidance, His self-abidance is described as
the thunderbolt of knowledge (jnana-vajrayudha).
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29. uzxÁ[ PshÁØSz uõ÷© ÁÍ¸ö©õÎ

¦zvÁ¾ Ä®Á\¢u® ÷£õ¢ux÷©—°zuøμ°Ø

Ù¸ÁÇ Põv \P» Sn[PÐg

÷\μ ÂÍ[Pö»Úz ÷uº.

29. TattuvaÙ kaœØa-vaŸkut tÅmÉ va¿arum-o¿i

Buddhi-valu vum-vasantam pontadumÉ – itta-rai-yil

Taru-vazha gÅdi sakala guœaÙ-ga¿uñ

ChÉra vi¿aÙga-lenat tÉr.

£uÄøμ

uzxÁ® tattuvam the reality

PshÁºUS kaœØa-vaŸku to those who have

known

uõ÷© tÅmÉ automatically

ÁÍ¸® va¿arum will increase

JÎ o¿i luster

¦zv buddhi of intellect

Á¾Ä® valuvum and power

Á\¢u® vasantam spring

÷£õ¢ux÷© pontadumÉ as soon a (it ) comes

Cz  uøμ CÀ it tarai il on this earth

uõ¸ taru trees

AÇS azhagu beauty

Bv Ådi such as

\P» sakala all

Sn[PÐ® guœaÙga¿um qualities

÷\μ chÉra with

ÂÍ[PÀ vi¿aÙgal shining forth

GÚ ena like

÷uº tÉr know that
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Know that luster and power of intellect will
automatically increase in those who have known the Reality,
like the trees on this earth shining forth with all qualities
such as beauty as soon as spring comes.

Note : This verse is adapted from Yoga Vasishtha 5,76,20:

30. ÷\´ø©²Íg ö\ßÖPøu ÷Pm£õº÷£õÀ ÁõuùÚP

÷h´©Úgö\´ xgö\´¯õ ÷u¯øÁP ÷hõ´©Úgö\´

vß÷ÓÝg ö\´u÷u °[Pø\ÁØ Ö[PÚÂØ

Sß÷ÓÔ ÃÌÁõº SÈ.

30. SÉymai-yu¿aÙ chenØŸu-kadai kÉÊpÅr-pol vÅdanaiga¿

TÉymanañ seiduñ-seiyÅdÉ avaiga¿ – táymanañ-seidu

InØŸenuñ cheidadÉ iÙgasaivaÊ-ÊŸuÙ kanavil

KunØŸÉŸi v≠zhvÅr kuzhi.

£uÄøμ

÷\´ø© sÉymai far away

EÍ® u¿am mind

ö\ßÖ chenØŸu when (it) has gone

Pøu kadai a story

÷Pm£õº kÉtpÅr one who is listening to

÷£õÀ pol just like

ÁõuùÚPÒ vÅdanaiga¿ tendencies (vasanas)

÷u´ tÉy in which (they) have
been erased

©Ú® manam the mind

ö\´x® seidum even though it has done

ö\´¯õ÷u seiyÅdÉ (it) has not done

AøÁPÒ avaigal them (tendencies or

vasanas)

÷uõ´ táy which is saturated with

©Ú® manam the mind
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ö\´x CßÖ seidu inØŸu it has not done

HÝ® enum even though

ö\´u÷u cheidadÉ has done

C[S iÙgu here

Aø\Ä AØÖ® asaivu aÊÊŸum even though without
movement

PÚÂÀ kanavil in dream

SßÖ kunØŸu a hill

HÔ ÉŸi has climbed

ÃÌÁõº v≠zhvÅr one who is falling over

SÈ kuzhi a precipice

Just like one who is (seemingly) listening to a story when
(his) mind has (in fact) gone far away, the mind (of the Atma-
jnani or knower of self) in which the tendencies (vasanas)
have been erased, has not (in fact) done (anything) even
though it has (seemingly) done (many things). (On the other
hand) the mind (of an ajnani or one who does not know
Self) which is saturated with them (tendencies or vasanas),
has (in fact) done (many things) even though it has
(seemingly) not done (anything), (just like) one who (thinks)
in dream (that he) has climbed a hill and is falling over a
precipice, even though (his body is in fact lying) here without
movement (sleeping on his bed).

This verse is adapted from Yoga Vasishtha 5.56.13
and 14.

31. Ásix°À ÁõÝUPÆ Ásiö\» ÛØÓö»õk

ÁsiuÛ ²ØÔkuß ©õÝ÷©—Ási¯õ

ÚÄh ¾Ò÷Í ²Ó[Sö©´g bõÛUS

©õÚöuõÈ Ûmøh²ÓU P®.

31. VaœØi-tuyil vÅnuk-kav vaœØi-chelal niÊÊŸa-loØu
VaœØi-tanil yuÊÊŸi-Øutan mÅnumÉ – vaœØiyÅm
çna-vuØa lu¿¿É uŸaÙgu-meijñ jñanikkum

Äna-tozhil ni„hÊai uŸakkam.
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£uÄøμ

Ási vaœØi cart

x°ÀÁõÝUS tuyilvÅnukku to one who is asleep

AÆ Ási av vaœØi the cart

ö\»À chelal moving

|ØÓÀ niÊÊŸal standing still

Jk oØu and

Ási vaœØi the cart

uÛ tani unyoked

EØÔkuÀ uÊÊŸiØutal being

©õÝ÷© mÅnumÉ are similar to

Ási vaœØi a cart

B® Åm which is

FÚ âna fleshy

EhÀ vuØal body

EÒ÷Í u¿¿É within

EÓ[S® uŸaÙgum who is asleep

ö©´ bõÛUS® mei jñanikkum to the knower of reality
(mey-jnani)

BÚ Åna which are

öuõÈÀ tozhil the activity

|møh nittai the absorption

EÓUP® uŸakkam the sleep

The (states of) activity, absorption (nishta) and sleep,
which are (unknown) to the knower of reality (mey-jnani),
who is (wakefully) asleep within the fleshy body, which is
(like) a cart, are similar to (the states of) the cart moving,
(the cart) standing still and the cart being unyoked, (which
are unknown) to one who is asleep in the cart.

Note : The body and mind of a Jnani appear to be real
only in the wrong outlook of ajnanis, who mistake themselves
to be a body and mind. In the true outlook of the Jnani, who
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experiences himself as the space of mere consciousness, ''I
am'', the body and mind are completely non-existent.
Therefore, since the states of activity, namely waking and
dream, the state of absorption (nishta) and the state of sleep
are all states which pertain only to the body and mind, they
are not at all known to the Jnani, just as the moving, standing
and unyoked states of a cart are unknown to someone who
is asleep in the cart.

32. {ÚÄ PÚÄx° àkÁõºU P¨£õ

ÚÚÄ x°ØÖ¶  ̄{õ©z—öuÝ©z

x¶¯ ©÷u²ÍuõØ ÷ÙßÖß ÔßÙØ

Ö¶  ̄Áwu¢ xo.

32. Nanavu kanavu-tuyil nÅØu-vÅrk kappÅl

Nanavu tuyiŸ-Êuriya nÅmattu – enumat

Turi-yamadÉ u¿adÅr ÊánØŸumân-ØŸinØŸal

Âuriya at≠tan tuœi.

£uÄøμ

{ÚÄ nanavu waking

PÚÄ kanavu dream

x°À tuyil sleep

{õkÁõºUS nÅØuvÅrkku for those who
experience

A¨£õÀ appÅl which is beyond

{ÚÄ x°À nanavu tuyil wakeful sleep

x¶¯ Êuriya 'turiya' (the fourth)

{õ©zx GÝ® nÅmattu enum is named

Az at that

x¶¯® A÷u turiyam adÉ 'turiya' alone

EÍx u¿adu exists

BÀ Ål since

÷uõßÖ® ÊánØŸum seeming
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ß Ö mânØŸu the three

CßÖ inØŸu do not exist

BÀ al since

x¶¯ Awu® Êuriya at≠tam turiyatita
xo tuœi know for certain that

For those who experience (the three unreal states of)
waking, dream and sleep, (the one real state of) wakeful
sleep, which is beyond (those three states), is named turiya
(the ‘fourth’). (However) since that turiya alone (truly) exists
and since the seeming three (states) do not exist, know for
certain that turiya is atita (the transcedant state known as
turiyatita).

Note : The three states which we now experience,
namely waking, dream and deep sleep, are merely unreal
appearances.

The only state which truly exists is the state of wakeful
sleep, (jagrat-sushupti) that is, the state in which we remain
ever awake to the real self and ever asleep to the unreal
world of multiplicity. The scriptures refer to this one truly
existing state as the ‘fourth’ (turiya) only for the sake of those
who experience the unreal three states, and only with the
intention of making them understand that it is something
quite different from those other three states. But when this
real state is experienced, the unreal three states will be found
to be completely non-existent, and hence it will be known
that this real state is not really the fourth state but the only
existing state. For this reason the scriptures also refer to this
truly existing state as ‘that which transcends the fourth’
(turiyatita).

33. \g]uÁõ Põª¯[PÒ \õμõÁõ bõÛUTÌ

Âg_ö©ÚÀ ÷ÁØÙº÷PÒ ÂUSÂÍ®–¦gö\õÀ»õ®

£ºzuõ÷£õ´U øP®ø©²Ù¨ £zvÛö¯g \õux÷£õØ

Pºzuõ÷£õ ÂùÚ²[ Põs.
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33. Sañjita Ågami-yaÙga¿ chÅrÅvÅ jñÅnik-kâzh

Viñju-menal vÉÊÊŸÅr-kÉ¿ vikku-vi¿am – buñ-chollÅm

BartÅ-páyk kaimai-yuŸÅp pattini eñjÅ-datupál

Kart-tÅpá mâvinai-yuÙ kÅœ.

£uÄøμ

\g]u sañjita sanchita
BPõª¯[PÒ ÅgamiyaÙga¿ agamya
\õμõÁõ® chÅrÅvÅ will not adhere

bõÛUS jñÅnikku to a Jnani

FÌ âzh destiny (prarabdha)

Âg_® viñjum will remain

GÚÀ enal saying that

÷ÁØÙº vÉÊÊŸÅr of others

÷PÒÂUS kÉ¿vikku to the questions

ÂÍ®¦® vi¿ambum which is told

ö\õÀ B® choll Åm is a reply

£ºzuõ bartÅ the husband

÷£õ´ páy when (he) dies

øP®ø© kaimai widowhood

EÙ uŸÅ not obtaining

£zvÛ pattini a wife

Gg\õux eñjÅdatu will not remain

÷£õÀ pál just as

Pºzuõ karttÅ the doer

÷£õ® pám will vanish

Â ù Ú ² ® mâvinaiyum all the three karmas

Põs kÅœ know that

Saying that sanchita and agamya will not adhere to a
Jnani (but that) destiny (prarabdha) will remain (to be
experienced by Him), is a reply which is told (not to mature
aspirants but only) to the questions of others (who are unable
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to understand that the Jnani is not the body and mind). Know
that just as no wife will remain unwidowed when the
husband dies, all the three karmas (sanchita, agamya and
prarabdha) will vanish (when) the doer (is destroyed by self-
knowledge).

Note : Refer to the note to verse 38 of Ulladu Narpadu,
where the meaning of the terms agamya, sanchita and
prarabdha is explained. These three karmas can exist only so
long as there exists an individual to do and to experience
them. Hence, when the ego or mind, which is both the doer
of actions and the experiencer of their fruits, is destroyed
by self-knowledge (atma-jnana), all the three karmas will
become non-existent. Therefore, when it is said in some
scriptures that prarabdha remains to be experienced by the
Jnani, whose ego has been destroyed, it should be
understood to be merely a superficial reply given to the
questions of those who are unable to understand that the
Jnani is not the body and mind and who consequently ask,
“If there is no karma for the Jnani, how does he eat, talk,
work and so on?” Since prarabdha is to be experienced only
by the body and mind, which are non-existent in the true
outlook of the Jnani, there is for Him no prarabdha to be
experienced.

Sri Bhagavan first composed the last two lines of this
verse, “know that just as no wife will remain unwidowed
when the husband dies, all three karmas will vanish (when)
the doer (is destroyed)”, as a summary of verse 1145 of Guru
vachaka kovai. Later, in June 1939, when Sri Bhagavan decided
to include this verse in Ulladu Narpadu – Anubandham,
He composed and added the first two lines of this verse.

34. ©UPs ©ùÚÂ¬uß ©ØÓÁºP ÍØ£©v

©UPm öPõ¸Sk®£ ©õÚ÷Á—ªUPPÀÂ

²ÒÍÁºu ¬ÒÍz÷u ö¯õßÓ»£ß ÞØSk®£

¬ÒÍx÷¯õ Pzøuøh¯õ ÷¯õº.
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34. Makka¿ manaivi-mudal maÊÊŸa-varga¿ aŸpa-madi

MakkaÊ-koru kuØumba mÅnavÉ – mikka-kalvi

U¿¿a-vartam u¿¿attÉ onØrala-pan nâŸku-Øumbam

U¿¿adu yágat-taØaiyÅ yár.

£uÄøμ

©UPÒ makka¿ children

©ùÚÂ manaivi wife

¬uÀ mudal such as

©ØÓÁºPÒ maÊÊŸavarga¿ others

AØ£ aŸpa little

©v madi learning

©UPmS makkaÊku for people

J¸ oru one

Sk®£® kuØumbÅm family

BÚ÷Á ÅnavÉ form

ªUP mikka vast

PÀÂ kalvi learning

EÒÍÁºu® u¿¿avartam of those who have

EÒÍz÷u u¿¿attÉ in the minds

JßÖ onØru one

A» ala not

£À palμ many

¡À nâl books

Sk®£® kuØumbam families

EÒÍx u¿¿adu there are

÷¯õP yága yoga (spiritual practice)

uøh taØai obstacles

B´ Åy as

Kº ár know that

Know that for people of little learning others such as
children and wife form (only) one family, (Whereas) in the,
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minds of those who have vast learning there are not one but
many families (in the form) of books as obstacles to yoga
(spiritual practice).

Note : The attachment to endless book-knowledge and
the pride which results from such knowledge, are a far
greater obstacle to the subsidence of the ego than the
attachment which an ordinary person has, towards his wife
and children.

35. GÊzuÔ¢u uõ®¤Ó¢u öu[÷Pö¯ß öÓso

ö¯Êzøuz öuõù»UP öÁt÷uõ—öμÊzuÔ¢öuß

\zu[öPõ öÍ¢vμzvß \õÀ¦ØÙº ÷\õnQ¶

ÂzuP÷Ú ÷ÁÙº ÂÍ®¦.

35. Ezhut-taŸinda tÅm-piŸanda teÙgÉ-yen ØŸeœœi

Ezhut-tait tolaikka eœÅdár – ezhut-taŸin-den

SattaÙ-go¿ endi-rat-tin chÅl-buÊ-ÊŸÅr sáœa-giri

Vitta-ganÉ vÉŸÅr vi¿ambu.

£uÄøμ

GÊzx ezhuttu the letters

AÔ¢u aŸinda who have learnt

uõ® tÅm they

¤Ó¢ux piŸandadu where born

G[÷P eÙgÉ where

GßÖ Gso yenØŸu eœœi by scrutinizing

GÊzøu ezhuttai the letters

öuõù»UP tolaikka to destroy

Gt÷uõº eœÅdár (for) those who do not
intend

GÊzx ezhuttu the letters

AÔ¢x aŸindu having learnt

Gß? en what is the use of

\zu® sattaÙ sound

öPõÒ go¿ recording
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G¢vμzvß endirattin machine of

\õÀ¦ chÅlbu the nature

EØÙº uÊÊŸÅr they have acquired

÷\õnQ¶ sáœagiri sonagiri

ÂzuP÷Ú vittaganÉ O knower

÷ÁÖ vÉŸu else

Bº År who

ÂÍ®¦ vi¿ambu say

For those who do not intend to destroy the letters (of
destiny) by scrutinizing where they were born who have
learnt the letters (of the scriptures), what is the use of (their)
having learnt (those) letters? They have (merely) acquired
the nature of a sound-recording machine. Say, O Sonagiri
(Arunachala), the knower (of reality), who else (are they but
mere sound-recording machines)?

Note: The writings of destiny or prarabdha, can be
destroyed for ever only by destroying the ego, the
experiencer of prarabdha. The only purpose of reading the
letters of the scriptures is to learn the path by which one can
destroy the ego, and to strengthen in one the liking to destroy
the ego. Therefore those who have no intention to destroy
the ego learning the letters of the scriptures will be of no
use. Instead of attaining the egoless state of self abidance,
such people will only attain the proud state of being able to
repeat whatever they have learnt like a sound – recording
machine.

36. PØÖ ©h[Põ¶Ø PÀ»õuõ ÷μ²´¢uõº

£ØÖ ©u¨÷£°ß £õ¾´¢uõº— _ØÖ£»

]¢øuÁõ  ́÷{õ²´¢uõº ^º÷ui ÷¯õh¾´¢uõ

¸´¢uöuõß ÓßöÓß Önº.

36. KaÊÊŸum aØaÙgÅriŸ kallÅdÅrÉ uyÙdÅr

PaÊÊŸu madap-pÉyin pÅluy-indÅr – chuÊÊŸu-pala

Chindai-vÅy nái-uyndÅr ch≠rteØi ádÅl-uyndÅr

Uyndadu onØŸan-ØŸen ØŸuœar.
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£uÄøμ

PØÖ® kaÊÊŸum though learned

Ah[Põº aØaÙgÅr those who have no
     humility

CÀ il rather than

PÀ»õuõ÷μ kallÅdÅrÉ the unlearned indeed

E´¢uõº uyÙdÅr are saved

£ØÖ® paÊÊŸum which possess

©u¨ madap pride

÷£°ß £õÀ pÉyin pÅl from the demon

E´¢uõº uyndÅr they are saved

_ØÖ chuÊÊŸu whirling

£» pala countless

]¢øu Áṍ chindai vÅy of thoughts

÷{õ´ nái the disease

E´¢uõº uyndÅr they are saved

^º ch≠r glory (fame or wealth)

÷ui teØi in search of

KhÀ ádÅl running

E´¢uõº uyndÅr they are saved

É ¢ux uyndadu that from which they
are saved

JßÖ onØŸu one

AßÖ anØŸu is not

GßÖ enØŸu that

Enº uœar know

Rather than those who have no humility (literally, those
who have not subsided) though learned, the unlearned
indeed are saved. They are saved from the demon of pride
which possesses (those who are learned); they are saved
from the disease of countless whirling thoughts; and they
are saved from running in search of glory (fame or wealth).
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(Therefore) know that, that from which they are saved is
not (only) one (evil, but many).

Note : This verse is composed on the same lines as verse
277 of Naladiyar, an ancient tamil work consisting of 400
venbas on moral conduct.

37. GÀ»õ Ä»S¢ x¸®£õ °Ý©øÓP

öÍÀ»õ÷© øPUS Î¸¢uõ¾®—ö£õÀ»õ¨

¦PÌa]¯õ® ÷Á]Á\® ¦UPõ μiø©

¯P»Âh »®©õ Á¶x.

37. EllÅ vulagun turum-bÅyinu maŸai-ga¿

EllÅmÉ kaikku¿ irun-dÅlum – pollÅp

Pugazhc-chiyÅm vÉsi-vasam pukkÅ raØimai

Agala-viØal ammÅ aridu.

£uÄøμ

GÀ»õ ellÅ all

E»S® ulagum the worlds

x¸®¦ turumbu straw

B°Ý® Åyinum even though (they) are

©øÓPÒ maŸaiga¿ the scriptures

GÀ»õ÷© ellÅmÉ all

øPUS kaikku hand

EÒ u¿ in

C¸¢uõ¾® irundÅlum even though (they) are

ö£õÀ»õ pollÅ vicious

¦PÌa] pugazhcchi praise (or fame)

B® Åm which is

÷Á] vÉsi harlot

Á\® vasam the sway of

¦UPõº pukkÅr those who have come
under

Aiø© aØimai slavery
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AP» ÂhÀ agala viØal to escape

A®©õ ammÅ ah!

A¶x aridu is difficult

Even though all the worlds are (renounced as mere)
straw and even though all the scriptures are inhand (that is,
have been thoroughly mastered), for those who have come
under the sway of the vicious harlot which is praise, ah; to
escape from slavery (to her) is (indeed very) difficult!

Note : Among the three desires, namely the desires for
relationships, possessions and praise, it is the desire for
praise that is most difficult to renounce. Even though one
has renounced the desire for relationships and the desire
for possessions, regarding them as mere straw, if one falls a
prey to the desire for being praised or appreciated by others,
it is very diffucult to renounce it. Therefore, of all the evils
which threaten to befall people of vast learning, it is the
desire for praise and fame which is the most dangerous.
Refer here to Sadhanai  Saram verses 102 to 109.

38. uõÚßÔ ¯õ¸sk ußùÚ¯õ öμßö\õ¼öÚß

ÙßÓßùÚ ÁõÌzxQÝ¢ uõÌzxQÝ¢—uõöÚßÚ

uõß¤Óöμß ÷Ùμõ©Ø ÓßÛù»°Ø ÷£μõ©Ø

ÙöÚßÖ |ßÔh÷Á uõß.

38. TÅnanØŸi yÅruœØu tannaiyÅ rencholi-nen

TÅn-tannai vÅzht-tuginun tÅzhttu-ginun – tÅnenna

TÅn-piŸaren ØŸá-rÅmal tannilaiyil pÉrÅmal

TÅnenØŸu ninØŸi-ØavÉ tÅn.

£uÄøμ

uõß tÅn oneself

AßÔ anØŸi other than

¯õº yÅr who

Esk uœØu is there

ußùÚ tannai about oneself
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¯õº yÅr who

Gß en what

ö\õ¼ß cholin if (who) says

Gß en what

uõß tÅn one

ußùÚ tannai oneself

ÁõÌzxQÝ® vÅzhttuginum even if (one) praises

uõÌzxQÝ® uõß tÅzhttuginum tÅn even if (one) disparages

GßÚ enna what

uõß tÅn ‘oneself’

¤Óº GßÖ piŸar enØŸu ‘others’

Kμõ©À árÅmal without knowing

uß |ù»°À tan nilaiyil in one’s own state (the
state of self)

÷£μõ©À pÉrÅmal unswervingly

uõß tÅn one (oneself)

GßÖ® enØŸum always

|ßÔh÷Á uõß ninØŸiØavÉ tÅn when (one) abides

When one always abides unswervingly in one’s own
state (the state of Self) without knowing (any differences
such as) ‘oneself’ and ‘others’, what (does it matter) if who
says what about one self? Even if one praises or even if one
disprages oneself, what (does it matter)? (Because in that
state of Self-abidance) who is there other than oneself?

This verse was composed by Sri Bhagavan for K.V.
Ramachandra Aiyar.

Note : The desire for being praised and the dislike of
being disparaged, which are two sides of one coin, can be
overcome perfectly only when one knows and abides as Self.
So long as the ego, the ‘I am the body – identification
survives, one cannot but be affected in some way or other
when one is praised or disparaged. See ‘Sri Ramana Sahasram’
verse 168. But in the non-dual state of self-abidance, in which
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the ego or individuality has been destroyed, one does not
experience any sense of otherness-that is, one does not feel
any such distinction as ‘This is me, that is someone else’ –
and hence if one is praised or disparaged by ‘others’ it is as
if one is praised or disparaged by oneself. In other words,
since the Jnani knows that He alone exist, His perfect
equanimity cannot be distrurbed even in the least by either
praise or disparagement.

39. AzxÂu ö©ßÖ ©PzxÖP ÷Áõº÷£õx

©zxÂug ö\´øP° »õØÓØP–¦zvμ÷Ú

¯zxÂu Ä»Pz uõS[ S¸Â÷à

hzxuÂu ©õPõ uÔ.

39. Addu-vida menØŸum agat-turuga árpádum

Addu-vidam seygai-yil ÅÊÊŸ-aŸka – putti-rane

Addu-vida mâvula-gat tÅguÙ guru-vináØu

Addu-vidam ÅgÅ daŸi.

£uÄøμ

AzxÂu® adduvidam non-duality (advaita)

GßÖ® enØŸum always

APzx agattu in the heart

E¸P uruga experience

Kº ÷£õx® ár pádum at any time

AzxÂu® adduvidam non-duality

ö\´øP CÀ seygaiy il in action

BØÓØP ÅÊÊŸaŸka do not put

¦zvμ÷Ú puttirane O, son

AzxÂu® adduvidam non-duality

 E » P z x mâ ulagattu in the three world

BS® Ågum is fit

S¸Âß Kk guruvin áØu with the Guru

AzxÂu® adduvidam non-duality
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BPõx ÅgÅdu is not fit

AÔ aŸi know that

O son, always experience non-duality (advaita) in the
heart, (but) do not at any time put non-duality in action.
Non-duality is fit (to be expressed even with the three Gods,
Brahma, Vishnu and Siva) in (their) three worlds, (but) know
that non–duality is not fit (to be expressed) with the Guru.

Note : Non-duality (advaita) is the experience in which
it is clearly known that all forms of duality such as the mind,
body and world are completely non-existent, and that self,
the existence-consciousness ‘I am’, alone truly exists.
Therefore, since action can be done only in the state of
duality, in which the mind and body seem to exist, it is
impossible to put non-duality into action. If anyone imagines
that he can put non-duality into action, it is clear that he has
no true experience of non-duality.

Even though one may go to Brahma-loka and say to
Brahma, “You and I are one”, even though one may go to
Vishnu-loka and say to Vishnu, “You and I are one”, and even
though one may go to Siva-loka and say to Siva, “you and I
are one”, one should never say to the Guru, “you and I are
one.”

Why? Because although as an individual one may attain
the power to create, sustain and destroy the universe, which
are the functions of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva respectively,
one can never attain the power to destroy the ignorance of
others, which is the role of the Guru.

Even when the Guru has bestowed the experience of
non-duality upon a disciple, thereby destroying his
individuality and making him one with Himself, such a true
disciple will ever continue to pay due respect and honour
to the name and form of the Guru, because so long as
separate individuals, each having a body and mind of his
own, the differences between them will seem to exist.
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Therefore, even the disciple who has known the Reality, and
who thus experiences in the heart that he is one with the
Guru, will always behave outward as a humble slave of the
Guru, thereby setting a worthy example for other disciples
to follow.

This verse was composed by Sri Bhagavan on 16th

February 1938 and is a translation of verse 87 of Sri Adi
Sankara’s Tattvopadesa.

40. AQ»÷Á uõ¢u]z uõ¢u\õ μzøu

¯P¬sø© ¯õP ÁøÓÁ—ÚPgö\z

uP©x ÁõQ »ÔÄ¸ Áõ©Æ

ÁP©÷u ªa\ ©Ô.

40. Akila vÉdÅnta siddÅnta sÅrattai

Aha-muœmai yÅga aŸai-van – ahañ-chettu

Aha-madu vÅgil aŸivuru vÅmauv

Aha-madÉ miccham aŸi.

£uÄøμ

AQ» Akila all

÷Áuõ¢u vÉdÅnta vedanta

]zuõ¢u siddÅnta established conclusion

\õμzøu sÅrattai the essence

AP® aham ‘I’

Esø© BP uœmai Åga truly

AøÓÁß aŸaivan shall declare

AP® aham ‘I’ (the ego)

ö\zx chettu dies (having died)

AP® aham ‘I’ (the real Self)

Ax adu that

BQÀ Ågil if (it) is

AÔÄ aŸivu consciousness

E¸ uru the form

B® Åm which is

AÆ av that
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AP® A÷u aham adÉ ‘I’ alone

ªa\® miccham what remains

AÔ aŸi know that

I shall truly declare the essence of the established
conclusion of all Vedanta (Sarva-Vedanta-Siddhanta-Sara). If
‘I’ (the ego) dies and ‘I’ (the real self) is (found to be) That
(the absolute reality), know that ‘I’ (the real self), which is
the form of consciousness, alone-will be what remains.

Note : Since verses 9, 25 and 40 of this Anubandham were
originally composed by Sri Bhagavan as a separate three-
verse poem it is fitting to read these three verses together.
“If the ego, which is the embryo, comes into existence,
everything (the entire world of duality) will come into
existence.

If the ego does not exist, everything will not exist,
(Hence) the ego itself is everything——” says Sri Bhagavan
in verse 26 of Ulladu Narpadu. Therefore, when the ego is
destroyed by self-knowledge, all forms of duality – the mind,
body and world – will cease to exist, and the non-dual real
self, whose form is Existence Consciousness-Bliss, alone will
remain. Such is the final and established conclusion of all
Vedanta, as confirmed by the experience of Bhagavan
Sri Ramana.

D
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HPõß© £g\P®

Ekatma Panchakam

(£õ°μ®) Prefatory verse

Dsk endu here

A¸ÍõÀ arulal though grace

¬ß mun formerly

AÎzu alitha which He gave

HPõß© ekanma ekatma
£g\Pzøu panchakattai panchakam
Bsh anda Lord

μ©n Ramana Ramana

B\õ÷Ú asane Guru Himself

BUQàß akkinan composed

«sk® mindum again

ö©´ mey true

Aß£º anbar devotees

KuØS odarku for (them) to recite

EuÂ¯õP udaviyaga as an aid

Â÷ÁP® vivekam (Ekatma) Vivekam
GÝ® enum called

{ß nun excellent

P¼öÁs£õ kalivenba kalivenba
B Å As

{̄ ¢x nayandu lovingly

Lord Ramana Guru Himself has here again lovingly
composed Ekatma Panchakam (The Five Verse on the Oneness
of Self), which He formerly gave through (His) Grace, as an
excellent Kalivenba called (Ekatma) Vivekam (The knowledge
of the Oneness of self) as an aid for true devotees to recite.
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Note : In an alternative version of this verse, the words
or unmai (that truth) are given in place of the word vivekam,
in which case the title of the kalivenba version of this work
would be Ekatma unmai (The truth of the Oneness of Self)
instead of Ekatma Vivekam (The knowledge of the Oneness
of Self).

¡À

                                                               ... J¸Áß—

¬ß£õPz

1. ußùÚ ©Ó¢x uÝ÷Áuõ àöÁso

ö¯soÀ ¤ÓÂ ö¯kzvÖv—ußùÚ

²nº¢xuõ àu ¾»P\g \õμU

PÚÂß ÂÈzu÷» PõsP ....

.....oruvan--munbagat
1. Tannai maŸandu tanuvÉ tÅnÅ-eœœi

Eœœil piŸavi eØut-tiŸudi – tannai
Uœarndu tÅnÅ-dal ulagasañ charak

Kanavin vizhit-talÉ kÅœga....

£uÄøμ

J¸Áß oruvan one’s

¬ß£õP munbaga formerly

ußùÚ tannai self

©Ó¢x maŸandu forgettng

uÝ÷Á tanuvÉ body alone

uõß tÅn oneself

B Å to be

Gso eœœi thinking

Gs CÀ eœœ il countless

¤ÓÂ piŸavi births

Gkzx eØuttu taking

CÖv iŸudi finally

ußùÚ tannai self
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Enº¢x uœarndu knowing

uõß tÅn self

BuÀ Ådal being

E»P ulaga the world

\g\õμ sañchara wandering about

PÚÂß kanavin from a dream

ÂÈzu÷» vizhittalÉ only waking up

PõsP kÅœga know that

Know that one’s formerly forgetting self, thinking a
body alone to be oneself, taking countless births, and finally
knowing self and being self, is only (like one’s) waking up
from a dream of wandering about the world.

....— AÚÁμu®

2. uõÛ¸¢x¢ uõàPz ußùÚzuõ àöÚÁß

¯õÛ¸US¢ uõÚ ö©xöÁÚU÷Pm—£õÝUS

¯õöÚÁ öÚÆÂh® ¯õÝÍ öÚßÓ©x

£õÚùÚ ±k £Pº....

             .... – anavaradam

2. TÅnirun-dun tÅnÅ-gat tannaittÅ nÅnevan

YÅn-irukkum stÅnam edu-venakkÉÊ – pÅnukku

YÅnevan evviØam yÅnu¿an enØŸa-madu

PÅna-nai y≠Øu pagar....

£uÄøμ

AÚÁμu® anavaradam always

uõß C¸¢x® tÅn irundum even though he exists

uõß tÅn self

BP Åga as

ußùÚ uõß tannai tÅn himself

{õß GÁß nÅn evan who am I?

¯õß yÅn I

C¸US® irukkum exist
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uõÚ® tÅnam place

Gx GÚ edu ena ‘what’

÷Pm£õÝUS kÉÊpÅnukku to one who asks

¯õß GÁß yÅn evan who am I?

GÆ ev which

Ch® iØam place

¯õß yÅn "I

EÍß GßÓ u¿an enØŸa am"

©x £õÚùÚ madu pÅnanai drunkard

Dk y≠Øu equal

£Pº pagar declare that

Declare that equal to one who (without diving deep
within by keenly attending to the feeling ‘I’, merely) asks
himself (vocally or mentally) ‘Who am I?” and ‘What is the
place where ‘I’ exist?’, even though he always exists as self,
is a drunkard (who asks) ‘Who am I?’ and ‘In which place
am I?’

                                           ....\a]—uõÚ¢uz

3. ußÝm hÝÂ¸UPz uõÚa \hÄh»¢

ußÝ Î¸¨£uõz uõÝßÝ—©ßÚÁß

]zvμzv ÝÒÐÍua ]zvμzxU Põuõμ

Ázvμ ö©ßöÓsq Áõß ÷£õÀÁõß ....

  ....satcid – Ånandat

3. Tannu¿ tanu-virukkat tÅnach jaØa-vuØalan

Tannu¿ irup-padÅt tÅnunnum – anna-van

Chitti-rattin u¿¿u¿ada chitti-rattuk kÅdÅra

Vastira menØŸeœ-œuvÅn pálvÅn....

£uÄøμ

\z]z satcid existence-
consciousness

BÚ¢u Ånanda bliss

ußÝÒ tannu¿ within self
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Ekatma Panchakam

uÝ tanu the body

C¸UP irukka when (it) is

uõß tÅn Self

Aa ach that

\h jaØa insentient

Eh»® ußÝÒ uØalam tannu¿ within the body

C¸¨£uõ uõß iruppadÅ tÅn that (it) is

EßÝ® unnum who thinks

AßÚÁß annavan he

]zvμzvß EÒ chittirattin u¿ within the picture

EÍx u¿adu exists

Aa ]zvμzxUS ach chittirattuku of the picture

Buõμ ÅdÅra support

Ázvμ® vastiram the cloth (of the screen)

GßÖ enØŸu that

GsqÁõß eœuvÅn who thinks

÷£õÀÁõß polvan like one

When (in fact) the body is within self, (which is)
existence-consciousness-bliss (sat-chit-ananda), he who thinks
that Self is within that insentient body, is like one who thinks
that the cloth (of the screen), (which is) the support of the
(cinema) picture, exists within the picture.

                                           .... —ÁzxÁõ®

4. ö£õßÝUS ÷ÁÙP¨ §hn ¬ÒÍ÷uõ

ußùÚ Âkzxz uÝ÷Áx—ußùÚz

uÝöÁß£õ ÚgbõÛ uõàPU öPõÒÁõß

ÓùÚ¯Ô¢u bõÛ u¶¨£õ´....

    .... – vastuvÅm
4. Ponnukku vÉŸagap bhâsha-œam u¿¿adá

Tannai viØut tanu-vÉdu – tannai
Tanu-venbÅn ajñÅni tÅnÅ-gak ko¿vÅn
Tanai-yaŸinda jñÅni darippÅi....
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£uÄøμ

ÁzxÁõ® vaÊhuvam the substance which is

ö£õßÝUS ponnukku than gold

÷ÁÖ BP vÉŸu aga other as

§hn® bhâdaœam ornament

EÒÍ÷uõ u¿¿adá does (it) exist

ußùÚ tannai self

Âkzx viØutu without

uÝ tanu the body

Hx Édu where?

ußùÚ tannai himself

uÝ tanu the body

Gß£õß enbÅn he who thinks

AgbõÛ ajñÅni an ajnani
uõß BPU tÅn Åga Self to be

öPõÒÁõß ko¿vÅn he who takes

uùÚ tanai Self

AÔ¢u aŸinda who has known

bõÛ jñÅni a jnani
u¶¨£õ´ darippÅi bear

Does an ornament exist as other than gold, which is
the substance (vastu) ? (Likewise) without Self, (the sole
existing reality), where is the body? He who thinks himself
to be the body is an ajnani (whereas) He, who takes (himself)
to be the Self, is a Jnani who has known Self. Bear (this in
mind).

                             ....—uÚöuõÎ¯õÀ

5. G¨÷£õx ¬ÒÍuÆ ÷ÁPõß© Ázx÷Á

¯¨÷£õuÆ ÁzxøÁ ¯õvS¸—ö\¨£õx

ö\¨¤z öu¶²©õ ö\´uÚ ÷μö»Áº

ö\¨¤z öu¶Â¨£º ö\¨¦.
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Ekatma Panchakam

     .... – tana do¿iyÅl
5. Eppá-dum u¿¿adav ÉkÅnma vasttuvÉ

Appá-dav vasttuvai yÅdi-Guru – ceppÅdu
Ceppit teri-yumÅ ceidanarÉ levar
Ceppit teri-vippar ceppuga....

£uÄøμ

uÚx tanadu its own

JÎ¯õÀ oliyal by (its) light

G¨÷£õx® eppádum always

EÒÍx u¿¿adu that which exists

AÆ av that

HPõß© ÉkÅnma one self

Ázx÷Á vasttuvÉ only the Reality
(vastus)

A¨÷£õx appádu at that time

AÆ av that

ÁzxøÁ vattuvai Reality

Bv S¸ Ådi Guru the Adi-Guru
ö\¨£õx ceppÅdu without saying

ö\¨¤z ceppit saying

öu¶²©õ teriyumÅ revealed

ö\´uÚº HÀ ceidanar Él when

GÁº evar who

ö\¨¤z ceppit saying

öu¶Â¨£º terivippar can reveal

ö\¨¦P ceppuga say

That which always exists (and shines) by its own light,
is only the Reality (vastu), that one Self. When at that time
(in ancient days) the Adi-Guru (the primal Guru,
Dakshinamurti) revealed that Reality without saying (that
is, by teaching though silence), say who can reveal (it by)
saying (through words).
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          ....GÚ—C¨÷£õuÆ

HPõß© Äsø© °ùÚzöuÚz ÷uØÔ¯ß£º

÷uPõß© £õÁg ]øuÂzuõß— HPõß©

bõÚ ö\õ¹£©õ {sq[ S¸μ©nß

ÙÚÂßÓ Â¨£õÂØ Ùß..          – ÿ ¬¸Pàº

  ....ena – ippádav

Ekanma vuœmai yinait-tenat tÉÊŸiyan-bar

DÉhÅnma bÅvañ cidai-vittÅn – ÉkÅnma

JñÅna sorâpa-mÅ naœœuÙ Guru-Ramaœan

TÅn-navinØŸa ippÅviŸtan.     – Sri Muruganar

£uÄøμ

GÚ ena saying thus

C¨÷£õx ippádu now

AÆ av that

HPõß© ekanma oneness of self

Esø© uœmai the truth

CùÚzx yinaittu is such

GÚ ena that

÷uØÔ tÉÊŸi by making clear

Aß£º anbar devotees

÷uPõß© £õÁ® dÉhÅnma bÅvam the feeling "I am the
body"

]øuÂzuõß cidaivittÅn has destroyed

HPõß© ÉkÅnma the one Self

bõÚ jñÅna knowledge

ö\õ¹£® B sorâpam a the form as

{ßÝ® naœœuÙ who abides

S  ̧μ©nß Guru Ramaœan Guru Ramana

uõß {ÂßÓ tÅn navinØŸa which He has sung

C¨£õÂÀuõß ippÅvil tan in this verse
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Ekatma Panchakam

Saying thus, Guru Ramana, who abides as the form of
the one Self-knowledge (Ekatma jnana-swarupa), has
destroyed the feeling ‘I am the body’ (dehatma-bhava) of (His)
devotees by making clear in this verse which He has sung,
that the truth of that oneness of Self is such.

D
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A¨£Í¨£õmk

£À»Â

A¨£Í ªmk¨ £õ¸ — Azøua

\õ¨¤mkß àø\ø¯z w¸.

Appala Pattu

Pallavi

Appa¿a-miÊÊup pÅru –– attaic

CÅppi-tun Åsai-yait t≠ru.

£uÄøμ

A¨£Í® appa¿am appalam

Cmk iÊÊu prepare

£õ¸ pÅru seek

Azøu attai it

\õ¨¤mk cÅppitu eating

Eß un your

Bø\ø¯ Åsaiyai desire

w¸ t≠ru put an end to

Seek to prepare the appalam (of self-knowledge); eating
it,  put an end to your desire.

AÝ£À»Â

C¨¦Â ußÛ ÷»[Qz v¶¯õ©Ø

\Ø÷£õ u_P \ØS¸ ÁõÚÁº

ö\¨£õx ö\õßÚ uzxÁ ©õQÓ

öÁõ¨¦¯º ÂÀ»õ ÷Áõºö©õÈ °ß£i       – (A¨)

Anu Pallavi

Ipbuvi tannil ÉÙgit tiri-yÅmal

SaŸbáda suka Sat-Guru vÅnavar

SeppÅdu sonna tattuva mÅgiŸa

Oppuyar villÅ vár-mozhi yin-paØi    - (Ap)
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Appala Pattu

£uÄøμ

C¨ ¦Â                      Ipbuvi                  in this world

ußÛÀ tannil in it

H[Qz ÉÙgit craving

v¶¯õ©À tiriyÅmal without wandering

\z sat existence

÷£õu báda consciousness

_P suka bliss

\ØS¸ BÚÁº Sat-Guru Ånavar He (Dakshinamurthi)
   who is the Sadguru

ö\¨£õx seppÅdu without telling

ö\õßÚ sonna which (He) told

uzxÁ® tattuvam principle

BQÓ ÅgiŸa which is

J¨¦ oppu equal

E¯ºÄ uyarvu superior

CÀ»õ illÅ without

Kº ár unique

ö©õÈ°ß £i mozhi yin-paØi according to the

Instead of wandering in this world craving (for the
fulfillment of other desires), seek to prepare the appalam (of
self-knowledge) in accordance with the unequalled and
unsurpassed unique language (of silence) which is the
principle (tattva) that the Sadguru (Sri Dakshinamurti), (the
embodiment of) Existence – Consciousness – Bliss (sat-bodha-
sukha), spoke without speaking (in words).

Note : Instead of wandering about in this world seeking
the fulfilment of your wordly desires, put an end to all your
desires by preparing and eating the appalam of self-
knowledge - Appalam is a crisp one very much used in south
Indian feast. Such is the teaching given in the anupallavi.
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\μn®

1. uõÚÀ»õ øÁ[÷Põ\ ÷ñzμ ªvÀÁÍº

uõöÚßÝ ©õÚ©õ¢ uõß  ̄ÄÐ¢øu

{õàöμß bõÚ Â\õμz v¶øP°

àÚÀ» öÁß÷Ó ²øhzx¨ ö£õizx   – (A¨)

Charanam

1. TÅn-allÅ ain-kása kshÉtra midil-va¿ar

TÅnennu mÅna-mÅn dÅnya vu¿un-dai

NÅnÅ-ren jñÅna vichÅrat tirigai-yil

NÅnalla venØŸe uØait-tup poØittu    -  (Ap)

£uÄøμ

uõß AÀ»õ tÅn allÅ which are not Self

I® aim five

÷Põ\ kása sheaths

÷ñzμ® kshÉtram body

CvÀ idil in which

ÁÍº va¿ar flourishes

uõß GßÝ® tÅn ennum oneself (is the body)

©õÚ® mÅnam the attachment

B® Åm which is

uõß  ̄EÐ¢øu dÅnya u¿undai black gram

{õß Bº Gß nÅn År en Who am I?

bõÚ Â\õμ jñÅna vichÅra Self enquiry (janana
vichara)

v¶øP°À tirigaiyil in the hand-mill

{õß AÀ» nÅn alla "(the body is) not I"

Gß÷Ó enre thus

Eøhzx udaittu crushing

ö£õizx poØittu reducing to powder
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Appala Pattu

Crushing the black gram, which is the attachment
‘I (am this body)’ that flourishes in the five-sheathed field
(the body), which is not self, and reducing it to powder thus
‘(this body is) not I’ in the grinding stone of the jnana-vichara
‘Who am I’?, seek to prepare the appalam (of Self-knowledge).

\μn®

2. \z\[P ©õS® ¤μsøh μ\zöuõk

\©u© ©õQßÓ ãμP ªÍSh

Ý£μv ¯õS©Æ Ä¨÷£õ kÒÍ{À

Áõ\ùÚ ¯õ®ö£¸[ Põ¯¬g ÷\ºzx                    – (A¨)

Charanam

2. Sat-saÙga-mÅgum piraœØai rasat-táØu

Sama-dama mÅginØŸa j≠raga mi¿a-guØan

Uparati yÅgu-mav uppá Øu¿¿a nal

VÅsa-nai yÅm-peruÙ kÅya-muñ sÉrttu   -  (Ap)

£uÄøμ

\z\[P® Sat saÙgam Sat sangam
BS® Ågum which is

¤μsøh piraœØai square-stalked vine

μ\zx Jk rasat-táØu the juice with

\©(®) sama tranquility (sama)

u©® damam self-restraint (dama)

BQßÓ ÅginØŸa which are

ãμP® j≠ragam cummin-seed

ªÍS mi¿agu pepper

Ehß uØan with

E£μv uparati uparati (renunciation of
worldly desires and
activities)

BS® Ågum which is

AÆ av that
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E¨¦ uppu salt

Kk áØu with

EÒÍ u¿¿a  in the heart

{À Áõ\ùÚ nal vÅsanai the good tendencies
(vasanas)

B® Åm which is

ö£¸[Põ¯® peruÙkÅyam the asafoetida

E® um and also

÷\ºzx sÉrttu adding

Mixing (with the above said powdered black-gram) the
juice of the square-stalked vine which is sat-sangam
(association with Jnanis), and also the cummin-seed and
pepper which are (respectively) sama (tranquility) and dama
(self-restraint), and about that salt which is uparati
(renunciation of worldly desires and activities), and also the
asafoetida which is the good vasana in the heart (that is, the
good tendency or vasana of heart of longing for liberation),
seek to prepare the appalam (of self-knowledge).

3. PßöÚg] àà öÚßÖ P»[Põ©

¾s¬P Ä»UøP¯õ ÷»õ¯õ vizx

\õ¢u©õ[ SÇÂ¯õØ \©©õÚ £»øP°Ø

\¢uug \¼¨£Ó \¢÷uõå ©õP÷Á – (A¨)

Charanam

3. Kal-neñjil nÅn-nÅn enØŸu kalaÙ-gÅmal

U¿muka vulak-kaiyal áyÅ-diØittu

SÅnta-mÅÙ kuzha-viyÅl sama-mÅna pala-gaiyil

San-tatañ salip-paŸa santásha mÅgavÉ   -  (Ap)

£uÄøμ

PÀ kal mortar stone

ö{g_ neñj¯u heart

CÀ il in
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Appala Pattu

{õß, {õß GßÖ nÅn-nÅn enØŸu as 'I', 'I'

P»[Põ©À kalaÙgÅmal without agitation

EÒ¬P u¿muka introversion

E»UøP BÀ vulakkai al the pestle

K¯õx áyÅdu incresingly

Cizx iØittu pounding

\õ¢u® sÅntam peace

B® Åm which is

SÇÂ BÀ kuzhavi yÅl with the rolling pin

\©® samam samadhi (self-absorp
 tion)

BÚ Åna which is

£»øP CÀ palagai yil on the slab

\¢uu® santatam forever

\¼¨¦ salippu languor

AÓ aŸa without

\¢÷uõå® BP÷Á santásham ÅgavÉ joyfully

Unceasingly and without agitation pounding (the above
said mixture) as ‘I-I’ in the  mortar-stone of the heart with
the pestle of introversion, perpetually, joyfully and without
languor (weariness or slackness) seek to prepare the appalam
(of self-knowledge) on the slab which is samadhi with the
rolling-pin which is peace.

4. ÷©õÚ¬z øμ¯õS ¬iÂÀ»õ¨ £õzμzvÀ

bõàUÛ ¯õØPõ² {Ø¤μ®© ö{´¯v

àÚx ÁõP÷Á {õÐ® ö£õ¶zxz

uõ÷Ú uõàP ¦âUPz uß©¯                            – (A¨)

4. Mána-mud drai-yagum muØi-villÅp pÅttrattil

JñÅnÅgni yÅl-kÅyum naŸ-bramma neyyadil

NÅnadu vÅgavÉ nÅ¿um porittut

TÅnÉ tÅnÅga bujikkat tan-maya.                     -  (Ap)
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£uÄøμ

÷©õÚ mána silence

¬zøμ muddrai sign

BS® agum which is

¬iÄ CÀ»õ muØivu illÅ endless

£õzμzvÀ pÅttrattil in the pan

bõÚ AUÛ BÀ jñÅnÅgni yÅl by the fire of know-
ledge (jnanagni)

Põ²® kÅyum which is heated

{À ¨μ®© naŸ bramma the pure Brahman

ö{´ ney the ghee

AvÀ adil in

{õß Ax nÅnadu 'I am That'

BP÷Á ÅgavÉ as

{õÐ® nÅ¿um always

ö£õ¶zx porittutu frying

uõ÷Ú tÅnÉ oneself alone

uõß BP tÅn Åga oneself as

¦âUP bujikka experience

uß©¯ tan maya which is of the nature
of That (the Reality)

Frying (the appalam) eternally as ‘I am That’ in the pure
ghee of Brahman which is heated by the fire of knowledge
(jnanagni) in the endless (indestructible) pan which is the
mouna – mudra (the sign of silence), in order to experience
oneself alone as oneself (‘I alone am I’) seek to prepare the
tanmaya appalam (the appalam which is of the nature of  That,
the Reality or Self).

D
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Appala Pattu

Bß© Âzøu RºzuÚ®*

£À»Â

I÷¯! ¯v_»£® – Bß©Âzøu

I÷¯! ¯v_»£®.

Atma Vidya Kirtanam
Pallavi

AiyÉ! ati-sulabam – Ånma-viddai

AiyÉ! ati-sulabam.

£uÄøμ

I÷¯ aiyÉ Ah!

Av ati so very

_»£® sulabam easy

Bß© Âzøu Ånma-viddai the science of self

I÷¯ aiyÉ Ah!

Av ati so very

_»£® sulabam easy

Ah!, so very easy is atma vidya (the science of self-knowledge)!
Ah, so very easy!

AÝ£À»Â

ö{õ´¯õº u©US¬Í[ øP¯õ ©»PUPÛ

ö£õ´¯õ ö¯õÈ¯ªS ö©´¯õ ²Íuõß©õ. (I÷¯)

Anu Pallavi
NoyyÅr tamak-kumu¿aÙ kaiyÅ malagak-kani

PoiyÅy ozhiya-migu meiyÅy u¿adÅnmÅ            (AiyÉ )

£uÄøμ

ö{õ´¯õº u©US® noyyÅr tamakkum  even to an ordinary
person

EÍ[øP u¿aÙkai the palm

B©»PU PÛ Åmalagak-kani amalaka fruit

* Pallavi was commenced by Sri Muruganar and rest were
composed by Sri Bhagavan
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ö£õ´ poi unreal

B´ Åy as

JÈ¯ ozhiya that (it) recedes

ªS migu so very

ö©´ B´ EÍx meiy Åy u¿adu is real

Bß©õ ÅnmÅ Self

Even to an ordinary (or weak-minded) person, Self
(the consciousness ‘I am’) is so very real that (in comparison
to it) an amalaka fruit in the palm recedes as unreal.
(Therefore, so very easy is the science of self! Ah, so very
easy!)

\μn® -–1

1. ö©´¯õ  ́|μ¢uμ¢uõ ùÚ¯õ v¸¢vhÄ®

ö£õ´¯õ ¬h®¦»P ö©´¯õ ¬ùÍzöuÊ®ö£õ´

ø©¯õº |ùÚÁqÄ ¬´¯õ öuõkUQh÷Á

ö©´¯õ ¶u¯öÁÎ öÁ´÷¯õß _¯©õß©õ–

ÂÍ[S÷©; C¸Íh[S÷©; Chöμõk[S÷©;

Cß£® ö£õ[S÷©. (I÷¯)

Charanam - 1

1. MeiyÅi niran-taran tÅnaiyÅ dirun-diØavum
PoiyÅ muØam-bulaga meiyÅy mu¿ait-tezhumpoi
MaiyÅr ninaiva-œuvu muiyÅ doØuk-kiØavÉ
MeiyÅr idaya-ve¿i veiyán suyam-ÅnmÅ –
Vi¿aÙ-gumÉ; iru¿-aØaÙ-gumÉ; iØaroØuÙ-gumÉ;
Inbam poÙ-gumÉ.                               (AiyÉ)

£uÄøμ

ö©´ mei the (sole) Reality

B´ Åi as

|μ¢uμ® nirantaram always

uõß tÅn Self

ø{¯õx naiyÅdu without being destroyed

C¸¢vhÄ® irundiØavum although (it) exists
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ö£õ´ poi unreal

B® Åm which are

Eh®¦ uØambu the body

E»P® ulagam the world

ö©´ mei real

B´ Åy as

¬ùÍzx mu¿aittu appear

GÊ® ezhum rise

ö£õ´ poi unreal

ø© Bº mai År dark

|ùÚÄ ninaivu thoughts

AqÄ® aœuvum even with an iota

E´¯õx uiyÅdu without surviving

JkUQh÷Á oØukkiØavÉ when destroyed

ö©´ Bº meiyÅr real

Cu¯ idaya Heart

öÁÎ ve¿i space

öÁ´÷¯õß veiyán the Sun

_¯® suyam spontaneously

Bß©õ ÅnmÅ Self

ÂÍ[S÷© vi¿aÙgumÉ will shine forth

C¸Ò iru¿ the darkness (of igno -
rance)

Ah[S÷© aØaÙ-gumÉ will vanish

Chº iØar misery

Jk[S÷© oØuÙgumÉ will cease

Cß£® inbam bliss

ö£õ[S÷© poÙ-gumÉ will surge up

Although Self always exists undoubtedly (or
indestructibly) as the (sole) reality, the body and world,
which are (in truth) unreal, rise and appear as real. When
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the unreal and dark thoughts (which are the cause of the
unreal appearance of the body and world) are destroyed
without even an iota (of them) surviving, Self, the sun (of
pure consciousness), will shine forth spontaneous in the real
Heart-space, (whereupon) the darkness (of ignorance) will
vanish, misery will cease, and Bliss will surge up. (Therefore,
so very easy is the science of Self! Ah! So very easy!).

Note : Though Self is so very real even to an ordinary
person (as stated in the Anupallavi) its real nature is
seemingly veiled by the unreal appearance of the body and
world. Since body and world are mere thoughts, the cause
for their appearance is only the mind, which is the first
thought and the root of all other thoughts. This is explained
by Bhagavan in more detail in 'Nan Yar' as follows.

What is called mind (manam) is a wondrous power
existing in Self (atma-swarupam). It projects all thoughts. If
we set aside all thoughts and see, there will be no such
thing as mind remaining separate; therefore, thought itself
is the nature (or form) of the mind. Other than thoughts,
there is no such thing as the world. In deep sleep there are
no thoughts, (and hence) there is no world; in waking and
dream there are thoughts, (and hence) there is the world
also, Just as the spider spins out the thread from within
itself and again withdraws it into itself, so the mind
projects the world from within itself and again absorbs it
into itself. When the mind comes out (rises) from Self, the
world appears. Therefore, when the world appears, Self
will not appear; and when Self appears (shines), the world
will not appear.

That is just as the knowledge of the rope, which is the
base, will not be obtained unless the knowledge of the
snake, the superimposition, goes, so the realization of Self
(swarupa-darsanam), which is the base, will not be obtained
unless the perception of the world (jagat--drishti) which is
a superimposition, ceases.
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Atma Vidya Kirtanam

If the mind, which is the cause (and base) of all
knowledge (all objective knowledge) and all action,
subsides, the perception of the world (jagat-drishti) will
cease.

Tanaiyadu may also be split as tan+aiyadu; aiyadu means
without doubt (undobtedly).

2. Fà ¸h¼x÷Á {õà ö©Ý|ùÚ÷Á

{õà |ùÚÄPÒ÷\ ÷μõº{õ öμÝ©uà

àà ¶hö©öußÖm ÷£õà ÛùÚÄPÒ ÷£õ´

{õà öÚÚUSøP²m hõà´z vPÊ©õß© –

      bõÚ÷©; Cx÷Á÷©õÚ÷©; HPÁõÚ÷©;

         Cß£z uõÚ÷©.                                  (I÷¯)

2. ànÅr uØal-iduvÉ nÅnÅm enum-ninaivÉ

NÅnÅ ninai-vuga¿ sÉrárnÅ renu-madanÅl

NÅnÅ riØame-denØŸut pánÅl ninai-vuga¿-pái

NÅn-nÅn enak-gugai-yuÊ ÊÅnÅit tigazhum-Ånma –

JñÅnamÉ; iduvÉ mánamÉ; Éka vÅnamÉ;

Inba stÅnamÉ.                     (Aiye)

£uÄøμ

Fß Bº ân År fleshy

EhÀ Cx÷Á {õß uØal iduvÉ nÅn 'this body alone I'

B® GÝ® Åm enum is

|ùÚ÷Á ninaivÉ the thought indeed

{õà nÅnÅ various

|ùÚÄPÒ ninaivuga¿ thoughts

÷\º sÉr on which (they)
are strung

Kº ár 'one

{õº GÝ® nÅr enum thread'

AuàÀ adanÅl Therefore

{õß nÅn 'I'
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Bº År who [or: where ('I')
dwell]

Ch® iØam place

Gx GßÖ edu endru 'what'

EÒ ul within

÷£õàÀ  pánÅl if one goes

|ùÚÄPÒ ninaivuga¿ thoughts

÷£õ´ pái will perish

{õß {õß nÅn nÅn 'I-I' (or 'I am I')

GÚ ena as

SøP gugai the cave

EÒ ul within

uõß
}

ÊÅn }spontaneously
B´ Åi
vPÊ® tigazhum will shine forth

Bß© Ånma Self

bõÚ÷© jñÅnamÉ knowledge

Cx÷Á iduvÉ this alone

÷©õÚ÷© mánamÉ silence

HP Éka one

ÁõÚ÷© vÅnamÉ space

Cß£ inba bliss

uõÚ÷© tÅnamÉ abode

The thought ‘This fleshy body alone is I’ is indeed the
‘one thread’ on  which the various (other) thoughts are strung.
Therefore, if one goes within (by keenly scrutinizing) ‘Who
am I’ and what is the place (from which I rise)?’, the thoughts
will (all) perish (along with their root, the thought ‘I am this
body’), and self-knowledge will spontaneously shine forth
with in the cave (of the Heart) as ‘I-I’. This (state of self-
knowledge) alone is silence (mouna), the one (non dual)
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Atma Vidya Kirtanam

space (of existence-consciousness), the abode of bliss,
(Therefore, so very easy is the science of Self! Ah! So very
easy!)

The words ‘nan ar idam edu’ which are here translated
as ‘ Who am I and what is the place?’, may also be translated
as ‘What is the place where I dwell?’.

The words ‘nan nan’, which are here translated as ‘I-I’,
may also be taken to mean ‘I am I’, since in a Tamil sentence
such as ‘I am this’ (nan idu  irukkiren) the word ‘am’
(irukkiren) is usually dropped.

Note : Though self, the existence – consciousness ‘I am’,
is clearly known to even the most ordinary person, it does
not shine as it is due to the mixing of adjuncts (upadhis),
which conceal its real nature and make it appear in the form
of the mind, the false first person feeling ‘I am this body,’ ‘I
am so-and-so.’ This false first person feeling is a mere
thought, and of all thoughts it is the first. All other thoughts,
including the body and world, arise only because of this
first thought, and they are known as if existing only by this
first thought. Whereas all other thoughts are only insentient
objects. Known by the first thought ‘I’, this first thought alone
is endowed with a seeming  consciousness. How? This
thought is a mixture of the real consciousness ‘I am’ and the
unreal, insentient adjuncts such as ‘this body’ and ‘so-and-
so’, And hence it is called the chit-jada-granthi or the knot
between Self, which is consciousness, and the body, which
is insentient.

Therefore, since there can be no existence without a
consciousness of that existence, all other thoughts depend
for their seeming existence upon this first thought 'I am
this body.' When this thought is absent, as in deep sleep all
other thoughts are also absent and when this thought rises
in the waking and dream all other thoughts also rise. This is
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why Sri Bhagavan says in this verse, “The thoughts are
strung.” That is, just as the many flowers of a garland are
held together by only one string, so all the many thoughts
that constitute our so called life (which is merely an endless
stream of thoughts) exist by depending upon this first person
feeling ‘I am the body.’ And just as all the flowers will be
scattered away when the string is out, so all other thoughts
will vanish when this first thought ‘I am the body’ is
destroyed.

What is the means by which we can cut this string, the
first person thought ‘I am so-and-so,’ which is the root-cause
of all miseries? Is it difficult or easy to get? No rare powerful
weapon and no great strength are required to cut this string.
If we simply turn our attention inwards and keenly scrutinize
the mere feeling ‘I’ in order to find out ‘who am I?’ From
where does this feeling I arose? That will be sufficient,
because at once the ego-feeling ‘I am so-and-so’ will begin
to subside, and finally it will disappear altogether without
leaving a trace.

To illustrate this Sri Bhagavan used to narrate the
following story: A sadhu was living in a small old dilapitated
mantapam which was open on one side and which had no
door or gate. Once a day he used to walk to the nearby village
to beg his food. After receiving sufficient food in his small
pot, he would return to the mantapam, where he would eat
half the food. The remaining half he used to keep in his pot
in order to have something to eat the following morning.
Though he had nothing with which to  cover the pot, when
he went to sleep he used safeguard the food by keeping the
pot close to his head. Nevertheless, one morning when he
woke up he found the pot was empty. The next night, having
decided that he should find out who the thief was, he lay
down as if asleep but with a firm resolve to remain vigilant.
Some hours passed, but no thief entered the mantapam.
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Atma Vidya Kirtanam

Unable to ward off his sleep any longer, by the middle of
the night the sadhu finally dozed off to sleep. But he was
soon awakened by a lapping sound; opening his eyes he
saw a dog licking his pot, so immediately he raised his head,
and the dog ran away. The following night therefore, the
sadhu was more vigilant, and when the dog silently entered
the mantapam and crept near the pot, he raised his head. At
once the dog ran away without touching the food. The third
night the dog came only as far as the entrance of the
mantapam; peeping inside, he found that the sadhu was
vigilantly observing him, so he again ran away. The fourth
night the dog stood on the road some distance from the
mantapam, but finding that the sadhu was again watching
him, he sulked away and never returned.

\μn®—3

3. ußùÚ ¯Ôu¼ßÔ  ̈¤ßùÚ ö¯uÔQö»ß

ÓßùÚ ¯Ô¢viØ¤ß öÚßùÚ ²ÍuÔ¯

¤ßÚ Ä°ºPÎ» ¤ßÚ ÂÍUöPÝ©z

ußùÚz uÛ¾nμ ªßÝ¢ uÝÍõß©&

    ¨μPõ\÷©; A¸Ò Â»õ\÷©; APÂ{õ\÷©;

        Cß£ÂPõ\÷©.                                   (I÷¯)

3. Tannai yaŸida-linØŸip pinnai yedaŸi-gilen

Tannai aŸin-diØiŸ-pin ennai u¿a-daŸiya

Binna vuyir-ga¿il abinna vi¿ak-kenu-mat

Tannait tanil-uœara minnum tanu¿-Ånma –

PrakÅ-samÉ; aru¿ vilÅ-samÉ; aga vinÅ-samÉ

Inba vikÅ-samÉ.

(AiyÉ... )

£uÄøμ

ußùÚ tannai Self

AÔuÀ aŸidal knowing
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CßÔ inØŸi without

¤ßùÚ pinnai else

Gx yedu anything

AÔQÀ aŸigil if one knows

Gß en what is the use

ußùÚ tannai Self

AÔ¢viÀ aŸin-diØil if one has known

¤ß pin then

GßùÚ ennai what

EÍx u¿adu is there

AÔ¯ aŸiya to know

¤ßÚ binna different

E°ºPÒ vuyirga¿ living beings

CÀ il in

A¤ßÚ abinna without difference

ÂÍUS GÝ® vi¿akku enum which shines

Az at that

ußùÚ tannai Self

uÛÀ tanil in oneself

Enμ uœara when (it) is known

ªßÝ® minnum will flash forth

uß  tan oneself

EÒ  u¿ within

Bß© Ånma Self

¨μPõ\÷© prakÅsamÉ the light

A¸Ò aru¿ Grace

Â»õ\÷© vilÅsamÉ The shining forth

AP aga 'I'

Â{õ\÷© vinÅsamÉ the destruction

Cß£ inba bliss

ÂPõ\÷© vikÅsamÉ the blossoming
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Without knowing Self, what is the use if one knows
anything else? If one has known Self, then what (else) is
there to know? When that Self, which shines without
difference (as ‘I am’) in (all the many) different living beings,
is known in oneself, the light of self will flash forth within
one self, (as ‘I am that I am’). (This experience of self is) the
shining forth of Grace, the destruction of ‘I’ (the ego), and
the blossoming of bliss. (Therefore, so very easy is the science
of Self! Ah! So very easy!)

Note : All second and third person objects are merely
thoughts which seemingly come into existence only after
the rising of the ego, the first person thought ‘I am this body’.
When the ego does not rise, all other objects are non-existent
(cf. Ulladu Narpadu vv. 14 and 26, and ‘Sri Arunachala Ashtakam’
v.7). Therefore, since the ego rises only due to one’s not
knowing oneself, knowing anything else (any second or third
person object) without knowing oneself is only ignorance
(cf. Ulladu Narpadu vv.11 and 13). When one knows oneself
the rising of the ego will be found to be an unreal appearance,
and hence the seeming existence of other objects will also
be known to be even unreal. That is why Sri Bhagavan says
in this verse, “Without knowing Self, what is the use if one
knows anything else? If one has known Self, then what else
is there to know?”

That which shines without difference in all the different
living beings is only the real self, the mere existence
consciousness ‘I am’. In order to know the real nature of
this consciousness ‘I am’, all one need do is to attend to it
within oneself. Since Self-knowledge will automatically
shine forth when one thus attends to this consciousness ‘I
am’, and since this consciousness exists and shines in all
beings at all times, it is never difficult for anyone to attend
to it. Therefore, this consciousness, which always makes it
easy for anyone to attain is the very form of divine grace,
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and to experience it as it is, is the shining forth of Grace.
When Grace thus shines forth in the form of true Self-
knowledge, the ego will be destroyed and supreme bliss
will be attained.

In order to know any other object, the aid of the mind
and the five senses are required. But to know oneself, neither
the mind nor the five senses are required, because the real
self is in truth everknowing itself by its own light of
consciousness. Since this truth will be known when the mind
subsides, knowing Self will be found to be natural and much
easier than knowing any other thing.

\μn® – 4

4. Pß©õ vPmhÂÇ ö\ß©õ v{mhö©Ç

öÁ®©õºU P©uÛÝ ª®©õºU PªUöPÎx

ö\õß©õ ÚuuÝÂß Pß©õ v]ÔvßÔa

_®©õ Á©º¢v¸UP Á®©õ ÁPzv»õß© –

    ÷\õv÷¯; |uõÝ§v÷¯; Cμõx ¥v÷¯;

    Cß£Á® ÷£õv÷¯.                                (I÷¯)

4. KanmÅ dikaÊ-Êavizha jen-mÅdi nashÊa-mezha

EmmÅrg-gam ada-ninum immÅrg ga-mik-ke¿idu

SonmÅ nada-danu-vin kanmÅ disiŸi-dindŸich

ChummÅ amarn-dirukka ammÅ ahattil-Ånma –

JátiyÉ; nidÅnu bhâtiyÉ; irÅdu b≠tiyÉ;

Inba-vam bádiyÉ.

 (AiyÉ ... )

£uÄøμ

Pß©(®) kanmÅm action

Bv adi and so on

Pmk kaÊÊu the bonds

AÂÇ avizha to unfasten

ö\ß©(®) jenmam birth
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Bv Ådi and so on

{mh® nakÊam the destruction

GÇ ezha to bring about

G® em any

©õºUP® mÅrg-gam path

AuÛÝ® adaninum rather than

C® im this

©õºUP® mÅrggam path

ªUS mikku extremely

GÎx e¿idu easy

ö\õÀ sol speech

©õÚu mÅnada mind

uÝÂß tanuvin of body

Pß©(®) Bv kanmÅm adi action

]Ôx siŸidu the least

CßÔ indŸi without

_®©õ chummÅ merely

A©º¢v¸UP amarndirukka when one remains still

A®©õ ammÅ ah!

APzx CÀ ahattu il in the heart

Bß© Ånma Self

÷\õv÷¯ játiyÉ the light

|u nidÅ eternal

AÝ§v÷¯ anubhâtiyÉ experience

Cμõx irÅdu will not exist

¥v÷¯ b≠tiyÉ fear

Cß£ inba bliss

A®÷£õv÷¯ ambádiyÉ the ocean alone

To unfasten the bonds of action (karma) and so on and to
bring about the destruction of birth and so on, rather than
any (other) path, this path (of self-enquiry) is extremely easy!
When one merely remains still, without the least action of
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speech, mind and body, ah (what a wonder it will be)! The
light of Self in the heart will be the eternal experience, fear
will not exist, and the ocean of bliss alone (will remain
shining). (Therefore, so very easy is the science of Self! Ah!
So very easy!)

According to Vedanta ‘action and so on‘ (karmadi)
denotes the three karmas namely, agamya, prarabdha, and
sanchita, and with the afflictions which following in their
wake, while according to Saiva Sidhanta, karmadi denotes
the three impurities namely ego (anava), action (karma)
delusion (maya). Birth and so on (janmadi) denotes the
miseries of life such as birth (janma), disease (vyadhi), old
age and death (mrityu); refer to the Bhagavad Gita 13.8
wherein the latter classification is given.

Note : All sadhanas other than self-enquiry involve some
action to be performed either by the mind, speech or body,
and hence one may experience some difficulty in using these
instruments. But in the path of  self-enquiry taught by Sri
Bhagavan no action need be performed by any of these three
instruments, and hence this path is the easiest of all paths.

Knowing Self is not an action. Since self is ever naturally
knowing itself, knowing self is nothing but being self (cf.
Upadesa Undhiyar v.26) and hence no action of the mind,
speech or body is required to know self. If one merely
remains still without performing any action by these three
instruments, self-knowledge will automatically shine  forth.

Since all actions of the mind, speech and body are due
only to the rising of thoughts, since all other thoughts rise
only because of the rising of the first thought ‘I am this body’,
and since (as explained in verse 2) this first thought will
vanish along with all other thoughts when one turns one’s
attention towards it, in order to remain still all we need to
do is to turn our attention towards the mere feeling ‘I’.
Therefore, knowing Self is so very easy.
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Atma Vidya Kirtanam

\μn®—5

5. Âst v¯ÂÍUS[ Pst v¯ö£õÔUS[

Pst ©ÚUPqUS[ Pst´ ©ÚÂqUS®

Âst ö¯õ¸ö£õ¸Ò÷Á öÓst v¸¢u£i

²st kÍzöuõÎ¸ ©st ©ù»ö¯àß©õ&

       Põq÷©; A¸Ð®÷Áq÷©; Aß¦ §q÷©;

          Cß¦ ÷uõq÷©.                                (I÷¯)

5. Viœœa diya-vi¿akkuÙ kaœœÅ-diya poŸikkuÙ

Kaœœa manak-kaœukkuÙ kaœœÅi mana-viœukkum

ViœœÅi-oru poru¿ vÉreœœa dirunta-paØi

U¿œÅØâ ¿atto¿i-rum AœœÅ malai enÅnmÅ –

KÅœumÉ; Aru¿um vÉœumÉ; Anbu-pâœumÉ;

Inbu táÙumÉ.                          (AiyÉ ... )

£uÄøμ

Âs viœœ space

Bv¯ adiya and so on

ÂÍUS® vi¿akkum which illumine

Ps kaœœ the eye

Bv¯ Ådiya and so on

ö£õÔUS® poŸikkum even to the senses

Ps kaœœ the eye

B® am which is

©Ú mana mind

PsqUS® kaœœukkuÙ even to the eye

Ps kaœœ the eye

B´ Åi which is

©Ú mana mind

ÂsqUS® viœœukkum even to the space

Âs viœœ the space

B´ Åi which is

J¸ oru one
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ö£õ¸Ò poru¿ Reality

÷ÁÖ vÉru anything else

Gstx eœœadu without thinking of

C¸¢u£i iruntapaØi as it is

EÒ u¿ within

{õk œÅØu which attends

EÍzx â¿attu in the mind

JÎ¸® o¿irum which shines

Ast©ù» AœœÅmalai Annamalai(Arunachala)

Gß en which is called

Bß©õ ÅnmÅ (as) Self

Põq÷© kÅœumÉ see

A¸Ð® Aru¿um Grace also

÷Áq÷© vÉœumÉ is needed

Aß¦ anbu love

§q÷© pâœumÉ have

Cß¦ inbu Bliss

÷uõq÷© táÙumÉ blossom forth

In the mind which attends within as it is (that is, which
attends to itself as the mere existence consciousness ‘I am’)
without thinking of anything else, Self, which is called
Annamalai the one (non-dual) reality which shines as the
space even to the mind-space and as the eye even to the
mind-eye, which is the eye even to the senses such as the
eye, which illumine (the physical elements such as the space)
will be seen. (In order to attain this experience) Grace is
also needed; (in order to attain that Grace) have love (for
Self); (then) Bliss will blossom forth, (Therefore, so very
easy is Atma-Vidya! Ah, very easy!)
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